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esbetweenword sand iti seven mo red if fic ultifthes pace sare
inwrongpo sit is ion sand a sac onse quence the rear en or elia ble cue
stow here on ewor dend sand theo ther be gins.
This example demonstrates the difficulties related to missing and misleading
information about word boundaries in visual word recognition. Incidentally, it also
captures some aspects of spoken word recognition. The former part of the signal
consists only of a string of graphemes without white spaces between words.
Nonetheless, it contains all the necessary details so that words can be recognized.
The goal, however, is achieved at the expense of time. Word recognition is delayed
without additional cues to word boundaries. In the latter part of the example,
mislocated cues, the white spaces in wrong positions, make the reader's task more
difficult than missing cues.
In the listener's mind, speech consists of a string of separate words. However, in
natural speech, unambiguous and reliable cues to word boundaries, such as pauses,
are rare. Pauses or silent parts do exist in the acoustic waveform, but often they do
not coincide with word boundaries. This is exemplified in Figure l, which shows the
waveform representation of the Finnish sentence "Marja n~kee ikkunan I~pi ~idin"
('Marja sees mother through the window'). The silent parts (marked with small
arrows) are of no use in tenns of lexical segmentation. They denote the silent
portions of plosives, and are not aligned with word onsets. The real word onsets are
marked with large arrows. As the figure shows, no clear acoustic indices that would
unambiguously provide cues to word boundaries are present. Even though it is
possible to segment the acoustic signal based on acoustic criteria, these segments do
not seem to correspond in any straightforward manner to linguistic units such as
phonemes, syllables or words. Instead, speech input is a string of acoustic events
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that are not linearly aligned in tenns of phonological segments. (For a discussion of
the relationship between speech perception and spoken word recognition, see
Nygaard 8z Pisoni, 1995.) The ease that human listeners show in recognizing words
in continuous speech is even more remarkable when one realizes that most words
contain embedded words (e.g., bone in trombone), and some (unintended) words
spread over (intended) word boundaries (e.g., in Italian visite 'visits' in visi tediati
'faces bored'). Nonetheless, the embedded words are practically never consciously
recognized during conversation, even though there is evidence that at least some of
them are momentarily entertained as possible lexical candidates (e.g., Gow 8z
Gordon, 1995; McQueen, Norris, 8z Cutler, 1994; Shillcock, 1990; Tabossi, Burani,
8z Scott, 1995; Vroomen ~ de Gelder, 1995, 1997).
( I
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Marja n~.kee ik.ku.nan l~.pi ~i.di[n]
(I~larja sees mother through the window)
1.611
FIGURE 1. Represen[ation of the acoustic waveform of [he utterance Marja n~kee ikkunan
Itipi nidin ('Marja sees mother through the window'). Large arrows are placed at word onsets,
small arrows indicate pauses (or silent parts).
Word boundaries emerge as by-products of word recognition
What makes it so easy for listeners to recognize individual words in continuous
speech? Several alternative theories have emerged. A common feature of recent
models of spoken word recognition is that lexical processes are mostly responsible
for both recognition of words and also for revealing the boundaries. This entails a
2
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logical necessity; once a word is recognized, the onset and offset are known.
Examples of models in which word boundaries emerge as by-products of
recognition are TRACE (MeClelland 8c Elman, 1986) and Shortlist (Norris, 1994).
Although differences exist between these models, a common feature in both of them
is that a set of lexical candidates (or hypotheses) are activated by portions of the
acoustic input, which in turn compete for selection. As more phonemes are made
available, the candidates that do not match the input drop out of the competition.
Finally, word recognition occurs when only one candidate has survived. A
reasonable assumption is that lexical competition is a universal property of the
spoken word recognition mechanism, although direct tests of competition across
languages are scarse (e.g., McQueen et al., 1994; Norris et al., 1995; Vroomen á de
Gelder, 1995). Given the complexities of the generation the lexical hypotheses, it is
probable that additional cues that are present in the speech signal facilitate and
speed up recognition of words in continuous speech.
Additional cues make detection ol words easier and faster
A growing body of research on spoken language processing indicates that listeners
are sensitive to additional cues in the speech signal that help segmen[ speech into
meaningful chunks. These cues may be phonetic, such as initial or final lengthening
of syllables, aspiration of initial stops, glottal stop, or allophonic variation (e.g.,
Gow 8r Gordon, 1995; Gárding, 1967; Klatt, 1975; Lehiste, 1960; 1972; Nakatani 8z
Dukes, 1977), or phonological, such as phonotactic restrictions on what kinds of
phoneme sequences can occur at syllable boundaries (McQueen, 1998). Statistical
properties of language specific phoneme sequences (that is, transitional probabilities
between syllables) have shown to play a role in segmentation (e.g., Saffran et al.,
] 996). Finally, a special emphasis has been on prosodic features, which create a
rhythm that organizes the signal and facilitates lexical segmentation. Cutler and her
colleagues have put forth a general hypothesis that the phonological structure of the
individual language defines the nature of these cues. Thus, because languages differ
in their structure, these cues are language specific. For example, English words
consist of strong and weak syllables. A strong syllable contains a full vowel and a
weak syllable, usually containing a schwa. Based on observations that about 90~10 of
English words start with strong syllables (Cutler ~ Carter, 1987), Cutler and Norris
(1988) suggested a Metrical Segmentation Strategy (MSS) might be helpful in
segmenting continuous English. A viable strategy then could be:"Every time a
strong syllable (containing a full vowel) is encountered, assume the existence of a
word boundary". Accordingly, segmen[ation at strong syllab]es will result either in
facilitation or slowing down of RTs depending on whether the candidate is aligned
3
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with the intended word boundary or embedded in another word. For example, the
original demonstration by Cutler and Norris (1988) showed that "mint" is more
difficult to recognize when it is embedded in [mInte~f] as opposed to (mmtafJ. The
explanation is that in [mInte[ff a word boundary is assumed between the two strong
syllables so that both [mmt] and [teifJ are segmented. It takes extra time to
reconstruct [mtnt] over the segmentation point. Several reports have indicated that
both English speaking adults (e.g., Cutler and Norris, 1988), and infants (e.g.,
Jusczyk, Houston, 8c Newsome, 1999) are sensitive to the rhythm created by
alternating strong and weak syllables, and seem to use MSS in segmentation. In
]anguages that resemble English in tenns of the distinction between strong and weak
syllables, such as Dutch, the MSS has been shown to operate (Vroomen 8z de
Gelder, 1995; Vroomen, van Zon, 8c de Gelder, 1996).
The metrical unit that seems to create the rhythm in French is the syllable. Contrary
to English, syllable boundaries in French are in general unambiguous (see, however,
Content et al., in press, for a demonstration of ambisyllabicity in French). French
listeners seem to segment speech input into syllable-sized units (Mehler,
Dommergues, Frauenfelder, 8r Seguí, 1981). In their seminal study, the authors
reported that, in a syllable monitoring task, participants were faster in detecting ba
in ba.lance than in bal.cora. The reverse pattern was found with syllable bal. Despite
the original claim that syllable is the unit that listeners use in lexical access and
segmentation, it turned out that the pattern holds only for French and other syllable-
timed languages such as Spanish (Pallier, Sebastián-Gallés, Felguera, Christophe, 8z
Mehler, 1993) and Catalan (Sebastián-Gallés, Dupoux, Seguí, 8c Mehler, 1992).
When English participants were presented with the same materials, it did not matter
whether the target corresponded or not to the first syllable of the word (Cutler,
Mehler, Norris, 8z Seguí, 1986). However, this is not to say that syllables do not
play any role in spoken word recognition and segmentation in English. Norris and
his colleagues (e.g., Norris, McQueen, Cutler, 8r. Butterfield, 1997) have put forth a
hypothesis what they call a'Possible Word Constraint' (PWC), which emphasizes
the role of the syllable in parsing the spoken input into meaningful units. PWC
suggests that listeners parse the input so that all bits and pieces are taken into
account. If the parsing of a phoneme string results in a lexical hypothesis and a
chunk tha[ is not a possible word in language then that parse is penalized. For
example, the target 'apple' is detected fas[er in vuffapple than in fapple, because, in
fapple, 'f is left out, and it cannot form a word (or a syllable) in English. Thus, PWC
emphasizes the role of syllable in word recognition, but the role is different from
French. Based on several experiments conducted with listeners with different
language backgrounds, PWC currently reads: "Penalize any parse that yields as
output a string of phonemes that does not contain a vowel, because it cannot be a
-t
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possible word." (Norris, Cutler, McQueen, Butterfield, 8c Kearns, 2000). PWC has
also been incorporated to Shortlist and Merge (Norris, McQueen, 8t Cutler, 2000).
In Japanese the rhythmic pattern is created by morae. The mora refers to a
subsyllabic unit. In a hierarchical structure, it is dominated by the syllable and it in
its turn dominates a segment (either a vowel or consonant) or segments. A syllable
contains a[ ]east one mora. For example, a CV syllable consists of one mora, a CVC
syllable consis[s of two morae (CV and C). Long vowels are considered bimoraic,
and nasal consonants and (the first member of a) geminate consonant also contribute
to the mora. In some analyses the mora has been considered as both a temporal and
a tonal unit; morae affect the rhythm and also the placement of the pitch accent in a
word (e.g., Nakano-Madsen, 1992). Japanese listeners seem to be sensitive to the
rhythm created by morae, but not syllables. which in turn helps segmentation (e.g.,
Otake, Hatano, Cutler, 8c Mehler, 1993).
How do listeners deal with multiple cues to word boundaries?
In face-to-face communication listeners have multiple cues to word boundaries
available while they listen to speech. Little attention has been paid on how adul[
listeners deal with these multiple cues. As a matter of fact, most research reporting
on how multiple cues are used has mainly focused on phonetic cues (e.g., Quené,
1993; Yerkey 8t Sawusch, 1993) or how infants learning their first language deal
with multiple phonological cues (Mattys, Jusczyk, Luce, 8r Morgan, 1999). For
example, Quené (1993) investigated how segment durations of the pivotal
consonant and the rise time of the postboundary vowel signaled word boundary as a
function of the accent level of the syllable. The results showed that listeners utilized
duration as a cue to word boundary, but performance was better if the word af[er the
boundary was accented. Accordingly, accent may enhance the perceptual salience of
the phonetic cues. Mattys et aL (1999) studied how 9-month-old infants deal with
phonotactic regularities and prosodic pattern in segmenting spoken English. The
results showed, among other things, that infants were sensitive to probabilistic
information yielded by phonotactic sequences. Furthermore, when both cues were
present, infants relied more strongly on the prosodic cue (primary or secondary
stress) than on the phonotactic one. The authors suggested that as early as at the age
of 9 months, children have the capability of integrating multiple cues, which usually
improve performance. However, given the preference for the stress cue, Mattys et
al. argued that prosodic cues constitute a first-pass strategy that enables English-
learning infants to begin to segment content words from continuous speech.
Attending to prosodic cues is thus primary, but this strategy is supplemented with
ï
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other cues which in most cases increase the success rate of segmentation and
diminish false alarms.
Phonological properties of Finnish
Another example of potential cues to word boundaries as suggested by the
phonological and prosodic structure of a language comes from Finnish. It is a
language spoken by some 5 million speakers mostly in Finland. Finnish belongs to
the Finno-Ugric language family and it has a rich morphology with highly complex
inflectional system involving both nouns and verbs. In typological classiftcation,
Finnish is described as belonging to the syllable-timed languages. Syllable
boundaries are clear, and the syllable structure fairly simple. For example,
consonant clusters are not permitted at the syllable initial position. Another feature
of Finnish is that quantity, the distinc[ion between short and long phonemes, is
distinctive. This phonological feature pertains to both vowels and consonants in
almost any position of a word. For example, words differing only in phonemic
length form the following continuum; tule 'come!', (ei) tuule '(is not) windy', (ei)
tuulle 'is (probably not) windy', tuulee 'is windy', tulee 'comes', ticllee 'will probably
come', tuullee 'it is probably windy'.
Most importantly for lexical segmentation, there are two potential cues to word
boundary, one is vowel harmony and the other is lexical stress. Vowel harmony
refers to the phonotactic restrictions which define that (native) Finnish word (stems)
may only contain vowels from one harmony set (or from the neutral set).
Accordingly, vowels ~y ~ at~ comprise the front harmony set, and vowels lu o al the
back harmony set (~i el belong to neutral vowels). Words like ~katul (`sireet') and
Ihymy~ ('smile') are viable words, whereas ~~ka'tul or ~Ikoty~ or ~~humyl or ~`~hymu~
are not. (Note: in all examples, International Phonetic Alphabet, IPA, is used to
indicate phonetic and phonological symbols. In the orthographic notation, Finnish
~~ denotes ~~l ~b~ denotes len. In one sense, vowel harmony can be regarded as a
phonological device that increases the coherence of a word form. The other side of
the coin is that vowel harmony also provides a means for determining word
boundaries (Trubetzkoy, 1958). Thus, when vowels from two opposing harmony
categories within a string of phonemes are detected, a word boundary must be
present. (For more detailed accounts of the Finnish language, see e.g., Iivonen,
1998; Karlsson, 1987.)
In Finnish lexical (or primary word) stress is fixed on the tirst syllable of the word.
Fixed stress may thus provide a potentially reliable cue to word boundary, because
stressed syllables may stand out more prominent than surrounding syllables.
6
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Listeners could start lexical access at every stressed syllable. However, because
stress is fixed in Finnish, it supposedly does not have a(major) linguistic function,
and in this respect it provides redundant information. However, fixed stress may
serve a demarcative function (Hyman, 1977; Trubetzkoy, 1958). ln contrast.
because of its redundant character in the linguistic sense, fixed lexical stress might
not be realized acoustically (Cutler, Dahan, 8z van Donselaar, 1997) and might be of
little use as a cue to a word boundary.
Although systematic studies regarding the acoustic structure of word and sentence
level prominence are scarse, in most Finnish textbooks of linguistics and phonetics
the acoustic correlates of word stress are described as consisting of fundamental
frequency ( FO), amplitude, and duration (e.g., Karlsson, 1983, Iivonen et al., 1987).
Fundamental frequency is also the main acoustic correlate of intonation ( Iivonen et
al., 1987) and FO is often (explicitly or implicitly) correlated with word stress in
Finnish ( Hirst 8z Di Cristo, 1998). For example, Vdlimaa-Blum (1993), following
the terminology of Pierrehumbert (1980) in which pitch accent is the melodic
correlate of stress, suggests that Finnish intonation pattern consists of a sequence of
pitch accents and a boundary tone. Pitch accent is realized as a simple FO movement
occurring at the primary stressed syllable of the word. Specifically, for a neutral
declarative sentence, sequence of LfH~` pitch accents followed by a boundary tone
L~Io is the default for unmarked word order. (L (Low), H(High), ~, and ~I~ are
transcript characters in the Tone and Break Indices ( ToBI) system (Silverman et al.,
1992). However, not all first syllables receive the pitch accent. For example, it
seems that at least finite verbs in the neutral declarative sentences are unstressed.
Thus, word stress will not inform of all word boundaries, but will do so on many
instances. In a recent study by Iivonen, Niemi, 8z Paananen (1998) examined the
potential use of stress as a cue to word boundaries. They [ried to de[ermine the
extent to which FO peaks in Finnish, English, and German coincide with word stress.
They analyzed TV and radio newscasts and counted how often a just noticeable FO
peak ( detïned as a difference in one semitone or more when compared with the
neighboring syllable) matched a primary stressed syllable. One cannot expect a
perfect correlation between FO peaks and word stress because stress may not always
be acoustically realized. Nevertheless, Iivonen. Niemi, and Paananen found that the
majority of Finnish FO peaks, 73~I~, occurred on the primary stressed syllable, while
only 42~Io of the German peaks and 59~I~ of the English peaks represented word
stress. Moreover, about 52~7c of the Finnish word-initial syllables had an FO peak.
Thus, this phonetic analysis suggests that FO peaks are at least partly successful in
signaling which syllables receive primary stress, and hence, where a word boundary
is located in Finnish speech.
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Prosody: a terminological remark
In the paragraphs above, terms such as fundamental frequency, intonation,
amplitude, duration, prominence, stress, accent, rhythm etc. are used to describe
prosodic features of speech. However, they clearly denote concepts at various levels
of description. As such, the diversity of concepts suggests a complex structure,
which may be studied separately at each level. Accordingly, the definition of
prosody has been elusive so far. Recently, researchers have focussed on how the
different levels of description could be organized within a unifying model of
prosody (see e.g., Beckman, 1996; Hirst 8z Di Cristo, 1998; Shattuck-Hufnagel 8c
Turk, 1996 for recent reviews). There are at least two levels of description that
should be integrated in a unifying theory of prosody. The first is the physical level
of ineasurable physical parameters, which refers to acoustic parameters such as
fundamental frequency, amplitude, duration and spectral properties of a segment.
These parameters correlate with different perceived aspects (especially with relative
prominence of syllables) of the spoken utterance in a complex way. Second,
prosody can be regarded as a phonological organization of segments, which can be
parsed into higher-level constituents and to a pattern of relative prominence within
these constituents. Recent developments especially within autosegmental phonology
and metrical theory (e.g., Liberman and Prince, 1977) (which have been integrated
with intonational theory, e.g., Beckman 8c Pierrehumbert, 1986) suggest that
prosody itself is a grammatical (phonological) structure that must be parsed in its
own right (e.g, Beckman, 1996; Nespor 8L Vogel, 1986). The prosodic constituents
form a hierarchy spanning from utterance to syllable (and in some theories to
subsyllabic units such as mora). Several factors, both linguistic and non-linguistic,
influcnce the speaker's choice of prosody for a given utterance. The prosodic
component could be regarded as an 'integrator' of these factors within grammar
(Shattuck-Hufnagel 8z Turk, 1996).
In one sense, prominence is a perceptual property of spoken language. It refers to
the perceptual salience of a syllable in relation to the surrounding syllables.
Prominent syllables may be acoustically more intense, have a higher pitch, or be
longer in duration than less prominent syllables. One type of framework to describe
relative prominence levels comes from autosegmental-metrical theory, which
assumes four prominence levels of syllables: nuclear accented, accented, heavy, and
(reduced or light) syllable (e.g., Beckman, 1996; see also Ladefoged, 1975).
According to Beckman (1996) the type of prominence in English is determined so
that a heavy syllable (the head of a foot) is more prominent than any light syllable.
Second, if a(n intonational) phrase contains more than one foot, any accented
syllable needs to be more prominent than a heavy syllable that is not accented.
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However, not all heavy syllables need to be accented. A final point is that, although
every intonational phrase must contain at least one accented syllable, it can contain
more than one, in which case the last accented syllable (bearing a nuclear accent) is
the most prominent syllable of the phrase. Beckman c~ Edwards (1994) have
proposed that each of these prominence types is signaled by different dominant
acoustic cues. Accordingly, stressed (or heavy) syllables are distinguished from
unstressed (or light) syllable by quality and duration. Nuclear accented syllables are
distinguished from non-accented stressed syllables by an FO marker, that is, by a
pitch accent. The choice of terminology above retlects language specific features,
but the point is that prominence levels are assigned both on a sentence and word
level depending on the prosodic phrase structure. However, there is ample evidence
that languages differ from each other in the acoustic realization of prominence (see
Hirst 8z Di Cristo, 1998, for an elaboration of this point). For example, duration and
vowel quality are not reliable acoustic correlates of stresscd vs. unstressed syllables
in Finnish, first, because there is no linguistically determined vowel reduction in
Finnish (Iivonen, 1998). Second, due to phonological length in Finnish (see above)
durational differences between phonemes need to be carefully controlled in order
not to change the meaning of the word. One consequence of language specificity of
the relationship between prosody and its acoustic realization is that a development
of a universal prosodic transcription system, similar to IPA for segmental
transcription, has not been successful. Several systems for transcription of intonation
patterns have been suggested such as ToBI (Silvennan et al., 1992) and INTSINT
(International Transcription System for Intonation; Hirst 8z Di Cristo, 1998), but
there is no widely accepted consensus regarding the use of these systems.
In the current thesis, it will be argued that relative prominence levels between
syllables are important in signaling word boundary in spoken Finnish. A hypothesis
is put forth that, besides prominence related to a(nuclear) accented syllable, also the
prominence of a non-accented stressed syllable is sufficient to signal word boundary
in spoken utterances in Finnish. These syllables, in the majority of cases, are the
first syllables of the word. In the following chapters, terms such as lexical stress,
(word) stress, (sentence) accent and prominence are used in a theory neutral manner.
Lexical stress is an abstract linguistic unit, which specifies which syllable of the
word receives the primary stress. Usually, this syllable is also perceptually the most
prominent syllable of the word. For communicative purposes, syllables may also
receive sentence accent. The location of the accented syllable is usually, but not
always, the lexically stressed syllable. An example of sentence accent on an
unstressed syllable can be found when that syllable is contrasted as in the sentence:
"I said cofFIN, not cofFEE". The accented syllable is usually the most prominent
(and thus, perceptually the most salient) syllable of the utterance. The utterance
9
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usually also has other stressed (or prominent) syllables. Thus, one critical difference
in the concept of word and sentence level prominence is that there are fewer
prominence levels within the word than there are within the sentence domain. In the
following chapters, stress and prominence are used interchangeably; however, these
concepts should be kept apart from the concept of lexical stress.
CURRENT APPROACH
Word stress and vowel harmony as cues to word boundary in Finnish language
The crucial question regarding the phonological properties of Finnish described
above is: "Do these properties have functional consequences?" Are listeners
actually sensitive to these cues? The second question concerns the situation in
which both of these cues are available at the same time: "Are all cues equal or do
listeners prefer some cues to the other?" And the third question entertained in this
thesis is, "If some cues override other cues, in what condition does this happen?"
Suomi et aL (1997) reported that vowel harmony information is exploited by
Finnish listeners when they segment fluent speech. Their results were expanded
by Vroomen et aL (1998; see also Chapter 2 in this thesis) who showed that vowel
harmony is a language specific feature, as Finns, but not Dutch and French
listeners, benefited from vowel harmony information. More importantly, they also
showed that the stress (or prominence) cue can override vowel harmony.
One illustration of how word stress and vowel harmony might be realized in
continuous speech is depicted in Figure 2, which displays the intonation curve of
the sentence "Marja n~kee ikkunan I~pi ilidin". It shows that most stressed
syllables have a higher pitch (rise in the FO). It is important to note that not all
word initial syllables are marked with FO movement for stress. In this example the
finite verb (n~ikee, `sees') and the adverb (lupi, `through') do not contain a pitch
accent (see also, e.g., V~limaa-Blum, 1993). These two word boundaries that are
not signaled by pitch change, contain (probably just by coincidence) a vowel
harmony mismatch (that is, "Mar',~a n.cikee..." and "...ikkunanld i..."; lal and la;l
belong to different harmony classes).
The present thesis describes how these kinds of multiple cues are used in speech
segmentation.
10
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A word about methodology
The answers to the questions mentioned above were searched by using a variety of
different methodologies including reaction time studies, (off-line) listening tasks
and recording of the brain's electric activity (event-related potentials, ERPs).
Furthermore, phonetic techniques were used both to analyze the acoustic structure
of the stimuli employed on some of the experiments, and also to synthesize new
stimuli. The rationale behind this approach was twofold. First and foremost, if
results from studies using different methodologies converge, then the arguments put
forward will gain more support than just by resorting [o a single me[hod. Second,
different methods have different advantages in terms of applicability, ease of use, or
how accurately the cognitive processes can be followed in real time. Accordingly,
all these methods should be seen as complementary.






~a ná.ke~ ~~ - .nan la a.~: .di[n]
FIGUtiE 2. FO contour of the utterance Marja nukee ikkt~nan lupi tiidin ('Marja sees mother
through the window'). Black arrows indicate rises in F0, which coincide with the first syllables
of words. Note that not all word initial syllables have a pitch rise. The verb and the adverb have
not received a rise in the FO contour (gray arrows).
Behaviora! measures: word spotting and artificial language leaming
In the study of lexical segmentation, the reaction time speed and response accuracy
of the participant have often been measured by employing a'word spotting' task
(McQueen, 1996), which is a variant of the lexical decision task. In a typical design,
participants hear a list of pseudowords, which sometimes contain a real word
11
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embedded in them. The real word can be at the onset or at the end of the
pseudoword string. The participants' task is to press a response button as fast as
possible if they hear a real word, and then say aloud what that word was. Word
spotting differs from the word monitoring task in that the participants do not know
in advance what the target words are. Instead, they try to spot any real word. In
many of the previous studies using word spotting, stimuli have been bisyllabic
pseudoword strings consisting of a word plus a nonsense syllable. In the current
research tri-syllabic pseudoword strings were used in all experiments. Word spotting
has a certain ecological validity, which relates to the fact that listeners usually
recognize words in continuous speech. In word spotting, listeners are required to
segment continuous input, although it might be fair to characterize the pseudoword
string as a'minimal stretch of continuous speech'. Word spotting also provides a
measure of the lexical activation and competition process, and requires lexical
access so that real words can be identified. This aspect contrasts word spotting with,
for example, phoneme monitoring, in which target detection can be performed via a
lexical look-up or via non-lexical processing. However, because the participants are
required to explicitly identify the real words, word spotting is ill suited for cross-
language comparison. The knowledge of the target language will vary (sometimes
considerably) between participants with different language backgrounds rendering a
direct comparison of the results unreasonable. For this reason, in the current thesis,
another method was used to address the issue of language specificity of vowel
harmony and word stress as cues to word boundaries in Finnish.
One possibility to overcome the problem related to differences in the language
background is to devise an artificial language (that no one speaks or knows), and
manipulate experimentally the critical cues that supposedly help in segmenting the
input. This type of approach has previously been used in the study of segmentation
of spoken language both with adults (Hayes 8L Clark, 1970; Saffran, Newport, c4~
Aslin, 1986) and children learning a first language (Saffran, Aslin, 8t Newport,
1996). An artifïcial language learning task may be characterized as follows. An
experiment consists of two phases: a learning phase and a test phase. A small set of
experimental items (typically less than 10) is constructed. Experimental
manipulations may involve any level of linguistic structure. In previous studies and
also in our study (Vroomen et al., 1998; Chapter 2), either clustering of 'sounds' or
phonemes by varying their 'statistical density', or phonological features (such as the
presence or absence of vowel harmony clash or location of the stressed syllable)
have been the major focus. The items are then synthesized (in the early days with a
general-purpose sound generator, or currently with a text-to-speech synthesizer),
and concatenated together without intervening pauses. The resulting stream of
'words' is played back to listeners, and the listeners' task is just to listen to the stream
12
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and to try to figure out which strings of sounds might constitute a word in the
artificial language. The important issue is that the size of the 'lexicon' has not been
revealed to the listeners. There has been a lot of variance between the experiments
in the time interval that listeners have been exposed to the stimulation. For example,
Hayes ~ Clark (1970) synthesized a four-word list (consisting of 8 and 6 phonemes
long words) which was played back in random order for 40 minutes. Saffran et al.
(1996) asked their participants to listen to the sequence for 20 minutes. In our
experiments (Chapter 2, Experiment 3), the listening time was restricted to 10
minutes.
After the learning phase, the learning (and segmentation) performance is tested in a
separate task. Hayes 8z Clark (1970) constructed iwo sets of test items. Set 'A'
consisted of the experimental stimuli and set 'B' consisted of stimuli sharing the
same phonemes but either in a different order or with pauses inserted in wrong
places. On each trial, a sequence of four words from each set was presented. The
participants were asked to indicate which set of the stimuli, A or B, sounded sitnilar
to the stimuli presented during the listening phase. In another version of the test
(e.g., Saffran et al., 1996; Vroomen et al., 1998; Chapter 2), the participants were
presented with pairs of stimuli. In each pair, one of the stimuli belonged to the
experimental set (which they had heard during the learning phase). The other
stimulus of the pair was a foil comprising the same syllables but in an order
different from the experimental stimuli. The task of the participants was to indicate
which of the items they had heard during the learning phase.
Earlier research using an artificial language learning task has concentrated on
whether and how the statistical properties of the input help parse the continuous
sequence in to meaningful units. Results have indicated that listeners exploit
statistical regularities (in this case, the higher transitional probability of within-word
syllable sequence as compared to between-word sequence) when they segment
continuous speech. Segmentation may take place even when participants are not
explicitly paying attention to the auditory input during the learning phase (Saffran,
Newport, Aslin, Tunick, et al., 1997). Finally, the artificial language learning
technique has shown that statistical learning plays a role in segmenting non-
linguistic input. Saffran, Johnson, Aslin, 8z Newport (1999) found out that both
adults and children learned to segment a tone stream based on statistical
information. The suggestion is that a general learning mechanism may underlie
segmentation exploiting statistical properties of the speech signal.
In the experiments described in Chapter 2(Experiment 3), it is shown that the
artificial language task can be used successfully to investigate how both universal
and language specific mechanisms operate in lexical segmentation.
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Event-related brain potentials as a tool in cognitive neuroscience
ERPs are minute changes in the voltage fluctuation buried in the background
activity of the EEG during cognitive processing. Because the evoked potential to a
single stimulus recorded from the scalp is very small (typically within a range of 5-
10 ftV), additional means have to be employed to extract the signal from the
background activity. One way to do this is by using an averaging technique.
Averaging enhances the signal that is time-locked to the external stimulus (or
whatever event) and simultaneously reduces the random background activity thus
improving the signal-to-noise ratio.
The brain activity underlying the ERPs is probably generated by the synchronized
activation of the dendritic arboration of hundreds of thousands of pyramidal cells in
the cerebral cortex. The activity pattern (that is, a source-sink distribution) within a
patch of the cortex can be approximated by a single equivalent dipole located in the
middle of the patch and oriented vertically to it. Thus, the electric activity recorded
from the scalp consists of a complex pattern of spatially and temporally overlapping
dipoles. Given the theoretical problems related to localizing the sources (the so-
called ini~erse problem), it is doubtful that ERPs can be effectively used in localizing
the generators of cognitive processing. Instead, most cognitive neuroscientists have
emphasized the extremely fine temporal resolution of ERPs. Consequently, the
major advantage of ERPs is that they provide a time window to cognitive processing
on a millisecond-by-millisecond basis. Even though this time-window is indirect
(that is, the interpretation of the electric response is usually based on a functional
model of a specified cognitive process), ERPs are the only brain imaging rnethod
(together with its magnetic counterpart, magnetoencephalography, MEG) that
allows us to follow processing on-line as it happens in the brain. Accordingly, ERPs
can be used to test hypotheses generated by cognitive theorists (see e.g., Garnsey et
al. 1989). Furthermore, electrophysiological studies may yield results that force
theorists to reformulate their models (King 8c Kutas, 1995). All in all, the ERP
technique should be regarded as complementary to (more traditional) behavioral
measures, and this is exactly the approach that is bolstered in the current thesis. (See
Kutas and van Petten, 1994; Kutas and Dale, 1997; Kutas, Federmeier, 8z Sereno,
1999, for recent reviews on using ERPs in cognitive neuroscience and in particular,
in psycholinguistic research on language processing).
Electrophysiology of spoken language processing
Most of the ERP research using language stimuli has centered on the comprehension
of written words typically presented in sentence context. The results of several
studies suggest that modality specific processing yields differences in the early
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components during the first 200 - 300 ms after the onset of the stimulus, which can
be seen most readily in differences in the scalp potential distribution, and also in the
timing of the early components. Auditorily presented words evoke a broadly
distributed N 1 and a smaller P2. This complex occurs between 80 and 220 ms. N 1
and P2 are considered as exogenous components, which are affected by the physical
parameters, such as the (fundamental) frequency and intensity of the acoustic signal.
The following fairly slow negative deflection has been correlated with the
processing of [he phonological and semantic aspects of the spoken stimuli. All
language stimuli evoke a negativity peaking around 400 tns (so-called N400). Most
typically N400 is elicited by semantic anomalies both in writ[en (Kutas 8z Hillyard,
1980) and spoken language (McCallum et al., 1984), although phonological
manipula[ions have been suggested to affect the amplitude of N400 (e.g., Rugg,
1984; Praamstra et al. 1994). N400 to spoken words is more sustained over frontal
than posterior sites (Holcomb 8r Neville, 1990), and may be larger over the left than
the right hemisphere electrodes (Kutas 8z van Petten, 1994). The similar overall
appearance of the auditory and visual N400 as well as the fact that N400 is also
evoked by semantic incongruities in (American) Sign Language (Neville, Mills, c~
Lawson, 1992) have been taken as an index of the workings of an amodal semantic
system (Holcomb 8z Neville, 1990; Holcomb 8r Anderson, 1993). In most reports
N400 has been attributed to controlled post-lexical integrative processes as opposed
to an automatic process of (spreading activation in) lexical access. In this respect,
one of the most compelling tïndings regarding the functional locus of N400 was
reported by Brown and Hagoort (1993) using a masked priming paradigm. They
showed that the N400 could be recorded only when the prime was not masked. In
contrast, a significant behavioral priming effect was obtained both in the unmasked
and masked conditions. This suggests that N400 is sensitive to post-lexical
integration, and does not reflect automatic spreading of lexical activation.
The N400 complex also shows modality specific patterns, of which the earlier onset
and longer lasting negativity are typical of auditory modality. The early part of the
auditory N400 was manifested in some reports as a clear and distinct negativity
peaking around 200-250 ms post stimulus onset. Some researchers have related the
early part to phonological processing, and results suggest that phonological and
semantic effects are dissociable (Connolly and Phillips, 1994). However, there is
evidence that semantic processing may have an effect already around 200 ms post
stimulus onset when words are presented in sentence context (Van Petten et al.,
1999). The earlier onset of auditory N400 as compared to the visual counterpart
informs, first. about the temporal nature of spoken language. That is, sounds that
constitute the word are exposed to the listener (almost) serially in a left-to-right
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manner over a period of several hundreds of milliseconds. In addition, the pattern
tells us that spoken word recognition starts before the acoustic offset of the word
(Marslen-Wilson, 1973; Holcomb 8z Neville, 1990; van Petten et al., 1999). Finally,
Hagoort and Brown (2000) have suggested that the early negativity observed to
spoken words reflects two related processes. First, surplus negativity is evoked by a
(phonological) mismatch between the expected word form on the basis of the
context (see also Connolly 8c Phillips, 1994), and second, the extra negativity
indexes the activation (and possibly the competition) of the lexical candidates that
are generated by the acoustic input.
The latter part of the ERP waveform consists of the late positive component (LPC),
or Slow Wave (SW) that is usually present both when written and spoken language
stimuli are used. Functionally, the SW is considered as a member of the so-called
P300 family reflecting post-lexical and controlled processing related to expectancy,
attention, decision making, or context updating (Coulson et al., 1998; Donehin 8c
Coles, 1988). Some researchers have regarded the SW as an index of the processing
load demands induced by the task. For example, in a priming study Brown, Hagoort,
and Chwilla (2000) suggested that, irrespective of the task demands, participants
always try to construct an integrated representation of the word pair. Thus, tinding a
link between a prime and the related target is readily available. Consequently, the
processing load is low and yields a more positive SW. For unrelated and neutral
pairs, the link between the prime and target is harder to obtain, which is shown in a
more negative SW. One should note that the SW is present most readily when an
additional task (such as pressing the response button or counting specific targets
etc.) is required. If participants are engaged in a more natural task such as listening
for understanding, the slow wave is practically non-existent (for example, compare
Figs. 3 and 6 in Brown et al., 2000). Finally, in paradigms in which morpho-
syntactic aspects of the stimulus are manipulated, some researchers have correlated
the SW (or P600) with second-pass parsing (that is, reanalysis and repair) of garden-
path sentences (see, for example, Hahne 8~ Friederici, 1999; see Coulson et al.,
1998, for a different view). However, all different interpretations explicitly or
implicitly refer to post-lexical processing as underlying the late positive wave.
To my knowledge, there are no reports directly focusing on lexical segmentatíon of
spoken language using ERPs. A recent report by Bdcker et al. (1999) investigated
the ERP correlates of inetrical stress in Dutch. As already mentioned earlier,
metrical stress has been shown to facilitate lexical segmentation by providing a cue
about the word boundary. In the experiment by B~cker et al., bisyllabic words
presented in isolation with different metrical structure (Weak-Strong (WS) or
Strong-Weak (SW)) were used as stimuli. Thus, no segmentation was required by
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the participants. However, differences between conditions as a function of the
metrical structure were observed. Specifically, WS words evoked a more
pronounced negativity around 300 ms postonset of the stimulus as compared to SW
words. They interpreted this negativity as an index of extra processing required by a
less typical prosodic pattern (WS) in Dutch. In another study (Bócker et al.,
submitted) the same ERP pattern was also observed with pseudowords. In a
condition in which the experimental real word stimuli were low-pass filtered the
negativity was delayed by approximately 100 ms. Bdcker et al. concluded that the
main acoustic correlate of inetrical stress is vowel color and no[ the other acoustic
parameters such as intensity or fundamental frequency (see also Fear, Cutler, c~
Butterfield (1995) for a similar account of inetrical stress in English).
ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS
Chapter 2 introduces the basic findings. First, both word stress and vowel harmony
facilitate lexical segmentation in Finnish. Second, it appears that word stress is the
primary cue and vowel harmony ( mismatch) is a secondary one. If word stress
provides correct information about the word boundary, it is [he main cue that
listeners use to detect words in continuous speech. If, however, word stress is
missing or if it provides conflicting information about the word boundary listeners
rely on vowel harmony.
In Chapter 3, the acoustic correla[es of word stress are explored. The impetus behind
this study relates to the fact that, in Finnish, lexical stress is fixed, which may yield
it redundant, and it may not be realized acoustically. The acoustic analysis of the
experimental stimuli used by Vroomen et aL (1998; Chapter 2 in the present thesis)
revealed that the fundamental frequency (FO) seems to be the most important
acoustic correlate of prominence in Finnish at least in the material used in that
study. The suggestion is that FO is one component underlying the rhythm that
listeners exploit in detecting the onsets of words. The exact nature of the pitch
movement was left open, as different types of variables derived from the FO
analyses were equally successful in predicting the behavioral performance.
In Chapter 4, the research question is whether sentence accent is needed to signal
prominence, or does word s[ress suffice. This relates to the previous discussions on
the acoustic realization of word stress in Finnish. It could have been [hat in the
materials used by Vroomen et al. (1998) the prominence of syllables was realized by
a larger pitch movement, typical of sentence accent. It may be that word stress has
usually a smaller movement. Since acoustic details on this issue are nonexistent, this
hypothesis was tested by asking the participants in a word spotting task to detect
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target words that were excised from an unaccented position in a sentence; thus target
words lacked sentence accent. Results showed that detection speed and accuracy
were comparable to those obtained by Vroomen et aL (1998) in their Experiment 2,
in which the first syllable of the target word was the most prominent. These results
strongly suggest that sentence accent is not needed, and that word stress is sufficient
to cue a word boundary.
Chapter 5 focuses on the temporal aspects of lexical segmentation. To this end, both
reaction times and ERPs were measured. More specifically, we wanted to explore
the time course of the processing of the iwo potential cues to word boundaries. The
reaction time results of the current study replicated the earlier results of Suomi et al.
(1997) and Vroomen et aL (1998) in which real word targets were used. Our new
findings were related to the pseudoword targets, which showed both facilitatory
effects of stress posi[ion (faster responses [o stressed targets as compared to
unstressed targets) and vowel harmony (faster responses to disharmonious as
compared harmonious targets). However, the pseudowords profited from correct
stress information more than the real words, suggesting that word stress is computed
pre-lexically. The ERP results confirmed the behavioral ones. In addition, the ERPs
indicated that the detection of vowel harmony mismatch began before the acoustic
offset of the target item and continued several hundred milliseconds post stimulus
offset, possibly suggesting that post-lexical processing was present. Differences in
the vowel harmony effect between the real versus pseudoword targets were
obtained. The distribution of the negative scalp potential to the real word targets was
much larger involving the left hemisphere while for the pseudowords only weak
effects were observed suggesting that different (cortical) areas were responsible for
this effect.
In Chapter 6, a summary of the results is presented. Some suggestions are also given
as to how to model lexical segmentation using multiple cues. The focus will be on
how lexical stress and vowel harmony in Finnish might be incorporated into a model
of spoken word recognition. At the end of Chapter 6 a few suggestions for future
research and for possible (clinical) applications are provided.
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CHAPTER 2
THE ROLES OF WORD STRESS AND VOWEL HARMONY IN
SPEECH SEGMENTATION'
ABSTRACT
Three experiments investigated the role of word stress and vowel harmony in speech
segmentation. Finnish has fixed word stress on the ini[ial syllable, and vowels from a
front or back harmony set cannot co-occur within a word. In Experiment l, we
replicated the results of Suomi, McQueen, and Cutler (1997) showing that Finns use a
mismatch in vowel harmony as word boundary cue when the target-ini[ial syllable is
unstressed. Listeners found it easier to detect words such as HYmv in PUhymr
(harmony mismatch) than in PYhti~my ( no harmony mismatch). In Experiment 2,
words had stressed target-initial syllables ( HYm~~ as in pyHYmy orpuHYmy). Reaction
times were now faster and the vowel harmony effect was greatly reduced. In
Experiment 3, Finnish, Dutch, and French listeners learned to segment an artificial
language. Performance was best when the phonological properties of the artiticial
language matched those of the native one. Finns pmfited, as in the previous
experiments, from vowel harmony and word-initial stress; Dutch profited from word-
initial stress, and French neither pmfited from vowel-harmony nor from word-initial
stress. Vowel disharmony and word-initial stress are thus language-specific cues to
word bi~undarics.
INTRODUCTION
One of the major issues in spoken word recognition concerns the detection of word
boundaries in continuous speech. The central problem is to understand how listeners
segment the continuous speech signal into discrete words when there are no reliable
acoustic cues that signal the beginnings of words. A number of alternative ideas
have appeared in the literature that point [oward a possible solution. A major
~ This chapter has been published in Journal of Memory and Language, 38. 133-149
(Vroomen, J.. Tuomainen, J., and de Gelder, B. (1998).
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division can be made between proposals that emphasize acoustic~phonetic cues and
those that focus on lexical or contextual processes. In the former, word boundaries
are located on the basis of local perceptual features such as the presence of glottal
stops, laryngealized voicing, increased aspiration, or vowel lengthening (e.g.,
Lehiste, ]960; Nakatani 8t Schaffer, 1978). Proposals in the latter category use
concepts such as the uniqueness point of the word, lexical competition, or `top-
down' knowledge (e.g., Cole óc Jakimik, 1980; Marslen-Wilson, 1984; McClelland
8z Elman, 1986; Norris, 1994).
In natural speech, both phonetic and lexical cues are present. For example, a word
boundary can be signaled by the simultaneous presence of a long silence that
precedes the word, word-final vowel lengthening (Umeda, 1975), or, in English, the
aspiration of an initial stop (Nakatani 8z Dukes, 1977). In addition, segmentation is
facilitated when the initial syllable of the word contains a full vowel (Cutler 8z
Norris, 1988; Vroomen, van Zon, 8z; de Gelder, 1996), when the word starts at the
beginning of a syllable (Vroomen 8z de Gelder, 1997), or when few lexical
competitors are present (McQueen, Norris, 8z Cutler, 1994; Norris, McQueen, 8r
Cutler, 1995; Vroomen 8z de Gelder, 1995). Each of these factors on its own may
no[ be sufficient, but they jointly point toward a likely word boundary.
Little research has focused on how listeners deal with multiple segmentation cues.
Each of the previously mentioned cues has been studied in isolation, but as yet it is
unknown what listeners do in the presence of multiple, possibly conflicting
segmentation cues. A possibility is that the relative importance of one cue is
weighted against others. If so, it is critical to study the respective weights of
different cues and how they are combined. Another question is whether lexical and
phonetic cues combine. In a similar vein, it is of interest to know whether
segmentation cues have trading relations - just like phonetic cues - so that one cue
functions in the absence of another. One may also ask whether multiple
segmentation cues work in an additive way, or, in the case of conflici, whether one
cue is overruled by the others. A more complicated scenario is that, due to time
constraints, some cues may only be effective in off-line tasks, but not in on-line
speech segmentation.
In the present study, we explored some of these issues by examining word stress and
vowel harmony as potential segmentation cues in Finnish. Finnish has front-back
vowel harmony (Karlsson, 1983). The Finnish vowels lu, a, ol belong to the back
harmony set, ly, ~, 0~ to the front harmony set, and li, el are neutral. The main
restriction in uncompounded Finnish words is that vowels from the front and the
back harmony class cannot occur together, but vowels from the neutral class can be
combined with both the front or back class vowels in any position in the word stem.
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Harmony propagates from left to right from the first vowel in the root to subsequent
vowels in root and suffix. Vowels of suffixes are therefore subject to the harmony
restriction. As an example, ka~pula (meaning stick) and reijkhd~~s (explosion) are
possible Finnish words because ~a, ul are from the back harmony class, and ~a:, yl
are from the front harmony class (l~el is written as ~). The correctly suffixed forms
of the words would be kapulako (meaning a stick?) and rdjdhdy~sk~i (aii explosio~i?,
l~l is written as d). But kapl~la and rdjahd~~s would be prohibited as Finnish words
because their vowels are from opposing classes. A clash in vowel harmony (for
example a front vowel followed by a back vowel, or vice versa) is in Finnish thus
typically associated with a word boundary. (There are some exceptions to this rule
such as analyi~si, meaning analysis.)
The second potential segmentation cue we investigated is word stress or primary
stress. Word stress is an abstract phonological proper[y of a word that, under certain
conditions, is phonetically realized so that the stressed syllable is more prominent or
salient relative to the other syllables. Every word that belongs [o a lexical category
contains exactly one syllable that carries primary stress, while all oiher syllables are
subordinated. In fluent speech, one can distinguish stressed syllables from other
syllables because they tend to be louder, longer in duration, differ in pitch, or - in
English - their vowels are less centralized to schwa. In Finnish, the primary stressed
syllable is always the initial syllable of the word. Accordingly, from a phonological
point of view, word stress might be a reliable indicator of word boundaries.
However, there are at least two potential problems with the use of word stress as a
segmentation cue. The first is that word stress is an abstract property of the word not
always acoustically realized in the speech signal. Listeners may thus be unable to
perceive whether a syllable carries primary stress because there are no phonetic
correlates. The second difficulty is that even if stress is perceivable, it is not clear
whether listeners actually use this information in on-line speech segmentation.
The potential use of stress as a cue to word boundaries was studied recently by
Iivonen, Niemi, and Paananen (submitted), who tried to determine the extent to
which fundamental frequency (FO) peaks in Finnish, English, and German coincide
with word stress. They analyzed TV and radio newscasts and counted how often a
just noticeable FO peak (defined as a difference in one semitone or more when
compared with the neighboring syllable) matched a pritnary stressed syllable. One
cannot expect a perfect correlation between FO peaks and word stress because stress
may not always be acoustically realized. In addition, not every FO peak signals word
stress, because it is well known that the FO contour has other linguistic functions
such as accentuation, signaling emotions, or cueing syntactic boundaries (see Cutler,
Dahan. 8r van Donselaar, 1997 for a recent overview). These and other rhythmic
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phenomena such as the avoidance of stress clashes are likely to obscure the relation
between word stress and its phonetic correlates. Nevertheless, Iivonen, Niemi, and
Paananen found that the majority of Finnish FO peaks, 73~Io, occurred on the
primary stressed syllable, while only 42~10 of the German peaks and 59~70 of the
English peaks represented word stress. Moreover, about 52oIc of the Finnish word-
initial syllables had an FO peak. Thus, this phonetic analysis suggests that FO peaks
are at least partly successful in signaling where primary stress is, and hence, where a
word boundary is located in Finnish speech.
The actual use of word stress in speech segmentation has been contested by Cutler
and colleagues (Fear, Cutler, 8r Butteriield, 1995). They have argued that it is not
word stress but metrical stress that is used in on-line speech segmentation. Metrical
stress is mainly based on whether a syllable's vowel is full or reduced. Fear et al.
argued that word stress is not used in on-line speech segmentation because it is a
syntagmatic property (a stressed syllable is stressed relative to the others). In
contrast, metrical stress is a paradigmatic property that can be perceived in absolute
terms. The judgement about whether or not vowel quality is reduced can be made
immediately, but relational judgements about whether one syllable is more
prominent than the other are thought to be time consuming. Hence, the argument is
that word stress can only be determined post-lexically, which led Fear et al. to infer
that word stress is unlikely to be used in on-line word recognition.
In our view, the role of word stress in speech segmentation is still a matter of debate
because so far little is known about the role of word stress in different languages.
Moreover, the presumption that word stress can only be determined pos[-lexically
may be wrong. It seems possible that a stressed syllable can be perceived as stressed
without reference to neighboring syllables, for example on the basis of characteristic
FO transitions within the syllable, a long duration, or an increased intensity (of
higher harmonics). In addition, a stressed syllable in continuous speech may stand
out relative to the previous syllable. Given that almost all Finnish words are
multisyllabic with unstressed final syllables, stressed syllables are usually preceded
by the unstressed word-final syllable of the preceding word. For these reasons,
stressed syllables may be perceived as stressed even though the word to which they
belong is not yet recognized. There is therefore no strong a priori reason to rule out
word stress as a segmentation cue.
To investigate the combined roles of word stress and vowel harmony in speech
segmentation, we conducted a study in which both factors were varied. Experiment
I was a replication of Suomi et al. (1997, Experiments 1 and 4) in which word
boundaries did not have a stress cue. Listeners had to detect words such as HYm~~
(the stressed syllable is denoted with capital letters) in PUh1~my (harmony clash
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between prefix and target word; no stress cue on the first syllable of the embedded
word) or PYh}~ni}~ (no hannony clash; no stress). This replication was conducted first
in order to have a basis for later comparisons. It also allowed us to check whether
we had artifacts in items, subjects, equipment, or procedures that might explain any
deviant results. Experiment 2 was similar to the previous one, except that target
words now contained a stress cue such as HYmi~ in puHYm~~ or p}~HYm~~. In
Experirnent 3, we used an artificial learning task in which Finnish, French, and
Dutch speakers had to segment an artificial language into 'words'. This allowed us
test the generality of our findings across different tasks and to examine the extent to
which vowel harmony and word stress are language-specitïc cues to word
boundaries.
EXPERIMENT 1
The task of the listeners was to detect bisyllabic CVCV words ( C - consonant, V-
vowel) which were preceded by a CV pretix. The vowel of the prefix was either
harmonious with the vowels of the embedded target word or not. The CVCVCV
string always had primary stress on the prefix so that the embedded target word had
no stress cue. Suomi et al. (1997) found that listeners use vowel dishannony as a cue
for speech segmentation. Thus, HYniy was easier to detect in PUhynr}~ than in
PYh~~mr.
M ETHOD
Participants. Twenty native Finnish speakers took part in the experiment. They
were students from an introductory psychology class or staff inembers from the
Centre for Cognitive Neuroscience of the University of Turku. All reported normal
hearing. Equal numbers received both versions of the test.
Mater-ials. The same experimental items were used as in Suomi et al. (1997). They
were spoken by JT and recorded anew. Thirty CVCV target words were employed.
Half contained vowels from the back harmony class, and half from the front
harmony class. All words were monomorphemic nouns or adjectives in their
uninflected fonn. Two alternative CV prefixes were used to create a nonword that
contained the embedded word at its end. For each item, one prefix contained a
vowel that belonged to the same hannony class as the vowels of the target, and one
had a vowel from the opposite class. All items were pronounced with lexical stress
on the prefix. For example, the word PAIo (fire) had as prefixes ku and k~~, and was
thus pronounced as KUpnlo or KYpnlo. This produced 60 trisyllabic items, none of
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which contained any other word besides the intended one. The target-bearing items
are listed in the Appendix.
Another 60 trisyllabic CVCVCV filler items were created that did not contain an
embedded word. In half of them the two final vowels were from the back harmonic
class, and in the other half they were from the front class. Within both sets, half of
the items had a first syllable that was harmonious with the rest, in the other half the
first vowel was disharmonious with the rest. All fillers had, like the experimental
items, stress on the initial syllable.
The materials were recorded in a sound-treated room on DAT tape. The items were
then digitized at 22.05 kHz with 16 bits precision, and the onset and offset of the
embedded words were determined with a speech editor under auditory and visual
control. The items were played to participants directly from the hard disk of a PC.
Desig~a mid Procedure. Two lists were constructed, so that a participant heard each
embedded target word only once. The type of context was counterbalanced over the
lists. The position of fillers and each member of an experimental item pair was the
same in the two lists. A short practice session of 16 trials preceded the experiment.
Participants were tested individually in a quiet room. All items were presented over
a loudspeaker with an inter-trial interval of 4.5 s. Participants were instructed that
they would hear a nonsense item, which sometimes contained a finally embedded
real word. They were asked to press a button with their preferred index tïnger as
soon as they heard a real word, and then to say the word aloud. The vocal response
was checked by the experimenter to determine whether the intended word had been
detected correctly.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Unless stated otherwise, all analyses were done in exactly the same way as by
Suomi et aL (1997). Reaction times (RT) were measured from the offset of the
word, and vocal responses that did not correspond to the intended word (O~Ie) and
outlying responses (4qo) were treated as errors and discarded from the RT analyses.
Outlying responses were defined as RTs slower than 2000 ms as measured from
target offset. It should be noted that Suomi et al. used the same upper cut-off
criterion, but they also díscarded RTs faster than 150 ms. In our Experiment 1, no
response was faster than this criterion. However, in our Experiment 2 responses
were much faster, and in that case it would not have been correct to treat RTs faster
than 150 ms as `outliers'. For consistency across our experiments, we therefore
discarded only responses longer than 2000 ms. The false alarm rate (i.e., a key
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response on a filler item) was 2.1 rlo. Inspection of individual items and subjects
showed that no item was missed by more than SO~Io of the subjects and no subject
made more than SO~Ie errors. No subject or item was therefore excluded. The mean
RTs and error rates are presented in the top panel of Table 1.
Analyses of Variance (ANOVA) were performed with subjects (Fl ) and items (F2)
as repeated measures. In the subject analyses, harmony class of the target word
(back or front vowel) and pretix type (harmonious or disharmonious) were within-
subjects variables, and in the item analyses, harmony class of the target word was a
between-items factor, and prefix type was a within-items factor. A 2 x 2 ANOVA
showed that, in the subject analysis, target words with a disharmonious prefix
(HYniv in PUhynzy) were detected 112 ms fas[er than targets with a harmonious
prefix (HYmy in PYh}~m}~), F1( I,19) - 36.15, p ~.001; but this effect was only
marginally signiticant in the item analysis, F2(1,28) - 2.85, p-.10. There was no
overall difference between targets with vowels from the front or back harmony
class, F1(1,13) - 1.48, ns; F2 ~ I, but only in the subject analysis the harmony
effect interacted with the harmony class of the target, FI(1,19) - 4.86, p ~.05; F2 ~
L Inspection Of Table 1 shows that the harmony effect was larger for targets with
vowels from the front harmony class (203 ms) than for targets from the back
harmony class (91 ms). Separate tests showed [hat [he harmony effect for targets
from the back harmony class was significant by subjects only, FI ( l, I 9) - 5.60, p c
.05, F2 ~ I. For targets from the front harmony class, the harmony effect was
significant by subjects, Fl(1,19) - 40.18, p c.001, and marginally significant by
items, F2( I,14) - 3.90, p-.06.
TABLE 1. Mean Reaction Time (in ms) and Error Kate (in parentheses) in Experiment
1 and Suomi et al. (1997)
];.tl'E RIMENT 1
RT FROM TARGET OFESET
Target




HARh10N10US 870 (12~1c) 891 (15oJo)
DISHARMONIOUS ~~9 (9~Io) 688 (9~0)
SUO~II ET AL.
HARMONIOUS 802 (9~1c) 822 ( I O~In)
DISHARMONIOUS 699 (S~Jo) 604 (49e)
BACK FRONT
1228 (16~1a) 1206 (22010)
1122 (13010) 1042 (l0~l0)
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The RTs of our Experiment 1 were very similar to those of Suomi et al. (1997)
which are presented in the bottom of Table 1. They found that disharmonious items
were detected faster than harmonious items (161 ms on average; we obtained a 147
ms effect), and they also obtained an interaction showing that the effect was reliable
for targets with front vowels (218 ms; we obtained a 203 ms effect), but not for
targets with back vowels (103 ms; we obtained a 91 ms effect). Also, as in the
present experiment, their item analyses were less significant (smaller F-values and p
-values less significant) than the subject analyses. This is mainly due to the fact that
there are large differences among items that are not controlled for frequency of
occurrence, familiarity, imageability, or onset phoneme. Finally, the average RT in
Suomi et al.'s study was somewhat faster than in our experiment (731 ms versus 807
ms). In absolute terms, though, RTs were slow in both experiments if one considers
that they were measured from word offset.
Analysis of the error rates showed no trend of a speed-accuracy trade-off. The
ANOVA on the errors by subjects showed that more targets were missed when the
prefix was harmonious than when it was disharmonious (13~1o vs. 9qo), FI(1,19) -
4.93, p ~.05, but this difference was not significant in the item analysis, F2 ~ l. No
other main effect or interaction was significant (all F's ~ 1). This error pattern is
again very similar to that of Suomi et al. (1997). In their Experiment I, they found a
significant main effect of prefix in the same direction as ours, but no other effects
were significant.
In the following analyses, duration of the target was taken into account in order to
check whether the RT effects were confounded by acoustic differences of the target
words. The average duration of target words was 387 ms in harmonious strings and
376 ms in disharmonious strings (the items of Suomi et al. 1997, had similar
durations of 374 ms and 393 ms in harmonious and disharmonious strings,
respectively). Targets in harmonious strings were thus 11 ms longer than those in
disharmonious strings, a difference that was significant in a t-test, t(29) - 3.53, p c
.001. However, the difference in duration is in the wrong direction to account for the
harmony effect, because when RT is measured from word offset, faster responses
are usually found with longer words. Moreover, there was no correlation between
the duration of the word and mean RTs or error rates in harmonious and
disharmonious strings, (all r's around -.06, and all p's ~.10), and there was also no
correlation between the size of the harmony effect and the difference in duration of
the targets, r(29) -.09, p-.62. Separate correlation analyses for back and front
words did not change this pattern (again all r's ~.10 and all p's ~ 10). As in Suomi
et al., it thus seems that differences in durations of the targets cannot account for the
harmony effect.
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As a further control for the duration of the items, we measured RTs from word onset
(see Table 1). In this analysis, we again discarded RTs longer than 2000 ms, this
time measured from word onset. This follows Suomi et aL ( 1997), even though it is
debatable whether the same cut-off criterion of 2000 ms can be justified because
rnore RTs than in the previous analyses had to be discarded (8clo versus 4~Ic). There
was a harmony effect of 135 ms which was significant by subjects only, F1(1,19) -
59.28, p ~.001, F2(1,28) - 232, p-.13. The interaction with harmony class of the
target was not significant, Fl(1,19) - l.l l, ns; F2 ~ I. Pairwise comparison showed
that the harmony effect was significant in the subject analysis for targets with back
vowels, F 1( I,19) - 7.97, p ~.02, and for targets with front vowels, Fl (1,19) -
36.05, p ~.001, but the effects were not significant in the item analysis (both p's ~
.10). Thus, the results of the item analyses in which RT was measured from word
onset were somewhat weaker than those in which RT was measured from word
offset, but this is understandable because more RTs were discarded that passed the
time-out criterion. The results are again similar to the results of Experiment 1 of
Suomi et al. (1997) in which there was also no significant interaction in the item
analysis. No cornparison can be made with their Experiment 4, because these
analyses were not reported.
We also performed a new analysis on the error rates because more responses passed
the 2000 ms time-out criterion. The subject analysis now showed that more errors
were made with a harmonious prefix (19~10) than with a disharmonious prefix
(1190), FI(1,19) - 8.72, p ~.001, but this difference did not reach significance in
the item analysis, F2(1,28) - 1.60, NS). There was also a significant in[eraction in
the subject analysis between prefix type and harmony class of the target, F1(1,19) -
438, p ~.05; F2 ~ l, showing that the difference between a harmonious and a
disharmonious prefix was bigger in targets with vowels from the front harmony
class (12~Ie difference) than in targets with vowels from the back harmony class
(3~I~).
All in all, we closely replica[ed the data of Suomi et aL (1997). There was an effect
of vowel harmony that was stronger in words from the front harmony class than
words from the Back harmony class. This convergence allows us to continue our
investigation, because we can now more safely account for differences that we may
obtain in our next experiment.
EXPERIMENT 2
In Experiment 2 we investigated whether word stress plays a role in speech
segmentation and whether the vowel harmony effect remains the same when the
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onset of the target is signaled by a stress cue. Suomi et al. (1997) argued that
Finnish listeners do not use word stress in speech segmentation. They came to that
conclusion because they could not find a difference between target words that did or
did not have a stress cue ( their Experiment 5). Their target words with a stress cue,
such as HYmy, were excised with a waveform editor from the beginning of a
pseudoword, HYmypu; their targets without a stress cue, hymy, were excised from
the end of a pseudoword, PUhym}'. However, this procedure allows a potential
confound, because, in our experience, several prosodic and coarticulatory effects
differently affect words excised from the beginning or the end of a string. For
example, the pitch of a word spoken in isolation usually ends within a more or less
Fixed region (This is similar to `t Hart, Collier, 8z Cohen, 1990 where sentence
intonation is modeled by using a fixed end point of 75 Hz). The word hym}~ excised
from HYm}~pu may therefore sound strange because its pitch is at the end not back to
the baseline. In contrast, the pitch in hynry excised from PUh}~my should sound
normal in this respect. ( This difference may in fact help to explain why responses to
items with a stress cue in Suomi et al.'s Experiment 5 were actually slower than
responses to items without a stress cue.) Also, excising h}~my from PUhym}~ changes
the relative prominence relations of the syllables in the target word because hy now
becomes the most salient syllable, but this is not the case in HYnry excised from
HYmypu. Finally, and probably most important, it is questionable whether one can
investigate the role of stress in speech segmentation if the target is presented in
isolation (as in Suomi et al.'s Experiment 5). In that case, listeners do not need to
segment the speech string because the signal is already parsed. Excising may
therefore not be an appropriate control to investigate the role of word stress in
speech segmentation.
In our Experiment 2, instead of excising, we re-recorded the same items in the same
context, but the speaker now stressed the onset of the embedded word as would be
done in natural speech. Thus, HYm}~ had to be detected in puHYm}~ (harmony clash,
stress cue present) or p}~HYm~~ ( no harmony clash, stress cue present). If Finnish
listeners use stress cues in word segmentation, then items with a stress cue should be
easier to detect than those without. At this stage, no prediction can be made about
the role of vowel harmony. According to Suomi et al. (1997), vowel harmony
should be as effective as in non-stressed items. However, an interaction between
stress and vowel harmony would contradict this conclusion and would shed light on
the relative contribution of vowel harmony and stress.
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METHOD
Participants.Twenty students participated in the experiment. None had taken part in
the previous experiment.
Materials. The same speaker, JT, had recorded the items of Experirnent I and 2 at
the same time. In Experiment 2, items had stress on the first syllable of the
embedded target word. The filler items were also recorded anew so that their stress
pattern matched that of the experimental trials (i.e., stress on the second syllahle of a
trisyllabic string). All other experimental details were the same as in Experiment 1.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The RTs measured from word offset and error rates are presented in Table 2. There
were no outliers (RTs equal or greater than 2000 ms), and analysis of the vocal
responses showed that each target word was perceived as intended. The false alarm
rate was 1.SrIc, which is not significantly different from the 2.I ~Ic in Experiment I,
F(1,38) ~ 1. The same analyses on RTs and error rates were performed as in
Experiment I. In the 2 x 2 ANOVA on the RTs, there was no effect of harmony
(both F's ~ I), was no difference between targets with front and back vowels (both
F's ~ 1), and was no significant interaction (all p's ~.10).
In the ANOVA on the error rate there was again no difference between harmonious
or disharmonious items (both F's ~ I). There was a trend for targets with front
vowels to be missed more often than targets with back vowels, Fl(1,19) - 4.16, p-
.056; F2(1,28) - 5.03, p ~.05, but this did not interact with the harmony effect
(both F's ~ 1).
The durations of the targets were 427 ms and 416 ms in the harmonious and
disharrnonious context respectively, t(29) - 3.97, p ~.001. As in the previous
experiment, all correlations between the overall RT and duration of the targets were
small and non-significant.
When RTs were measured from word onset, there was in the 2 x 2 ANOVA a small
harmony effect in the subject analysis, F1( l,19) - 5.15, p ~.05, but it was not
significant in the item analysis, F2 ~ 1. There was also a trend for an interaction, but
again it was not significant, Fl (1,19) - 3.46, p-.08; F2(1,28) - 3.03, p-.10.
The crucial analysis is the comparison between Experiment 1 and 2, because that
will show whether stress had an effect and whether it changed the harmony effect.
An ANOVA was conducted on the RTs in which Experiment was a between-
subjects and a within-items factor. When RTs were measured from word offset,
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there was a main effect of Experiment because RTs were much faster in Experiment
2 than in Experiment 1, F1(1,38) - 66.38, p ~.001; F2(1,28) - 984.56, p ~.001.
There was also an interaction between Experiment and harmoniousldisharmonious
prefix showing that the harmony effect was present in Experiment 1(147 ms), but
not in Experiment 2(0 ms), F1(1,32) - 31.57, p ~.001; F2(1,28) - 4.14, p-.05.
When RTs were measured from word onset, there was again a main effect of
Experiment, F1(1,38) - 59.64, p ~.001; F2(1,28) - 731.13, p ~.001. The
interaction between Experiment and the harmony effect was significant by subjects
only, F1( I,38) - 41.37, p c.001; F2(2,28) - 2.28, p-.14.
TABLE 2. Mean Reaction Time (in ms) and Error Rate (in Parentheses) in Experiment 2.
RT FROM TARGEr OFFSET RT FROM TARGET ONSET
Target Tnrget
Contert BACK FRONT BACK FRONT
HARM1IONIOUS 270 (S~Io) 285 (9~Ic) 696 (S~Io) 712 (9010)
DISHARMONIOUS 286 (Solo) 270 (9~Io) 702 (5olc) 678 (9~Ín)
The same between-experiment analyses were performed on the error rates. In the
item analysis more errors were made in Experiment 1 than in Experiment 2,
F2(1,28) - 4.20, p-.05, but this was not significant in the subject analysis (p ~
.10). The interaction between Experiment and harmony of the pretix was not
significan[ in the error analysis (p ~.10).
To summarize, we found that words with a stress cue had a much faster RT and a
much smaller harmony effect than words without a stress cue. This contradicts the
conclusion of Suomi et aL (1997) who argued that word stress does not play a role
in the recognition of Finnish words. In stark contrasts with their conclusion, our
results show that word stress plays an important role in the segmentation of Finnish
speech. Finnish listeners take stressed syllables as a potential word onset, and this
explains why, for example, hymy is so much faster to detect in puHYmy than in
PUhynry. Moreover, when words are stressed, stress is such a strong cue that there is
even no room for a contribution of vowel harmony. This thus suggests that the
contribution of word stress is more important than that of vowel harmony. In our
next experiment, we tried to confirm this conclusion with a different task.
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EXPERIMENT 3
In Experiment 3, we adopted an entirely different paradigm from the word spotting
task. If the results of this new task converge with those of the word spot[ing
experiments, it would considerably strengthen our conclusion about the role of
vowel harmony and word stress. It would then become more likely that the observed
pattern is no[ a specific feature of the word spotting task, but a genuine aspect of
speech processing.
In our new task, listeners were confronted with a completely unknown artificial
`language' that none had ever heard before. The language was made up of `words'
that were concatenated in random order into a long continuous string of synthesized
speech with no pauses between the words. The task of the listener was to discover
the words of which the language was made up (see Saffran, Newport, 8z Aslin, 1996
for previous use of this task). In different conditions, words contained either
harmonious or disharmonious vowels, and the word's initial syllable was either
stressed or not. The results of Experiments 1 and 2 lead us to predict that in the
absence of a stress cue, Finns should find harmonious words easier to segment than
disharmonious words. However, when the initial syllable is stressed, Finns should
tind the task much easier and there should be no difference between harmonious and
disharmonious words.
This prediction is based on the assumption that listeners bring the native
segmentation routine to the task of learning an artificial language. It is thus assumed
that adult listeners do not start from zero, but rather, that they give weight to those
speech cues that have significance in their native language. This notion is in line
with the results of Cutler, Mehler, Norris, and Segui (1986). They found that French
monolinguals use their native segmentation routine when listening to an unknown
foreign language, which in their study was English. This led Cutler et al. to conclude
that monolinguals have a language-specific segmentation routine that they cannot
switch off when listening to a foreign language. Our concern in the present
experiment, though, was whether listeners would rely on their native segmentation
routine when listening to artificial synthesized language that lacks the naturalness
and richness of real speech.
To determine whether listeners indeed apply the native segmentation routine when
performing the learning task, we presented the same materials to listeners from
different language backgrounds. For the present comparison, French is maximally
different from Finnish because French does not have vowel harmony, and stress in
French polysyllabic words is never on the initial syllable but always on the last full
vowel of content words (Dell 8r Vergnaud, 1984). If the task reflects properties of
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the native segmentation routine, then French listeners should not be influenced by
whether words are harmonious or disharmonious. Also, word-initial stress should
not be helpful because that conflicts with the French stress pattern.
An intermediate case between Finnish and French is Dutch. Dutch, like French, has
no vowel harmony. We therefore expected Dutch listeners not to be sensitive to
vowel harmony. The position of the stressed syllable is, unlike Finnish and French,
variable in Dutch. According to Kager (1989), the penultimate position receives
primary stress as default, but a count in the Dutch CELEX lexicon showed that most
multi-syllabic words have stress on the initial syllable. Of all two-, three-, and four-
syllabic words with a frequency of occurrence higher than or equal to one, 5óole of
the tokens had lexical stress on the first syllable (15,357 entries out of 27,020
selected words). For tri-syllabic words as were used in the present experiment, 53oIo
percent had stress on the initial syllable (6,220 words out of all 11,646 trisyllabic
words), 32oIo (or 3,788 words) had stress on the penultimate syllable, and 14010
(1,638 words) had stress on the final syllable. Taking these statistical facts into
account, stressed syllables are likely to be a word onset in Dutch, and Dutch
listeners may therefore profit from a stress cue on the word-initial syllable.
METHOD
Participants. Three different native-language groups were tested: Finnish, Dutch,
and French. There were 43 Finns, 53 Dutch, and 44 French. All subjects were
recruited from introductory Psychology classes or, occasionally, were staff
members. The Finns were recruited from the Centre for Cognitive Neuroscience and
the University Hospital of Turku, the Dutch were recruited from the University of
Tilburg, and the French were recruited from the Université René-Descartes, Paris.
Each participant heard only one out of four different artificial languages.
Participants received course credits or a small amount of money.
Materials. For the learning phase, an artificial language was constructed consisting
of four consonants (Ivl, Iml, Itl, and Ikn and six vowels (lol, lul, lal, lyl, IE! and laen
that made up IS different CV syllables. The syllables were combined so as to create
[wo separate lexicons, a harmonious and a disharmonious one, each consisting of six
trisyllabic words. The words in the harmonious lexicon had vowels belonging either
to the front harmony set (lyl, loel and IFJ) or the back harmony set (lul, lol and la~.
The back harmony words were Ivomuvul, Itokuvol, Imotamul; the front harmony
words were ImymEtyl, IvykevEl, ItykEtyn. The words in the disharmonious lexicon
were created by replacing one or two vowels of the harmonious words so that lol
became lael, lel became lal and lul became lyl. This resulted in the words Ivoemyvul,
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Itokuvicel, Imotamyl, hnumetyl, IvykavEl, I[ykatyl. None of the items was, in any
obvious sense, similar to a real Finnish, French, or Dutch word.
For both lexicons (hannonious and disharmonious) two versions with a different
stress pattern were created. In the no-stress versions, all the words' syllables had
equal stress, whereas in the stress-initial versions, the first syllable of each word
received a pitch accent. This resulted in four experimental versions. Each version
consisted of I50 tokens of the six words (total of 900 words, 2700 syllables). The
words were concatena[ed in random order without spaces into a text file with the
restriction that the same word could not occur twice in a row. The four versions had
the same random order. The text file was split into 5 blocks of equal length, and
each file was then input to the Spengi text-to-speech synthesizer at the Institute for
Perception Research (IPO) in Eindhoven, which is based on Dutch diphone
synthesis. The synthesizer speech rate was adjusted to a natural speech rate of
approximately 275 syllables per minute. The phoneme durations were kept constant
in all versions. In the no-stress version, the fundamental frequency was kept
monotonous at 120 Hz throughout the whole string. In the stress-initial version,
stress on the initial syllable was acoustically realized by using a pitch accent. The
synthesis parameters for the FO were set to its default values. The FO linearly
increased on the first syllable from 120 Hz to 170 Hz, and then gradually decreased
over the next two syllables back to haseline'. The synthesizer output was saved on
an audio tïle (AIFF forma[, 16 bit precision, 16 kHz sampling rate), and each file
was then recorded directly from a Silicon Graphics Iris Indigo workstation on a
DAT tape.
For the test phase, three nonwords foils (for the harmonious version: Ivutatol,
Ikutavol, Ivytymel; for the disharmonious version, Ivytytol, IkutavEl, Ivytam~) and
three part-word foils (for the harmonious version: Ivomutol, IkEmetyl, vykemyl; for
the dishannonious version: Ivcxmutol, IkumEtyl, Ivykamyl) were created with the
same technique and apparatus as the learning stimuli. Nonword foils contained the
same syllables as were presented during the learning phase, but their order was not
identical with any of the words. Part-word foils shared the initial or final two
syllables with one of the real words. For the no-stress versions, foils did not have a
stressed syllable; for the stress-initial versions, foils had the same pitch accent as the
words.
- Saffran, Newport and Aslin (1996) used lengthening of the vowel as a cue for lexical stress.
With English, they did not find an improvement when the word-initial vowel was lengthened.
We conjecture that, at least for Finnish and Dutch, pitch accent is a better realization of stress
for word-initial syllables [han vowel lengthening (see for example `t Hart, Collier. 8c Cohen,
1990. )
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Apparanss. All tapes were played back in a quiet room using a DAT-recorder and a
high-quality loudspeaker. Participants were seated around a table and the speaker
was located in front of the subjects at the distance of about 2.5 meters.
Design and Procedure. Participants were tested in groups of 2 to 8. As far as
possible, equal number of listeners received one of the four versions. They were
instructed to listen to the nonsense language and were told that the language consists
of `words' with no meaning or syntax. Their task was to figure out what the words
were. They were given no information about the length or the number of words.
During the learning phase, they were asked to listen to five blocks of two minutes
each. There was a 5 sec pause between the blocks. Participants were told that at the
end a word recognition test was to be administered. The test was a two-alternative
forced-choice task. Each test trial started with a tone, followed by a pair of
trisyllabic strings separated by 500 ms of silence. One of the strings was a word of
the artificial language, the other was one of the foils. Participants were asked to
indicate whether [he word came in first or second posi[ion by circling a"1" or "2"
on a prepared answer sheet. They were told to guess if unsure and they were given 4
s for this. The complete test consisted of 36 trials (six words exhaustively paired
with the six foils) with a short break in the middle. Four prac[ice trials were given to
acquaint participants to the structure of the test.
RESULTS
The percentage of correctly recognized words in the two-alternative forced-choice
test was computed for each listener. Table 4 presents the means across subjects.
Simple t test showed that performance in each of the twelve cells was significantly
above chance ( all p's ~ . OS with a chance level of . 5). An overall ANOVA with
native language, stress, and vowel harmony as between-subjects factors showed that
there was a main effect of language, F(2,134) - 14.87, p ~.001, a main effect of
stress, F(1,134) - 20.65, p ~.001, and a significant interaction between language
and stress, F(2,134) - 3.33, p ~.05. The effect of vowel harmony and all other
interactions with vowel harmony were not significant. Separate ANOVAs for each
language group showed that Finns, F(1,39) - 19.86, p ~.001, and Dutch, F(1,49) -
10.83, p ~.002, profited from stress, but the French did not (F ~ 1). Inspection of
Table 3 shows that in the Finnish group there was a trend toward an interaction
between stress and vowel harmony in the predicted direction, but this trend was
statistically not significant, F(1,39) - l.l 1, p-.299. Despite the lack of a significant
interaction, separate t-tests were conducted because the between-subject design is
statistically rather conservative. However, t-tests in which the harmony effect is
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tested should be interpreted with caution, because the harmony effect or its
interaction was not significant in the overall ANOVA.
TABLE 3. Mean Percentage of Correctly Identified Words by Finnish, Dutch and
French Listeners in Experiment 3
VOWEL HARMONY FINNISH DUTCH FRENCH
NO STRESS STRESS NO STRESS STRESS NO STRESS STRESS
ÍiARMONIOUS 73oIo 86010 65oIc 79r1n 58`'Ic 58o1c
D[SHARh10NI0US 64oIo 8Solc 64oJc 75cIr 62oIo 67010
Finnish listeners. In the no-stress condition, harmonious words were recognized
better than disharmonious words. A t-test ( one-tailed) for independent samples
showed that the 9~Io difference was significant, t(22) - 2.21, p ~.02. In order [o
ensure that this effect did not depend on just a few listeners performing extremely
well (or poorly), we conducted another by-subjects analysis by determining whether
each listener's performance was better than expected by chance. According to a
binomial test (with p ~ .OS), performance at or above 66~Ic in a 36-item test is
significantly better than chance. For each condition, then, the number of participants
performing above this level was determined, and a X~ test was used to test whether
there was a statistically reliable difference between conditions. In the no-stress
disharmonious condition, 5 out of 12 (41 ~Io) listeners performed above chance, and
in the harmonious condition 1 I out 12 listeners (91 ~Io). According to a x~ test, this
difference is significant, X',,, - 6.75, p ~.Ol . Thus, more Finnish listeners performed
above chance with harmonious items than with disharmonious items.
In the stress-initial condition, there was no difference between harmonious and
disharmonious items, t(17) --.13, NS. With harmonious items, 8 out of 9
participants (89~Ic) performed better than chance, and with disharmonious items 9
out of 10 participants (90c1o), X',,, ~ I. Moreover, average performance in the stress-
initial conditions was much better than in the no-stress conditions. Overall
performance increased from 69~Io in the no-stress conditions to 86~Io in the stress-
initial conditions; an increase of 16cIe. Simple t-tests showed that the improvement
was significant for harmonious, t(20) - 2.47, p ~.02 and disharmonious items, t(19)
-3.80,p~.001.
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Dutch listeners. Dutch participants did not show a difference in the no-stress
condition between harmonious and disharmonious items, t(24) --.24, NS. In boih
conditions, 7 out of 13 participants (54oIo) performed above chance (no testing
required). With stress-initial words, there was also no difference between the
harmonious and disharmonious items, t(1,25) --.63, NS. With stress-initial
harmonious items, 10 out of 13 participants (77qo) performed better than chance,
and with stress-initial disharmonious items 11 out of 14 participants (78070), x',,, ~ 1.
The Dutch improved when words had stress on the initial syllable ( on average 65oIo
for no-stress items versus 77oIo for stress-initial items, an increase of 12~Io). The
improvement was significant both for harmonious, t(24) - 2.57, p ~.01, and
disharmonious items t(25) - 2.08, p ~.03.
French listeners. There was no difference between harmonious and disharmonious
no-stress ítems, t(21) -.67, NS. With harmonious items, 3 out of 10 participants
(30~0) performed above chance, and with disharmonious items 7 out of 13
participants (53010), 7C~,,, - 1.30, NS. With stress-initial words, there was also no
difference between harmonious and disharmonious items, t(19) - 1.41, p- NS.
With stress-initial harmonious items, 5 out of 11 participants (45oIo) performed
above chance, with stress-initial disharmonious items 3 out of 10 participants (30~0),
x?,,, ~ 1. Neither with harmonious, t(1 8) -.09, NS, nor with disharmonious items,
t(22) --.82, NS, was there a difference between the no-stress and stress-initial
items. French listeners thus neither profited from vowel harmony nor from word-
initial stress.
BETWEEN-LANGUAGE COMPARISONS
Fi~utish versus Dutch. From all pairwise comparisons between Dutch and Finns,
only one was marginally significant showing that the no-stress harmonious items
were recognized better by the Finns than the Dutch, t(23) - 1.83, p-.08, x`,,, -
4.42, p ~.05. All other cornparisons did not reach significance (all p's ~.10).
Finnish versus French. Finns did not differ from the French wi[h disharmonious no-
stress items, t(23) -.49, NS; x',,, ~ 1, but the harmonious no-stress items were
recognized better by the Finns than the French, t(20) - 3.21, p ~.005; X~,,, - 8.96, p
~.01. With stress-initial items, Finns performed better than French with
harmonious, t(18) - 4.31, p ~.001; x~,,, ~ 4.10, p ~.05, and disharmonious items,
t(18)-2.62, p~.02;x'",,,-7.SO,p~.01.
Dutch versus French. There was no difference between Dutch and French with
harmonious and disharmonious no-stress items (all p's ~ 10). However, stress-initial
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harmonious items were recognized better by the Dutch than by the French, t(21) -
3.58, p ~.002, X',,, - 5.06, p ~.05. The better performance of the Dutch with stress-
initial disharmonious items failed to reach statistica) signit7cance, t(23) - 1.21, p-
.24, X~,,, - 2.93, p ~ .10.
DISCUSSION
The results show that Finns and Dutch profit from a s[ress cue on the word-initial
syllable, but the French do not. This result is in line with the phonological properties
of the languages. Finnish words always have word-initial stress, in Dutch the
majority of words have word-initial stress, but in French no words have initial
stress. Moreover, the vowel harmony effect was only observed with Finnish
listeners in words without a stress cue. The Finnish results of the learning task are
therefore in close correspondence with [he word-spo[ting experiments. Again they
show that Finns use stress and vowel harmony as cues to word boundaries, and that
the presence of a stress cue greatly reduces the contribution of vowel harmony.
Experiment 3 shows that the artificial learning task has the potential to provide
insights into language-specific aspects of speech processing. Finnish, Dutch, and
French listeners were helped when the phonological properties of the artificial
language matched those of their native language. It thus appears that the task is
sensitive to the cues that listeners use when segmenting their native language. The
learning task is therefore a promising tool for further research because it allows
careful control over the phonological properties of ihe artificial language and the
amount of exposure listeners receive.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
In three experiments, we observed that Finns use, in an interdependent way, vowel
disharmony and word stress as cues to word boundaries. In a word spotting task,
vowel disharmony was used when the word-initial syllable was unstressed, but the
effect was greatly reduced when there was a stress cue on the word-initial syllable.
The same pattern was obtained in a learning task: Finns found harmonious words
without a stress cue easier to segment than comparable disharmonious words, but
the presence of a stress cue improved performance and the difference between
harmonious and disharmonious words disappeared. These results are in direct
contrast with the conclusion of Suomi et aL (1997), who argued that `word stress
may not play an important role in recognition of Finnish speech'. They further
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stated that `It is very unlikely that the harmony mismatch effects emerged because
of the absence of canonical stress cues'. It now seems clear that this conclusion
cannot be maintained. In fact, the opposite is the case: Stress is the strongest cue,
and it greatly reduces the effect of vowel harmony. The results of Suomi et al. can
therefore no[ be generalized to normal fluent speech where stressed syllables are
often signaled by FO peaks or other stress cues (see Iivonen et al. submitted).
Why does prominence reduce the contribution of vowel disharmony? Even though a
stress cue may be more important than vowel disharmony, it does not mean that the
role of vowel disharmony should be diminished. In fact, in perception it seems to be
more the rule than the exception that cues are only partly valid. So the question is
why vowel disharmony is not used in conjunction with stress.
One possibility is that listeners do not rely heavily on vowel disharmony because
many words are missed that do not have a vowel disharmony cue. It may therefore
be critical to have an estimate of the success rate of an algorithm that detects vowel
disharmonies. We addressed this issue by running a simple statistic on two samples
of text (one 654 words long, the other 601) taken from a 1996 issue of a monthly
supplement to the Finnish main newspaper (Helsingin Sanomat). Our `vowel
disharmony' algorithm assumed a word boundary between two adjacent syllables
any time their vowels changed from either back to front or from front to back. As an
example, the algorithm would correctly detect the word boundary between sl~óvdt
joiikuii ('eat someone') because the vowels across the words change from front to
back. Using this criterion, the algorithm correctly detected 19010 of the word
boundaries in the first text, and 17.S~1o in the second one. The false alarm rate was
2.1 ~Io and 2.So1o respectively, mainly stemming from compound words that did not
have vowel harmony (e.g., polkupyórci, 'bicycle'). The reason for this rather low hit
rate is that in many cases adjacent words are from the same harmony class, because,
among other factors, there are more words from the back harmony class than words
from the front harmony class. Moreover, many Finnish words contain neutral
vowels that can occur in any position within a word. Changes from neutral to back
or neutral to front, or vice versa are therefore not informative about the presence of
a word boundary. The situation worsens if one takes into account that both we and
Suomi et al. (1997) observed that the harmony effect was only significant in targets
with front vowels, but not for targets with back vowels. Finnish listeners were thus
more sensitive to a back to front than to a front to back change (for a possible
explanation of this asymmetry, see Suomi et al.). If only the back to front change is
counted, then the success rate of the vowel harmony algorithm further dropped to
only 6.4~1o in text 1 and 5.8~1o in text 2. These statistical properties thus show that the
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a priori success rate of a vowel disharmony algorithm is much lower than that of a
stress based algorithm.
Another important observation is that the harmony effect in word spotting only
emerged when reaction times were very slow. When there was no stress cue, the
average RT was 807 ms measured from word offset. This is extremely slow if one
considers that, for example, close shadowers often initiate their response before the
end of the word is heard (Marslen-Wilson, 1973). It also contrasts with the fact that
a stress cue speeded responses by more than 500 ms. A similarly big RT difference
was found, but not commented on, by Suomi et aL (1997). Their average word
spotting RTs were 731 ms in Experiment 1, but when words were spliced from their
context, RTs dropped by 360 ms to an average of 371 ms. The question is how to
account for those large overall differences.
One answer may come from the comments of participants performing the word
spotting experimen[s. When there was no stress cue, participants complained that
the task was extremely difficult. For many it was more like a metalinguistic task in
which explicit instructions about the nature of the task and the items was required. If
participants had not been told that pseudowords contained other embedded words,
they would probably not have discovered it at all. This contrasts with the case in
which there was a stress cue: The task was very easy, words just `popped out' of the
speech signal, and the identity of the embedded word was immediately obvious.
These observations strongly suggest that the nature of the task was very different in
Experiments 1 and 2. An often made distinction in this respect is the on-line versus
off-line nature of a tasks. Word spotting is usually classified as an on-line task,
because RTs are measured from participants who are required to make a speeded
response. However, it can be questioned whether the speed requirernent as such is
sufficient, because there are serious reasons to doubt the on-line nature of a task
when RTs are extremely slow. We therefore refrain from an unqualified
classification of word spotting as an on-line task.
In contrast, the learning task of Experiment 3 is probably considered an off-line
task, because speed as such is not a requirement. However, despite its alleged off-
line nature, the comparison between language groups allows us to conclude that a
language-specific component is tapped that should be highly relevant in on-line
speech segmentation. Listeners relied on the rhythmic and phonological
characteristics of their native language when segmenting unfamiliar speech input.
Thus, Finns profited from vowel harmony and word-initial stress in the same
interdependent way as was found in word spotting, Dutch profited from word-initial
stress, and French profited neither from vowel harmony, nor from word-initial
stress. These are, of course, exactly the properties to which one would expect a
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language-specific segmentation routine to be tuned. It therefore seems that an off-
line task can be infonnative about on-line processing.
Another issue that requires some discussion is concerned with the role of stress in
lexical access. From the present results it is clear that a stressed syllable can signal a
word boundary, but this by itself does not imply that stress is part of the lexical
input representation. In fact, we prefer to view the status of a stress cue as akin to
that of any other phonetic cue that signals a word boundary. The prime example is a
long silence: Any speech sound after a silence of, say, 1 sec is likely to be the onset
of a new word, but this does not imply that the silence itself is part of the lexical
representation of the word. In fact, it is very likely that it is not. Silence is thus a
reliable segmentation cue, but it is not part of the lexical representation. Similarly,
we would argue that a stressed syllable is a reliable segmentation cue for Finnish
listeners, but the input representation of the word itself does not distinguish between
stressed and unstressed syllables. The reason is simply that stress is not distinctive.
In fact, coding stress in the input representation of the word would be completely
redundant because each word has stress on its first syllable. From this viewpoint,
then, it seems likely that stress is not part of the input representation. This probably
allows an unstressed or even mis-stressed word to be recognized as a(mis-stressed)
word, and not as a~ionn~ord. Similarly, it may explain why FOREbear primes the
associate of forBEAR (Cutler, 1986). Word stress is thus not used in the way
segmental structure is: It cues a word boundary, but it does not constrain the number
of lexical candidates.
In conclusion, the present study showed that Finnish word boundaries are signaled
by vowel disharmony and word stress. We argued tha[ stress domina[es vowel
disharmony because the fonner is more informative than the latter. It may also be
that, during on-line word recognition, stress is available much earlier than vowel
disharmony. For example, stressed syllables are more salient, and saliency itself
may be perceived fast. In contrast, vowel disharmony relies on the relation between
an unstressed word-final vowel and a stressed word-initial vowel. This is a
syntagmatic relation that may be difficult to compute. Word boundary cues may
therefore have different time courses at which they become available. This implies
that if one wants to obtain a realistic view on how listeners deal with the presence of




FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY IS AN IMPORTANT ACOUSTIC CUE
TO WORD BOUNDARIES IN SPOKEN FINNISH'
ABSTRACT
Fixed word stress on the first syllable may be used as a cue to word
boundaries in spoken Finnish. Recently, Vroomen et al. (]998) showed that
correct position of word stress facilitates word recognition in a word spotting
task. We studied the acoustic correlates of stress by analyzing acoustically the
stimuli employed by Vroomen et al. Regression analyses revealed that
fundamental frequency (FO) was the only acoustic variable that predicted
significantly reaction times to word targets. We suggest that FO is an
important acoustic correlate of word stress, and listeners employ prominence
cue to detect word boundaries in spoken Fianish.
~NTRODUCTION
Lexical stress in a language with fixed stress location displays a dilemma. Since
stress in fixed, as in Finnish on the first syllable, it might provide a reliable cue to
word boundaries. However, because it is fixed, its overt marking may be totally
redundant and, as a consequence, it might not be acoustically realized.
Recently, both issues have received some attention. Vroomen et aL (1998)
investigated the possible role of word stress in lexical segmentation of Finnish. The
results indicated that when word stress was located on the correct syllable (that is,
on the first syllable of the target word), subjects were much faster and more accurate
in detecting target words in a word spotting task. Furthermore, no other cues to
~ This chapter is published as Tuomainen, J.. Werner, S., Vroomen, J., 8c de Gelder, B.
(1999) Fundamental frequency is an important acoustic cue to word boundaries in spoken
Finnish. In Ohala, J.J., Y. Hasegawa, M. Ohala, D. Granville, 8c A. C. Bailey (eds.) The
Proceediirg.r of the 14th Congress of Phonetic Sciences, August 1-7, 1999, San Francisco,
USA. 921-923.
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word boundaries (such as vowel harmony mismatch) were employed. When stress
cue provided conflicting information about the possible word boundary, subjects'
response speed and error rates increased dramatically, and responses were facilitated
by vowel harmony mismatch. They concluded that word stress was the primary cue
to word boundaries in spoken Finnish.
One acoustic correlate of lexical stress, fundamental frequency (FO), was s[udied by
Iivonen et al. (1998) who measured FO peaks in Finnish, German English radio and
TV broadcasts. They set an arbitrary 1 semitone criterion for a perceptually relevant
FO peak that was considered above the just noticeable difference of pitch perception.
The results showed that there were fewer FO peaks in Finnish than in Gennan or
English. However, 73oIo of all FO peaks in Finnish occurred on the lexically stressed
syllables (that is, on the first syllable of the word). The corresponding figures in
German and English were 42qo and 59oIo, respectively. Finally, 52010 of all lexically
stressed syllables as opposed to 2701o in German, and 40oJo in English contained an
FO peak. In other words, about half of the first syllables of the words in Finnish
contained an FO peak. To put it the other way, about half of the first syllables were
not marked. In addition, about one fourth of FO peaks occurred outside first
syllables.
As already briefly indicated, word stress in Finnish is problematic in terms of what
processing consequences there might be for detection of word boundaries. Lexical
stress lands invariably on the first syllable but other syllables than the first may, for
contrastive purposes, receive (sentence) accent (and as a consequence, be perceived
as more prominent than the lexically stressed first syllable). Separating stress and
accent (conceptually) is relevant as they are different realizations of prominence,
and they may have different acoustic realizations. One way of conceptualizing stress
and accent is to consider them distinct but related dimensions (e.g., Sluijter 8z van
Heuven, 1996). Stress is determined by language system, which specifies the
strongest syllable in a word. Accent is determined by language behavior and is used
for communicative purposes. A stressed syllable is a potential landing site for accent
placement but this may not always be so (for example, focus may change
prominence from a stressed syllable to unstressed syllable, "I said SUGgest, not
DIgest"). In some systems, a typical FO movement is explicitly linked with sentence
accent (Hermes 8L Rump, 1994). We remain neutral as to how this distinction
applies to Finnish (as relevant research is lacking). In this paper we have adopted
the more neutral term prominence (that is used here interchangeably with word
stress); prominence of a syllable refers to the property of a syllable to be
perceptually more salient than the neighboring syllables.
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Four main acoustic parameters have been correlated with prominence (and usually
also with word stress). Typically, fundamental frequency has been considered the
main acoustic correlate, and a smaller role has been attributed to duration, (overall)
intensity, and vowel quality (Fry, 1958). Vowel quality refers to reduction of vowel
quality in unstressed syllables. Since in Finnish, there is no significant reduction, we
will not consider vowel quality in this paper. In addition, one interesting suggestion
in terms of the role of intensity in the perception of prominence has been offered by
Sluijter and her coworkers (1996, 1997) who argued that correlating overall
intensity to prominence is misleading. Increased phonatory effort during a stressed
syllable may not present itself as increase in overall gain but instead as a change in
the spectral tilt (or emphasis) of the amplitudes of the harmonic overtones in
different frequency bands. In Dutch, this emphasis in the realization of pitch accent
seems to be related most notably to the (middle) frequency band between 1000 and
2000 Hz (Sluijter 8r, van Heuven, 1996).
In this paper, we present results from acoustic analyses of the test stimuli used by
Vroomen et aL (1998). In addition, we regressed the reaction times to the measured
acoustic variables. Since the main independent variable in Vroomen et al. that had
an enormous effect on the reaction time latencies was the position of the stressed
syllable, we assumed that the results of the regression analyses might provide
information about what acoustic variable(s) underlie perception of prominence in
Finnish during recognition of words in connected speech.
M ETHODS
Stimulus material. The stimuli were 120 tri-syllabic CVCVCV items with a CVCV
Finnish noun embedded in the end of the string used in two word spotting task (for
further details, see Vroomen et al., 1998). The stimuli were recorded by one of the
authors (JT) in a sound treated booth on a DAT tape. The same item was spoken
either with the stress landing on the first (e.g. I'ku,palol, "palo" meaning 'fire') or
on the second syllable (~,ku'palo~). All stimuli were digitized with 16 bit precision
(sampling rate 22050 Hz) and saved on a hard disk for further analyses.
Acoustic analyses. F0, intensity, duration, and spectral tilt of the vowels of the 6rst
and second syllable were measured automatically by the Speech Filing System
software (Vs3.3), ( available on the Internet at httpa~www.phon.ucl.ac.uk
Iresource~sfs.html) using the following procedure. First, the onsets of all individual
phonemes in each stimulus were marked and labeled, and the marks and
corresponding labels were saved on an ASCII file. (Ten per cent of the total
stimulus material was reanalyzed by another phonetically trained researcher to
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investigate the reliability of the marking procedure. Kendall's coefficient of
concordance indicated extremely good agreement between the two researchers
[W(1 19)-.999, p ~ .0001]).
Second, the duration of each segment was computed based on the segment marks,
and the intensity and the FO of the vowel of the first and the second syllable was
measured from two points, 30 ms and 60 ms from the onset of the vowel. The mean
value of these two measures was then computed and later used in the statistical
analyses. Finally, as changes in the relative amplitudes of the harmonics of the
vowel spectrum have been indicated to play a role in the perception of prominence
(Sluijter et aL 1997), the spectral tilt was measured from four adjacent frequency
bandwidths (0-.5, .5-I, 1-2, and 2-4 kHz). To account for differences in overall
intensity between vowels, the dB values were transformed into ratio variables by
dividing the base band (0-.5 kHz) intensity with the dB value of adjacent individual
frequency bands. This resulted in three spectral tilt variables for each vowel in the
first and the second syllable.
RESULTS
Comparisons of the mean values of the acoustic variables between stressed and
unstressed syllables revealed extremely significant differences (all p's ~.001) in all
variables (see Table 1 for mean values of F0, intensity and duration of the test
stimuli). This was as expected since usually even small acoustic differences lead to
statistically significant differences because of highly correlated patterns. Most
notable changes occurred in the FO and duration. When the FD was compared
between syllables in the same position (e.g., between stressed and unstressed first
syllables, KUpalo vs. kiPAlo) the difference was 8 Hz (1.4 semitones, st) in the
first, and 32 Hz (5.3 st) in the second syllable. When comparison was performed
within a word, the difference between [he first and the second syllable was 22 Hz
(3.8 st) for "KUpalo" and 18 Hz (2.8 st) for "kuPAlo" type stress patterns. Duration
also yielded relatively large differences (30 ms and 23 ms for first and second
syllable, respectively). Intensity values differed less (about 1 and 4 dB ín the first
and second syllable, respectively) but nonetheless significantly.
Finally, spectral tilt also varied significantly as a function of prominence (see Table
2 for mean values). However, a 3-way ANOVA revealed, first, that this was only
true when the second syllable of the pseudoword (i.e., the first syllable of the target
word) was stressed (Position by Stress interaction, F(1,58)-21.577, p ~.001), and
the most notable changes in spectral tilt occurred in the highest frequency band (2-4
kHz) in the second syllable (Position by Stress by Frequency Band interaction,
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F(2,116)-15.564, p c.OOI). In the first syllable, there was no significant difference
in spectral tilt between stressed and unstressed vowels.
TABLE 1. Mean values of FO (in Hz), intensity (in dB), and duration (in msec) of the
first and second syllable uf the test stimuli in Vroomen et aL (1998).
Stress on the lst syllable Stress on the 2nd
(e.g., KUpalo syllable (e.g., kuPAlo)
FO I I 2.7 ] 04
l~ syllable lnteirsin~ 79.7 78. l
Duratio~t 1 l 8 88
FO 90.2 122.9
2"`' syllable Intensih~ 78.0 82.3
Durntion I 99 222
Table 2. Intensity (in dB) of the base (0-.5 kHz), low (.5-1 kHz), middle (1-2 kHz) and
high (2-4 kHz) spectral frequency bands of the vowels on the first and second syllable of
the test stimuli of Vroomen et al. (1998).
Stress on the 1 st syllable Stress on the 2nd
(e.g., KUpalo) syllable (e.g., kuPAlo)
0-.5 kHz 79.8 78.7
1 s' syllable .5-! kHz 76.5 753
1-2 kHz 67.3 68.3
2-4 kHz 69.7 69.5
0-.5 kHz 75.4 81.9
2"J syllable .S-1 kHz 72.7 81.9
!-2 kHz 66.1 76.0
2-4 kHz 62.4 76.7
To analyze the contribution of the acoustic variables on reaction time speed,
multiple linear regression analyses (Stepwise-method) were performed. Two
separate models were created. The first model consisted of absolute values of the
F0, intensity, duration, and the ratio of the spectral tilt (of the highest, and most
significant, frequency band) of the first and the second syllable. The second model
consisted of transformed difference scores of the FO and intensity as a function of
time (FOl-F02 in semitoneslsec, (dBl-dB2)lsec). In addition, the ratio variable of
the duration (durU(durltdur2) and the overall spectral tilt measure of the vowel of
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the second syllable was included in the model. In both models, the reaction time
latency was the dependent variable.
In the first phase, we were interested in finding out what acoustic variables could
explain the word spotting results when the reaction times were treated as a single
set, that is, the model comprised all RTs from the two experiments as the dependent
variable. These analyses showed that the only variable that predicted significantly
the RTs was the F0. When absolute values were used as independent variables, the
model explained about 66~Io of the total variance (rZ-.664, F(2,117)-115.502, p ~
.001). This model consisted of the FOs of the first and second syllable (FO1:
Beta-.230, t-3.904, p ~. 001; F02: Beta--.692, t--1 1.736, p ~.001). When the FO
of the second syllable was entered alone in the model, power reduced only slightly,
and the model explained 62~Io of the total variance (r'-.620, F(1,1 l8)-192.520, p ~
.001; Beta--.787, t--13.875, p ~.001). When transformed variables were entered in
the model, the FO difference between the first and the second syllable (in semitones
per second) turned out to be the only significant variable. The power of the model
was about the same as with absolute values (r'-.671, F(1,118)-240.314, p ~.001;
Beta- .819, t- 15.502, p ~.001).
In the second phase, regression analyses were performed separately for the two sets
of RTs in order to find out if the same acoustic cues were employed when responses
were fast or s]ow. The results revealed no significant correlation between any
measured acoustic variables and RT within separate experiments. Correlation of the
FO measures with RT approached significance when reaction time latencies were
fast but nonetheless were n~t included in the model.
DISCUSSION
The main finding of this study was that fundamental frequency was the only
acoustic variable that significantly predicted reaction time speed in the two word
spotting tasks in the study by Vroomen et al. (1998). This may be taken as indirect
evidence that FO is an important acoustic correlate of prominence in Finnish, and
furthermore, that prominence is used as a cue to word boundaries.
It may be worthwhile to note that the excursion size of the FO movement in our
study was about 3 semitones. It is somewhat smaller than the ?4 semitone difference
required for effective pitch accent in Dutch (`t Hart et al., 1990). A second
difference to Dutch pitch accent in the acoustic realization of the FO movement was
that spectral tilt seemed to be only a very weak correlate of prominence in Finnish.
The most pronounced changes in spectral tilt were dependent on which syllable was
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stressed, that is, spectral emphasis occurred only when the tirst syllable of the target
word was stressed. A third difference in terms of how prominence was acoustically
realized in pitch accented syllables in Dutch was that in our material the high
frequency band (2-4 kHz) showed emphasis and not the middle band (Sluijter 8z van
Heuven, 1996). Finally, duration plays a signiticant role in Dutch in the perception
of prorninence. In our study, durational differences were found between stressed and
unstressed syllables, but they did not seem to contribute to the perception of
prominence in any reliable way.
These differences may reflect language specificity in the acoustic realization of
word level stress. In Dutch, the acoustic correlates of pitch accent are F0, duration
and spectral tilt which all contribute to the perception of prominence. This
prominence also signals linguistic distinctions. In Finnish, lexical stress may not
have any linguistic significance, because i[ is highly predic[able and in that sense
redundant. However, lexically stressed syllables may still be more prominent for
other than linguistic reasons. Prominence may be used as a cue to word boundaries,
which in [urn facilitates word recognition in continuous speech. Current results seem
to suggest that acoustically prominence in our material was not realized as accent. In
a separate study (see Chapter 4), we have also shown that sentence accent is not
needed for fast reaction times in a word spotting task. Only a 2 semitone difference
between the first and the second syllable seems to be sufficient to indicate
promi nence.
Finally, it should be noted the regression analyses yielded no significant results
when the reaction times were analyzed within experiments (that is, fast and slow
RTs separately). This might indicate that perceptually there are no intermediate
prominence levels but listeners of Finnish make a binary distinction in terms of
stressed vs. unstressed syllables.
To conclude, the results suggest that fundamental frequency is the most important
acous[ic correlate of prominence in this type of material. Other acoustic variables,
such as duration or spectral tilt, which are reported to play a role in the perception of
prominence in English and Dutch, did not predict reaction time speed. This finding
may reflect language specific differences in the functional role of prominence. One
possibility is that in Finnish prominence occurring on the lexically stressed syllables
may not serve any linguistic function, but instead organizes the sensory input by
creating a rhythm which in turn facilitates detection of word boundaries.
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CHAPTER 4
WORD STRESS IN LEXICAL SEGMENTATION OF SPOKEN FINNISH'
ABSTRACT
In Finnish, lexical stress (or primary word stress) is invariably located on
the first syllable of a word. Recent evidence suggests that listeners are
sensi[ive to word stress in detecting word boundaries in connected speech
(Vroomen, Tuomainen, 8z de Gelder (1998) Journal of Memory and
Language, 38, 133-149). However, there is dispute on how stress is realized
acoustically in Finnish words. One possibility might be that only words with
sentence accent have prominent initial syllables that help segmentation. If
so, then prominence can be used only when the word receives sentence
accent. With a word spotting task, we investigated whether listeners could
easily detect words that were excised from a non-accented position in a
sentence. The results were in close correspondence with previous findings
suggesting that sentence accent is not needed. Thus, stress is an important
cue to word boundaries in Finnish speech and is not dependent on sentence
accent.
INTRODUCTION
Finnish is a language with fixed lexical stress on the first syllable of the word.
Another typical phonological phenomenon of Finnish is (palatal) vowel harmony. In
addition to being informative on the structure of word forms, both of these
phenomena can provide cues to the boundaries of words in connected speech. This is
particularly important because usually onsets and offsets of words ín fluent speech
are not reliably marked with cues such as pauses that clearly separate consecutive
word forms. Instead, speech output consists of continuous flow of acoustic events
ihat, in most instances, are not linearly organized with respect to the corresponding
phonemes (Nygaard 8z Pisoni, 1995). Thus, listeners might look for any kind of
systematic cues that would help segment the acoustic string into meaningful units.
~ Chapter 4 is based on a manuscript by Tuomainen, J., Vroomen, J., 8z de Gelder, B.
submitted for publication.
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One way to conceive of the segmentation problem is that two different types of
(interactive) processes are involved. F'ust, current models of word recognition are based
on the concept of lexical competition. Multiple lexical candidates activated by the same
acoustic input compete (for example, through a process of lateral inhibition) until an
optimal interpretation of the input is obtained, and the word is recognized. The
boundaries of the word emerge as a by-product of recognition process. These types of
models are SHORTLIST (Norris, 1990, 1994), and TRACE (McClelland 8t Elman,
1986). A second aspect of lexical segmentation concerns additional cues that help and
speed up the segmentation process. Recent work by Cutler and her colleagues has
revealed that often these cues are related to the phonological properties of specific
languages, and thus are only useful for listeners who are familiar with those properties
(e.g. Cutler 8c Norris, 1988; Cutler, Mehler, Norris, 8z Sequi, 1986; Cutler and Otake,
1994). A good example in English is the employment of the so-called Metrical
Segmentation Strategy (MSS). The basic claim (which applies across different
languages) is that word onsets usually align with Ihe onsets of inetrical units. In English,
the metrical units are strong and weak syllables. Accordingly, every strong syllable
(comprising a full vowel) is taken as the onset of the word (Cutler ár Norris, 1988). This
information can bias the activation process such that those lexical candidates that are
aligned with the onset of the rhythmic unit (in this case, strong syllable) have a higher
probability to survive in the competition (see Norris et al., 1995, for a computer
simulation). Statistics of the swcture of English support the plausibility of the strategy as
about 90~Io of words start with a strong syllable (Cutler 8i; Carter, 1987). Another
structurally similar language to English is Dutch. In a similar vein, listeners of Dutch
seem to employ the strong-weak metrical rhythm in lexical segmentation (Vroomen 8z
de Gelder, 1995, Vroomen, de Zon, 8r de Gelder, 1996).
Potentially, lexical stress in Finnish is a very reliable cue to word boundaries because, in
principle, all initial syllables are lexically stressed. As a consequence, initial syllables may
stand out as more prominent than the neighboring syllables, and the most prominent
syllable could be taken as the point for initiation of lexical access. Vowel harmony, on the
other hand, refers to a phonotactic restriction on what types of vowels can occur in an
noncompound word form. The Finnish vowel inventory comprises a total of eight vowels
(~i y e e ae u o an. Two classes of vowels, in terms of vowel harmony, can be distinguished,
harmony vowels, and neutral vowels. Harmony vowels can further be classified as front (ly
~ aen or back (~u o a~ vowels. The neutral vowel set contains the vowels I'tr and le~. The
nature of the vowel in the first syllable of the word determines which vowels can follow in
the non-initial syllable. In essence, if the first vowel belongs to one of the harmony sets,
then only vowels from the same harmony set (or from the neutral set) can follow within a
simple word form. For example, Ijunal ('train') and Ihymyl ('smile') are legal phoneme
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strings, but ~Ijynol or ~Ijunael or ~Ihumyl or ~`Ihymul are no[ (note: in Finnish orthography,
l~l is written with ~~,LeI Wlth ~á~, and lal Wlth ~a1).
Interestingly, listeners seem to be sensitive to these two types of phonological
phenomena when they recognize words in connected speech. Suomi, McQueen, and
Cutler (1997) showed that, in a word spotting task, participants were significantly faster
in detecting target words when a vowel harmony mismatch indicated a word boundary as
compared to a condition in which no misma[ch was present (see Vroomen, Tuomainen,
c~ de Gelder, (1998), Experiment 1 for replication). Thus, for example, Ijunal (`train')
was detected faster in IPYjunal than in IPUjunal (the stressed syllables are written in
upper case letters). However, in these experiments the acoustic realization of stress was
not typical of Finnish in that the first syllable of the target was not the most praminent
one. Instead, the prefix received the stress. To investigate the effect of stress as a cue to
word boundaries, Vroomen et al. (1998) conducted another experiment in which the first
syllable of the target word was stressed (for example, IpuNnal or IpyNna~. Two
interesting observations emerged from this second experiment. First, response latencies
were dramatically decreased by almost 500 ms as compared to Experiment 1 in which
stress was misloca[ed. Second, no vowel harmony effec[ was found. Accordingly,
Vroomen et aL (1998) proposed that stress was the primary cue to word boundaries and
vowel harmony mismatch was only used as a secondary cue when stress provided
incorrect information abou[ the boundary.
The conclusion drawn by Vroomen et al. (1998) seems straightforward and intuitive.
Fixed word stress on the first syllable marks, in principle, every word boundary. Vowel
harmony is less effective because only a harmony mismatch indicates word boundary. If
no harniony mismatch occurs there is no way of telling (on the basis of vowel harmony)
whether a boundary has occurred or not. However, one importan[ concern regarding the
generalizability of the results of Vroomen et al. is that they did not explicitly state how
stress (or prominence) was acoustically realized in their stimuli. It is possible that stress
was realized as sentence accen[ so that prominent syllables stood out more clearly than
they would if prominence were realized as is typical in other lexically stressed syllables.
If sentence accent was used to indicate syllable prominence in Vroomen et al., it could
weaken the claim that, in Finnish, word stress is used as an online cue to word
boundaries. Location of sentence accent is determined on the basis of sentence structure,
and only a small number of words receive accent. Thus, stress could then not be a
commonly available cue to word boundaries. If indeed sentence accent was used in their
experiment, that fact could also in part explain the extremely fast response speed in the
second experiment of Vroomen et al. (1998). The response latencies were 500 ms faster
than those in the first experiment where stress provided incorrect information about the
word boundary. A well-documented finding in the psycholinguistic literature is that in a
variety of tasks RTs are faster to stimuli with sentence accent (for a recent review, see
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Cutler, Dahan, 8ï, Donselaar, 1997). One recurring explanation for faster RTs is that
accented syllables are perceptually more salient and easier to process. Among other
things, facilitation is related to more pronounced differences in the acoustic parameters
between accented and non-accented syllables although acoustic clariry is not the whole
story (Cuder, 1976).
Thus, the major motivation for the present study was to investigate whether sentence accent
is needed for fast reaction times when listeners need to segment continuous speech input.
The other alternative is that less prominent acoustic changes (more typical of lexically
stressed unaccented syllables) are sufficient. It should be noted that the relationship
between lexical stress and its acoustic realization in Finnish might be problematic. The
main reason is that since lexical stress is fixed, it is completely predictable and there may
be no need for overt marking, at least for linguistic purposes. Unfortunately, to date,
relevant research on the acoustic correlates of word stress in Finnish is lacking (see Iivonen,
(1998) for a recent account of Finnish prosody including some details of word stress and
sentence accent). Acoustic correlates of stress and accent are fundamental frequency (FO),
intensity, duration, and vowel quality (Fry, 1958). There is some, although indirect
evidence that, in Finnish, FO is one of the important acoustic correlates of stresslaccent, at
least in this type of stimuli. Tuomainen et aL (1999) performed acoustic analyses of the
stimuli used by Vroomen et al. (1998). The reaction times obtained by Vroomen et al. were
then regressed to the acoustic measures. A model consisting of F0, duration, intensiry, and
spectral tilt values was constructed. The results showed that the FO was the only acoustic
parameter that significantly predicted reaction times in the two experiments by Vroomen et
al. (1998). The FO difference between the first and the second syllable in their second
experiment, in which the stress was on the second syllable of the nonsense string (i.e.,
~puJUnan, was 2.8 semitones (18 Hz). Whether this difference is rypical of word level
stress or sentence accent in Finnish is at present unknown. If a comparison is made to other
languages, the difference is smaller than a corresponding FO difference, for example, in
Dutch, where at least a 4 semitone difference is typically required for sentence accent (`t
Hart et al., 1990). Of particular importance regarding other acoustic correlates of stress is
the role of duration. In English and in Dutch, both so-called stress-timed languages,
duration co-varies with stress, so that stressed syllables are longer than unstressed syllables.
Even though durational differences were found by Vroomen et al, and duration co-varied
with stress, duration did not significantly predict reaction time speed. One possibility for
this may be that length (or phoneme quantiry) is a distinctive feature of the Finnish
phonological system. Vowels in all syllable position can be phonologically short or long.
As a consequence, the vowel of a stressed syllable can be(both acoustically and
phonemically) the shortest of the word, as is exemplified in a word such as kanuunaa
(`canontpart'). However, to be sure, the role of duration as an acous[ic cue to stress in
Finnish needs to be tested experimentally.
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Finally, an important detail concerning the acoustic realization of lexical stress in Finnish
is that no (significant) vowel reduction tíilces place in the unstressed syllable, a typical
feature, for example, of English. Thus, in Finnish, vowel quality (or 'coloring') is not
informative of the syllable's stress level.
Because of the scarcity of the acoustic details on how sentence accent and lexical stress
are realized in Finnish, we set up an experiment in which participants responded to [arget
words [hat were excised fmm a non-accerited position in a sentence. This approach
allows us to investigate the segmentation process without knowing the exact details of
the acoustic correlates of sentence accent or lexical stress. The predictions of the current
experiment were straightforward. If RTs were comparable to the second experiment of
Vroomen et al. (1998) (that is, fast RTs when stress was located on the tïrst syllable of
the target, and the absence of a vowel harmony effect), then this suggests that sentence
accent is not required to speed up segmentation. However, if the RTs were slow (and
comparable to the tïrst experiment by Vroomen et al.) then this would suggest that the
results of Vroomen et al. were a special case limited to words with sentence accent. In
the latter case, similar to the findings by Suomi et aL (1997) and Vroomen et aL (1998),
one would also expect to tïnd a vowel harmony effect (i.e., faster RTs to targets preceded
by a disharmonious prefix compared to targets preceded by a harmonious pretix).
EXPERIMENT
METHODS
Panicipants. Twenty-two native speakers of Finnish with no known auditory
deficiencies received a small fee for participation. They were students from the
University ofTurku or Ábo Akademi University.
Materials. A total of eighty-eight target words were selected from a massive
unpublished computerized corpus of contemporary written Finnish ( 22.7. million word
tokens; Laine 8r Virtanen, 1999). All words were monomorphemic CVCV nouns or
adjectives. Forty-four were high-frequency words ( ~ 36.I1mi1, mean 275.7 s.d. 347.9)
and forty-four were low-frequency words (~ 5.3lmillion, mean 1.6, s.d. 1.21). Eighty-
eight CVCV nonsense filler items were also constructed by changing one or two
phonemes of the experimental real word targets. All targets and fillers were embedded in
a sentence context in a non-accented position. They were spoken by one of the authors
(TT; note: he also produced the stimuli in Vroomen et al., 1998), and recorded on a DAT
tape. In all cases, sentence accent was located on the target preceding word. As an
example, the target word salo (backwoods') was pronounced in a sentence frame ~sano
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h~`alpa salo kaksi kertaal ('say ch~eap backwoods two times [and not expensive
backwoods]'). In this example, the contrastive sentence accent was on the first syllable of
the word ~halpal ( "cheap") ( see Figure 1 for an example of the acoustic realization of FO
and intensity). FO values were measured at four positions: The syllable preceding the one
that received sentence accent; the accent receiving syllable; the syllable before the target
ini[ial word; and the initial syllable of the target word itself (the arrows in Figure 1
indicate the critical syllables). Results showed that, on the average, the FO of the
accented syllable differed from the FO of the preceding unstressed syllable by 3.1
semitones ( 19 Hz) (e.g., Isa-no h~al-pol; the critical syllables are underlined). In the non-
accented position, the FD of the stressed syllable was on the average 1.9 semitones (10
Hz) higher than the FO of the preceding unstressed syllable. I~1ote that the FO difference
in the stimulus material of Vroomen et aL (1998) was 2.8 semitones ( 18 Hz), which is
almost the same as in the accented syllable in the current material. This suggests that in
Vroomen et al. an FO contour typical of sentence accent might have been employed,
although as already mentioned eazlier, this difference is smaller than the one required for
sentence accent for example in Dutch (`t Hart et al., 1990). The sentences were digitized
at 22050 Hz ( l6 bit resolution) and saved on the hazd disk of a PC. The target words
were excised from the sentence, and later a CV syllable (excised from an unstressed
position preceding the target word) from the same set of sentences wa~s spliced into the
target word creating a CVCVCV nonsense string. The CV syllable could either be
harmonious (e.g., Ipasalo~ or disharmonious (e.g., Ipaesalol) with the target word. A
similar procedure was also applied to the pseudoword fillers. Vowel height was kept
constant, that is, ~u~ was always paired with lyl, ~ol with ~el, and la~ with ~ael. The
splicing technique was used so that the identical token of the target could be used in both
conditions, and possible acoustic differences between the same target word in different
conditions would not be a confound. Special effort was taken to ensure that none of the
CVCVCV nonsense strings contained an embedded real word. In addition, the
uniqueness points and cohort sizes for real words and deviation points for pseudoword
fillers were computed. These features have an effect on recognition latencies via lexical
competition. More specifically, differences in the uniqueness point might affect the
frequency effect because different words were used. Furthermore, if the deviation point
of the nonword fillers was always located eazly in the nonword, then this could lead to a
response strategy which could vanish the vowel harmony effect. Finally, the possible
cohort size differences relate to the vowel harmony effect. Only in the harmonious
targets the first two syllables of the nonsense string may form a real word. The lazger the
cohort size the slower the recognition latency will be, and as a consequence, the vowel
harmony effect may reflect lexical competition, and not the utilization of vowel harmony
mismatch as a cue to word boundary ( see Suomi et al., 1997, for a similar concern).
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FIGCTRE 1. Examples of some of the acoustic parameters (waveform, intensity curve (in dB),
and FO curve (in Hz)) of a sentence Isano h~alpa salo koksi kertaal ('say cheap backwoods
two times'). The target word (salo) and [he prefix (in this case po) used in the experiment
were excised from a non-accented position (indicated by an arrow).
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FIGURE 2. Example of the target word that was spliced into a harmonious (upper panel) and
disharmonious (lower panel) CV prefix. To control for any possible acoustic flaws introduced
by splicing, the stimuli were re-synthesized and the pitch difference between the prefix and
the first syllable of the target was adjusted to two semitones (according to the difference in the
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In the current material, all real word targets were unique either on the final phoneme
(37070 of targets) or after the offset of the word. Two per cent of the pseudoword
fillers deviated from real words on the 2~, 12010 on the 3`~, SS~Io on the final
phoneme, and 31 oIc after the offset. These tigures indicate that most of the stimuli
were unique on the final phoneme or after the offset which suggests that participants
needed to listen the whole nonsense string and could not rely on a specific strategy
in order to response accurately. 25 ~Ie of the high frequency targets, and SOo7o of the
low frequency targets were unique on the final phoneme (the rest were unique after
offset). This difference is significant (x'~~~ - 13.33, p c.001). However, it suggests
that low frequency targets could be recognized earlier, and thus decrease the
possible frequency effect.
55 ~70 of the high frequency targets and 41 ~o of the low frequency targets had one or
more competitors (that is, longer words that were consistent with the first two
syllables of the nonsense s[ring). This difference in the distribution is not significant
(x'',,, - 1.639, n.s.). More importantly, 47~Ic of the harmonious targets were
consisten[ with one or more longer words. Thus, if a vowel harmony effect was
obtained with the current material it might be due to lexical competition and not to
vowel harmony mismatch. Because of the fairly stringent stimulus selection criteria
we could not replace harmonious items without affecting, for example, the
frequency counts. As will be noted later in the Results section, lexical competition is
not an issue regarding present results.
To control that the splicing did not introduce acoustic artifacts, the experimental
stimuli and fillers were resynthesized using the PIOLA technique (Pitch Inflected
Overlap Add), which is a modification of PSOLA (Moulines 8r Charpentier, 1990)
implemented in the GIPOS speech analysis software at the Center for Research on
User-System Interaction (IPO, Eindhoven). A[ the same time, the FO contour
between the prefix and the target initial syllable was stylized and the FO difference
was controlled so that in all stimuli the FO of the prefix was two semitones lower
than the FO of the first syllable of the target (see Figure 2 for an example of the
resulting waveform, FO and intensity contours of the harmonious and disharmonious
items). The duration and amplitude of the prefix (and the targets) were kept constant
across condi[ions. The resulting stimuli sounded natural and no acoustic artifacts
could be noted'".
~ To test that splicing did not introduce any audible artifacts, we ran a listening task in which
five participants evaluated whether a stimulus was a natural (unmodified) CVCVCV string or
a synthesized stimulus. Participants were staff inembers or graduate students of the Centre for
Cognitive Neuroscience ( of which one had phonetic training and experience with synthetic
speech). The stimuli were 22 natural CVCVCV tokens excised from the original sentences,
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Design and procedure. As in Vroomen et aL (1998), two lists of stimuli were
constructed so that a participant heard each embedded target word (either with a
harmonious or a disharmonious prefix), and only once. The type of prefix was
counterbalanced across lists. The position of the fillers and each member of an
experimental item pair was the same in the two lists. The interstimulus interval was
4.5 seconds. A practice list of 24 trials preceded the experiment. Participants were
tested individually in a quiet room. Stimuli were presented through a loudspeaker,
and a PC controlled the stimulus presentation and data collection. The task of the
participant was to listen to nonsense items, which sometimes contained a finally
embedded real word (word spotting, McQueen, 1996). They were instructed to press
a response button with their preferred index finger as soon as they heard a real word,
and after that say the word aloud. The vocal responses were checked by the
experimenter in order to determine whether the intended word was detec[ed.
RESULTS
Mean response times (RTs) and miss rates (i.e., no response on a target) were
computed. Response times were measured from the onset of the embedded target,
and vocal responses that did not correspond to the intended word were treated as
errors (0.2~10). Outlying responses that were slower or faster than 2.5 standard
deviations from the individual subject or item means (3clo of all responses) were also
regarded as errors. Inspection of individual items indicated that three ( low frequency
disharmonious) items (rti~sd `fyke', jti~ly~ `rumble', kumu `din') yielded error rates
higher than 60~1o and were discarded from further analysis together with the related
member of the item pair. None of the participants had an error rate higher than 40`'l0,
and none were therefore excluded. The false alarm rate was 2.4~Ic. Analyses of
variance (ANOVA) were performed with subjects (F1) and items (F2) as random
and 22 were experimental (spliced and synthesized) stimuli. These specific stimuli were
chosen so that the first consonant of the tazget word was not a plosive. In this way, a more
stringent [est of the stimulus quality could be performed as splicing a CV prefix into a tazget
word beginning with a voiced consonant is the mos[ likely combina[ion to create audible
artifacts, for example, due to coarticulation mismatch or unsuccessful matching of periodic
cycles in the two acoustic samples. The stimuli were presented one at a time with an ISl of 3
seconds. The participants responded by pressing one of two buttons marked with a label
"natural" or "synthetic". The results showed that, in general, participants identified 53qo of the
items correctly. According to a binomial test (with p ~.OS) performance at or above 6óqo in a
44-item test is significantly better than chance. None of Ihe participants scored better than
61 oIc correct. Enor analysis indicated that participants correctly identitled 80070 of the natural
stimuli as natural, and only 20010 of the synthetic as synthetic. Thus, they were biased towards
perceiving the synthetic stimuli as natural stimuli (the difference in the distribution is
significant according to a x'-test (x',~~ - 60.65, p ~.001).
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variables. In the subject analysis, frequency of occurrence of the target word (high
vs. low) and prefix type (harmonious vs. disharmonious) were within-suhject
factors. In the item analysis, prefix type was a within-items factor and frequency
was a between-iterns factor.
TABLE 1. Reaction time (RT) latencies (in ms) and error rates (in parentheses) to the high
and low frequency target words (upper panel). Results from Vroomen et al. (1998;
Experiment i on the left, and Experiment 2 on the right) are presented in the lower panel. RTs
are measured from the onset of the target word.
EXPERIMENT (FO PEAK ON THE 2~" SYLLABLE)
TARGETTYPE
PREFIX TYPE High frequency Lotiti' frequency ( rnenn)
harmonious 687 (4010) 755 (1 ] olo) 720 (7010)
disharmonious 686 (SoJe) 736 (1 1 oIo) 71 1 (8010)
VROOMEN ET AL. (1998), EXPERIMENT 1(FO PEAx oN THE 1" sYLLABLE)
AND 2(FO PEAK ON THE 2~~~ SYLLABLE)
EXPERIMENT I EXPERIMENT 2
PREFIX TYPE
harmonious 1217 (19010) 704 (7010)
disharmonious 1082 (1 1 0l0) 690 (7010)
The results are presented in Table 1. For convenience of comparison, RTs from the
two experiments of Vroomen et al. (1998) are included in the Table. The RTs from
Vroomen et al. are collapsed over front and back vowel items. As can be seen,
results were comparable to the ones obtained by Vroomen et al. (1998) in their
second experiment in two respects. First, overall latencies were almost identical,
second, there was no hannony effect.
Further inspection of the Table shows that high frequency targets were responded to
68 ms faster than low frequency targets (Fl(1,21) - 58.42, p ~.001, F2(1,83) -
9.44, p - .003).
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The other important aspect of Ihe data is the absence of a vowel harmony effect, a
similar finding to Vroomen et aL (1998) in Experiment 2. In the current experiment
the targets preceded by a disharmonious prefix were detected 10 ms earlier than
those with a harmonious prefix, while in Vroomen et al. the difference was 14 ms.
The 10 ms difference turned out to be significant in the participant but not in the
item analysis (FI(1,21) - 5.01, p- .036, F2(1,83) - 1.02, n.s.) ( as was also the case
in Vroomen et al). In Vroomen et al. (Experiment 1) the size of the vowel hannony
effect was 135 ms, which is over ten times larger than the effect in the present study.
Furthermore, no interaction was found.
To ensure that there was no harmony effect as a function of frequency, we further
analyzed the RTs separately for the high and low frequency stimuli. Comparison of
mean RTs indicated that [he difference between harmonious and disharmonious
stimuli was not significant either for the high frequency items (tl (21) - 0.105, n.s.,
t2(43) --0.011, ns) or for the low frequency items (tl(21) - 1.648, n.s., t2(40) -
1.062, n.s.).
In order to explore the possibility that stimulus duration might have played a role in
the vowel harmony effect, we measured the reaction times also from the offset of the
nonsense string. This measure corresponds closely to the uniqueness point of the
target words of the current stimulus material as 63~Ic of the targets were unique after
the offset, and the rest on the final phoneme. Mean RTs were 384 ms for the high
frequency harmonious, and 381 ms for the disharmonious [argets. The
corresponding values for the low frequency targets were 465 ms and 435 ms. By
participant and by item analyses (repeated measures ANOVA) indicated a main
effect of frequency (F1(1,21) - 77.52, p ~.001, F2(1,82) - 13.08, p-.001).
Furthermore, a main effect of vowel harmony was also present, but it was significant
only in the participant analysis (Fl (1,21) - 14.33, p-.001; F2(1,82) - I.73, n.s.).
The interaction between frequency and vowel harmony was not significant
(F1(1,21) - 2.64, p-.119; F2(1,82) - 1.32, n.s), but we still performed planned
comparisons separately for the high and low frequency harmonious and
disharmonious targets. These analyses revealed that the 3 ms difference in high
frequency items was not statistically significant (tl(21) -.346, n.s., t2(42) -.232,
n.s.). The low frequency disharmonious targets were detected 30 ms faster than the
harmonious targets, but this effect was only significant in the participant analysis
(tl(21) - 3.255, p-.004; t2(40) - 1.294, n.s.). Overall these results are in close
correspondence with the ones performed on RTs measured from the onset of the
target word.
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Analysis of the error rates indicated only a significant frequency effect (FI(1,21) -
20.68, p ~.001, F2(1,82) - 9.24, p ~ .003). Harmony class of the prefix neither
showed a significant main effect nor interacted with frequency.
Next we compared the overall RTs of the present Experiment to the RTs of the two
experiments by Vroomen et al. (1998). To ensure that items were balanced by
frequency of occurrence, we first computed a frequency count of the items
employed by Vroomen et al. using the Turun Sanomat corpus (Laine 8c Virtanen,
1999). The items of Vroomen et al. had a mean frequency of occurrence of
57.llmillion, which falls between the frequencies of our high ( mean 275.7) and low
(mean 1.2) frequency items. A ( non-parametric) t-test showed that the difference
was significant both when compared to the high frequency items (U - 140, p ~.001)
or the low frequency items (U - 40, p ~.001). As a consequence, we decided to
compare the RTs obtained by Vroomen et al. to the overall RT collapsed over the
high and low frequency targets of the current experiment (mean frequency
138.7~million, which is no[ significantly different from Vroomen et aL [U - 1088, p
-.509]). It can be seen from the Table that the mean RTs in the current experiment
are in close correspondence with the RTs in the second experiment of Vroomen et
aL (1998). The mean value in our experiment was 716 ms as compared to 697 ms in
Vroomen et al., resulting in a 19 ms difference. Also, the error rate in the current
experiment (S~lo) is comparable to the second experiment of Vroomen et aL (7~Ic).
Taken together, our results are in close correspondence with the ones obtained by
Vroomen e[ aL (1998) in their second experiment in two respects. First, reaction
time latencies are practically identical (in the range of 20 ms). Second, no reliable
harmony effect was noted.
DISCUSSION
We investigated the role of word stress and vowel harmony mismatch as cues to
word boundaries in Finnish. The main motivation for the study was the uncertainty
about the generalizability of the results by Vroomen et aL (1998) who claimed that
word stress is more important in lexical segmentation than vowel harmony
mismatch. The major concern was the acoustic realization of stress in their
stimuli: were the word-initial syllables perceived as if they carried sentence accent
or not?
The present resul[s showed that listeners were able to spot target words excised
from non-accented position with speed and accuracy that was comparable to the
results of Vroomen et aL (1998) in their second experimenL A second
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commonality is that we failed to obtain a reliable vowel harmony effect.
Disharmonious targets were detected some 10 ms faster than harmonious targets
but this result was only significant in the analysis when participants were used as a
random variable. One may also note that there is some indication that the
difference in the response speed between harmonious and disharmonious targets
was larger for the low frequency items, which were responded to slower than the
high frequency targets. This may suggest that detection of vowel harmony
mismatch takes considerable amount of time and the harmony effect will be more
pronounced the slower the response speed.
Our conclusion here is that sentence accent is not needed for fast reaction times.
We suggest that word level stress (or prominence) may be signaled by small
acoustic differences (in the current case by a two semitone difference in the FO).
These results support the idea that word stress is an important cue to word
boundary in Finnish independent of sentence accent.
Our results also suggest that word stress can be used as an online cue in word
recognition. This implies that the prominence level of a syllable can be computed
fast, and is no[ a[ime consuming operation as suggested by, for example, Suomi et
aL (1997). A traditional view is that stress (and other suprasegmental features) are
relative properties of syllables (Fry, 1958). Accordingly, before knowing whether
a particular syllable is stressed, one needs to compare it to adjacent syllables,
which in turn implies an analysis window of several hundreds of milliseconds.
However, an alternative view to this could be that stress might be indicated by
more paradigmatic properties of a syllable. These types of parameters are, for
example, typical FO contour on a syllable, intensity or more accurately the spectral
properties (that is, increased amplitude of higher harmonics; Sluijter 8z van
Heuven, 1996), which may be computed without reference to surrounding
syllables. To be sure, at least for F0, an integration time is needed (Hermes, 1997)
which is in part reflected by the fact that recognition of a typical pitch contour on
an accented syllable is slower than recognition of vowel quality of the same
syllable (e.g., Cutler 8z Chen, 1997). However, the integration time probably spans
only one syllable, which is short enough for this type of cue to qualify as an online
cue in word recognition.
As already mentioned in the introduction, the acoustic correlates of lexical stress
in Finnish are currently not known. However, there is indirect evidence at least
from two sources that suggest that a rise in FO is one way of implementing word
stress and sentence accent in spoken Finnish. First, Iivonen, Niemi, and Paananen
(1998) investigated the occurrence of FO peaks on lexically stressed syllables in
Finnish, German and English radio and TV news broadcasts. The results showed
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that there were fewer FO peaks (above the one semitone criterion set by Iivonen et
al.) in Finnish than in German or English, probably corroborating the impression
of speakers of Indo-European languages that the "melody" of Finnish "sounds
flat". However, 73~10 of all FO peaks in Finnish occurred on the lexically stressed
syllables (that is, on the first syllable of the word). The corresponding figures in
German and English were 42~Io and 59~Io, respectively. Finally, 52~10 of all
lexically stressed syllables as opposed to 27~Ie in German, and 40~1o in English
contained an FO peak.
Second, as already mentioned in the Introduction, Tuomainen, Vroomen and de
Gelder (1999) ran acoustic analyses on the stimuli employed by Vroomen et al.
(1998). They measured the F0, duration, intensity and spectral tilt of (the vowels)
of the first and second syllable of the nonsense carriers (i.e. the prefix and the first
syllable of the target). Subsequent regression analyses indicated that only FO (and
not duration, overall intensity or spectral tilt) significantly predicted reaction time
speed in the two word spotting experiments by Vroomen ei al.
When one considers the phonological structure of Finnish, the assumption that FO
is important in signaling prominence seems reasonable. One typical feature of
Finnish is [he use of length as a dis[inctive feature. Thus, increasing (i.e.,
doubling) the duration of the first vowel [a] in ~harol (`harrow') changes the word
to Ihaaral (`branch'). In the former, the dura[ion of the vowel of the first syllable
is almost 1.5 time shorter than [he vowel in the second syllable (Lehtonen, 1970).
As a consequence, durational differences need to be carefully controlled so that
the meaning of the word does not change (see also Suomi et al., 1997 for a similar
view). Another acoustic parameter, intensity, refers to the increased pulmonary
effort during the production of stressed syllables. In general, overall intensity
correlates poorly with perceived stress. One of the reasons is that intrinsic
variation as a function of vowel identity reduces the value of intensity as a reliable
cue to prominence. Low vowels are more intense than high vowels. However, in
Finnish, both can occur without reduction in stressed and unstressed syllables.
Another reason, as Sluijter and van Heuven (1996) suggest, is that intensity is too
susceptible to noise. Accidental events, such as the speaker turning his head, will
cause significant intensity drops, which are much larger than those caused by the
difference between stressed and unstressed syllables.
Thus, although current research on this issue provides only indirect evidence as to
the acoustic correlates of word stress in Finnish, it points to the direction that FO is
at least one important acoustic correlate of prominence in Finnish. However, in
this respect, the ubiquitous, though irksome statement - further studies with a
larger set of speakers and stimulus material are necessary - appears appropriate.
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To summarize, our results indicate that sentence accent is not needed for fast
responses. As already suggested by Vroomen et al. (1998), word stress seems to
be an important cue to word boundaries in Finnish. Finally, since we found no
reliable effects of vowel harmony either on the reaction time speed or on the
aecuracy of performance, our results support the view, offered by Vroomen et al.,
that word stress is the primary cue that listeners employ in detecting word
boundaries in spoken Finnish.
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CHAPTER 5
DIFFERENT TEMPORAL DYNAMICS IN THE UTILIZATION OF WORD
STRESS AND VOWEL HARMONY IN LEXICAL SEGMENTATION OF
FINNISH: AN EVENT-RELATED BRAIN POTENTIAL STUDY'
ABSTRACT
In Finnish, lexica] stress is located invariably on the Yirst syllable of the word.
Fixed stress provides a cue [o word boundary, and facilitates recognition of words
in continuous speech. However, if stress is mislocated, listeners attend to other
cues, such as vowel harmony mismatch, which also speeds up (but to a lesser
degree) lexical segmentation. In four experiments, we investigated the temporal
dynamics of multiple cues to word boundaries in spoken Finnish by measuring
both reaction times and event-related potentials (ERPs). The behavior~~l results
showed that word stress gready facilitated recognition speed of both real word and
pseudoword targets, and that a vowel harmony effect was obtained (for both real
and pseudoword targets) only when the stress cue provided incorrect information
about the boundary. Correct stress position speeded up pseudoword detection more
than detection of real words. ERPs revealed that the facilitatory effects of stress
rela[es mosdy to early, possibly pre-lexical detection of stressed syllable as
indicated by an early negativity ( between 400 and 600 ms from the onset of the
CVCVCV carrier item) both in the left and right hemispheres. The detection of
vowel harmony mismatch began simultaneously with the word recognition but
extended notably past the acoustic offset of the target. Early involvement was most
pronounced in the left-sided electrodes, and the ERP response indicating late
processing was more wide spread in the parietal areas. In addition, only weak
responses were obtained for pseudoword targe[s in the early time window. This
suggests that for real words the computation of the harmony mismatch may
involve [he phonological code related to the word forms. Current results
conoborate the findings by Vroomen, Tuomainen, and de Gelder (1998) in that
stress seems to be the primary and vowel harmony mismatch the secondary cue in
lexical segmentation of Finnish. The temporal characteristics of the ERP
waveforms suggest tha[ this is due to the earlier availability of the stress cue.
~ This rhapter is based ~m ~r rnanuscript with the same title by Jyrki Tuomainen, Koen Bócker,
Jean Vroomcn, and Bcatrice de Gelder.
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INTRODUCTION
Word boundaries in spoken language are not indicated by clear and consistent cues.
Typically, in this respect, spoken language is contrasted with written language in
which white spaces between words reliably show where one word begins and the
preceding word ends. Thus, if spoken language were like written language, spoken
words would be separated by pauses or other invariant acoustic events. However,
despite the lack of clear cues to word boundaries, human listeners show no difficulty
in perceiving and experiencing speech as consisting of a flow of consecutive words.
How is this seemingly effortless goal accomplished? Several alternative models
have been suggested on how word boundaries are detected. A major distinction can
be made between models that suggest that word boundazies emerge as a by-product
of word recognition (e.g., Marslen-Wilson, 1984, McClelland 8~ Elman, 1986,
Norris, 1994), and those that assume explicit marking of word boundaries (e.g.,
Cutler 8z Norris, 1988). In lexical models, the acoustic signal is converted into a
string of phonological units that are continuously mapped onto lexical
representations of words. Models differ regarding the exact nature of lexical
processing. In TRACE (McClelland 8c Elman, 1986) and Shortlist (Norris, 1994), but
not in the Cohort model (e.g., Marslen-Wilson, 1984), lexical candidates (i.e., the
word form representations that match the acoustic input) compete with each other
for selection at the lexical level. As more phonemes are revealed in the input those
candidates that are incompatible with the input will drop out of the competition.
Finally, when one of the candidates has received sufficient amount of activation, the
word is recognized, and word boundaries are automatically revealed (e.g.,
McQueen, Norris, Cutler, 1994).
Other cues to word boundaries are also employed by listeners. One source of
information in the speech signal is provided by the prosodic features of a language.
The cues that listeners aze sensitive to differ as a function of the metrical structure of
the specific language. For example, in English, the alternation of strong and weak
syllables creates a rhythm that is exploited by listeners in detecting word boundaries.
A strong syllable contains a full vowel as opposed to a reduced vowel (usually
'schwa') in a weak syllable. When a strong syllable is encountered, a word boundary
is postulated (e.g. Cutler and Norris, 1988). This so-called Metrical Stress Strategy
(MSS) is reasonable since most of the words in English begin with a strong syllable
(Cutler 8i: Carter, 1987). Another language with similar metrical structure is Dutch
in which MSS has also been shown to be effective (Vroomen óz de Gelder, 1995).
However, the MSS is not useful for French listeners, because there is no
(significant) vowel reduction as a func[ion of stress in French. However, French
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listeners seem to pick up the rhythm created by syllables (Cutler, Mehler, Norris, 8z.
Seguí, 1986). As it happens, for a native speaker of Japanese, the syllable structure
per se does not facilitate recognition of words, but instead, a rhythmic unit
corresponding to a subsyllabic unit, 'mora', seems to help segmentation (Otake,
Hatano, Cutler, c4r. Mehler, 1993). All these results provide evidence that the metrical
structure of a language is one important source of infonnation that listeners can use
in lexical segmentation.
Another example of additional cues to word boundaries comes from Finnish, a
Finno-Ugric language spoken by some 5 million people mostly in Finland. Finnish
is a language in which lexical stress is invariably located on the first syllable of the
word. Languages with fixed stress are fairly common. Hyman (1977) surveyed 444
languages of which, according to his analysis, about two thirds have fixed primary
word stress. Furthermore, the analysis suggested that in about 70~7~ of languages
with t7xed stress position, the primary word stress was dominantly located either on
the first or the last syllable. As such, iixed stress is a potentially reliable cue to a
word boundary. Thus, listeners of Finnish can assume with great certainty that every
time a stressed syllable is encountered, it is the first syllable of a word. Another
potential cue to word boundary is vowel disharmony. Vowel hannony refers to a
phonotactic rule, which restricts the occurrence of vowels wi[hin a(native) word
form. Accordingly, the quality of the leftmost vowel in the word stem defïnes what
other vowels can occur later in the same word. The palatal vowel harmony of
Finnish restricts the occurrence of vowels belonging to front or back harmony set in
that only vowels from one set ( and so-called neutral vowels, lil and ~e~) can occur
within a word. Thus, juna ( 'train') or hrini~~ ('iwilight') are legal words, but jti~na or
ju~iá, or hamv on c~imu are not. When vowels in the adjacent syllables belong to the
o[her harmony set, a word boundary can be assumed. It should be noted that only a
harmony mismatch informs about a boundary. If consecutive words contain only
vowels belonging to same harmony set, it is not possible to determine on the basis of
vowel harmony whether or not a boundary occurred ( as in Jukka Ílioksee, `Jukka
runs' ).
Both word stress and vowel harmony have been shown to have functional
consequences in lexical segmentation of spoken Finnish. In a word spotting task,
Suomi, McQueen, 8r Cutler (1997) demonstrated that a target word katu (`street' )
was detected faster in ~py.katu~ than in ~pu.katul. Presumably the disharmonious
prefix indicated a word boundary between ~py~ and ~kal, which facilitated word
recognition. A similar finding was also obtained by Vroomen, Tuomainen, 8z de
Gelder (1998). Furthermore, in two separate experiments, using different types of
behavioral tasks, Vroomen et al. also demonstrated that word stress was an effective
cue to word boundary and also specific to the Finnish language. Thus, when the first
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syllable of the target word was stressed (or more prominent than the surrounding
syllables), the Finnish participants benefited from word stress more than, for
example, the Dutch or French listeners.
What happens if listeners have multiple and, in some instances, conflicting cues to
word boundaries available at the same time? For example, in Finnish, not
infrequently both the stress cue and vowel harmony mismatch might coincide with
ihe same word boundary. This is exactly what happens between the first two words
in a sentenee Marja ncikee ciidin (`Marja sees mother'). The last syllable of Marja
con[ains a back harmony vowel, and the first syllable of the verb ndkee contains a
front harmony vowel. In addition, the first syllable of ncikee is lexically stressed.
Thus, word boundary is indicated by both stress and vowel harmony.
Based on behavioral evidence, Vroomen et aL (1998) and Tuomainen et al.
(submitted) proposed that stress is the primary cue. Vowel harmony is only used
when stress is mislocated (due to, for example, contrastive sentence accent, focus
eic.) or is not realized acoustically (see Vroomen et al, 1998 Experiment 3). Based
on the large difference in reaction times (RTs) between conditions as a function of
the stress position, they suggested that the reason why stress is preferred for vowel
harmony was that information about prominence of a syllable is available earlier
than information about vowel harmony mismatch.
MODELING THE EFFECTS OF SEGMENTATION CUES IN FINNISH
The three models mentioned earlier, Cohort (e.g., Marslen-Wilson, 1984), TRACE
(McClelland 8r Elman, 1986), and Shortlist (Norris, 1994), are all capable of lexical
segmentation by providing word boundaries as by-produc[s of the word recognition
process. However, even though all these models differ in important ways in terms of
their general architecture, the relevant comparison of the models for the current
study concerns the issues how additional cues to word boundaries are dealt with. In
this comparison, the Cohort model and TRACE will be disadvantaged over Shortlist;
in their present form, Cohort and TRACE do not handle additional segmentation cues,
such as the alternation of strong and weak syllables in English (e.g., Vroomen 8c de
Gelder, 1995). Although also Shortlist in its original version lacked this property, a
recent implementation of Shortlist accurately simulates the behavioral effects as
well. The results suggest that English listeners' segmentations are facilitated (and in
some instances penalized) by strong syllables (Norris, McQueen, 8z Cutler, 1995).
The proposal is that MSS works pre-lexically and adds to the net activation of all
those lexical candidates that are aligned with strong syllables. Thus, a segmentation
cue directly affects lexical activation. To date, the only empirically supported model
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that implements both the positive and negative effects of segmentation cues in
English is Shortlist (Norris. McQueen, ~ Cutler, 1995, Norris, McQueen, Cutler, 8z
Buttertïeld, 1997).
Simulations using interactive networks regarding the lexical segmentation cues in
Finnish, word stress and vowel harmony, are lacking. However, Suomi et aL (1997)
suggested that vowel harrnony effects could be modeled in a similar manner as the
Mertical Segmentation Strategy (MSS) in English. In essence, a detection of a vowel
harmony mismatch could bias the activation process of the lexical network. The
assumption here is that the detection of vowel harmony mismatch is pre-lexical.
Regarding facilitatory effects of stress as a cue to word boundary, Vroomen et al.
(1998) argued that given the fast reaction times (as compared to overall RT latencies
in the experimental condition in which vowel hannony mismatch facilitated target
detection), the stress effect probably stems from the pre-lexical level. Accordingly, a
stressed syllable could be taken as the first syllable of the word, and lexical access
could be initiated at the stressed syllable. Consequently, the activation level of all
words beginning with that syllable could be boosted up, which would further
increase the probability of survival in the compe[ition process.
However, all the empirical evidence cited above is based mainly on behavioral
techniques which give a measure of the total time it takes to process the stimulus
and issue a response. In this respect, it is often difficult to pinpoint the functional
processing stage from which the experimental effects stem. In this study we wanted
[o further investigate the details of the time course of the employment of
simultaneous cues to the word boundary. To this end, both reaction times and event-
related brain potentials (ERPs) were recorded in separate experiments. We were
specifically interested in finding out whether ERPs would show a different
electrophysiological pattern to word stress as compared to vowel harmony as cues to
word boundaries in spoken Finnish.
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY OF SPOKEN LANGUAGE PROCESSING AND LEXICAL
SEGMENTATION
ERPs are voltage fluctuations of electric brain activity time-locked to specific events
(usually to external stimuli such as spoken or written words). As such, ERPs provide
millisecond accuracy of the time course of cognitive processes. Accordingly, ERPs
have been used with success when the temporal aspects of cognitive processes have
been the main focus of research. Several interesting tindings have emerged
regarding perception and comprehension of language (see Ku[as and van Petten
(1994), for a review).
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Most of the ERP research using language stimuli has centered on the comprehension
of written words typically presented in sentence context. More recently, spoken
language processing has also received more attention, and differences and
similarities in the ERPs between two modalities have been observed. The overall
pattern of ERPs evoked by written and spoken words can be thought of as consisting
of roughly three temporally consecutive sets of peaks and troughs in the ERP
waveforms, which all have their distinctive electrophysiological properties and
functional correlates. The early components, Nl and P2, occur within the first 200 -
300 ms post stimulus onset. These are followed by a sustained negativity starting
around 300 ms and terminating at around 800 ms. Finally, a late slow positive
deflection usually follows. The duration and amplitude of the late positivity depends
greatly on the experimental manipulations and design.
The results of several studies suggest that modality specific processing yields
differences in the early components during the first 200 - 300 ms after the onset of
the stimulus, which can be seen most readily in differences in the scalp potential
distribution, and also in the timing of the early components. Auditorily presented
words evoke a broadly distributed N 1 and a smaller P2. This complex occurs
between 80 and 220 ms. NI and P2 are considered as exogenous components, which
are affected by the physical parameters, such as the (fundamental) frequency and
intensity of the acoustic signal.
The following fairly slow negative deflection has been correlated with processing of
phonological and semantic aspects of the spoken stimuli. All language stimuli evoke
a negativity peaking around 400 ms (so-called N400). Most typically N400 is
elicited by semantic anomalies both in written (Kutas 8z Hillyard, 1980) and spoken
language (McCallum et al., 1984), although phonological manipulations have been
suggested to affect the amplitude of N400 (e.g., Rugg, 1984; Praamstra et al. 1994).
Visual N400 is most pronounced at the posterior scalp sites, and usually, but not
always, the amplitude is larger on the right side. In contrast, N400 to spoken words
is more sustained over frontal than posterior sites (Holcomb 8z Neville, 1990), and
may be larger over the left than right hemisphere electrodes (Kutas 8z van Petten,
1994). However, similar overall appearance of the auditory and visual N400 as well
as the fact that N400 is also evoked by semantic incongruities in (American) Sign
Language (Neville, Mills, ó~ Lawson, 1992) have been taken as an index of the
workings of an amodal semantic system (Holcomb 8z Neville, 1990; Holcomb 8z
Anderson, 1993). In most reports N400 has been attributed to controlled post-lexical
integrative processes as opposed to an automatic process of lexical access. Even
though the dichotomy between automatic and controlled processing may not be
strictly accurate (Friedrich, Henik, 8c Tzelgov, 1991), it is generally assumed that
automatic processing is fast-acting, occurs without intention and awareness, and
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does not use limited capacity resources. In contrast, controlled processes are under
the person's strategic control, and use limited-capacity resources (e.g., Shiffrin 8t
Schneider, 1977). In this respect, one of the most compelling findings regarding the
functional locus of N400 was reported by Brown and Hagoort (1993) using a
masked priming paradigm. They showed that the N400 could be recorded only when
the prime was not masked. In contrast, a significant behavioral priming effect was
obtained both in the unmasked and masked conditions (see, however, Deacon et al.
(2000) for a different result). This suggests that N400 is sensitive to post-lexical
integration, and does not reflect automatic spreading of lexical activation.
The N400 complex also shows modality specific patterns, of which the earlier onset
and longer lasting negativity are characteristic of the auditory modality. The early
part of the auditory N400 was manifested in some reports as a clear and distinct
negativity peaking around 200-250 ms post stimulus onset. Some researchers have
related the early part to phonological processing, and results suggest that
phonological and semantic effects are dissociable (Connolly and Phillips, 1994).
However, there is evidence that semantic processing may have an effect already
around 200 ms post stimulus onset when words are presented in sentence context
(Van Petten et al., 1999). The earlier onset of auditory N400 as compared to the
visual counterpart informs, tïrst, about the [emporal nature of spoken language. That
is, sounds that constitute the word are exposed to the listener (almost) serially in a
left-to-right manner over a period of several hundreds of milliseconds. In addition,
the pattern tells us that spoken word recognition starts before the acoustic offset of
the word (Marslen-Wilson, 1973; Holcomb 8z: Neville, 1990; van Petten et al.,
1999). Finally, Hagoort and Brown (2000) have suggested that the early negativity
observed to spoken words reflects two related processes: First, surplus negativity is
evoked by a(phonological) mismatch between the expected word form on the basis
of the context (see also Connolly 8z Phillips, 1994), and second, the extra negativity
indexes the activation (and possibly the competition) of the lexical candidates that
are generated by the acoustic input.
The latter part of the ERP waveform consists of the late positive component (LPC),
or Slow Wave (SW) that is usually present both when written and spoken stimuli are
used. Functionally, the SW may be considered as a member of the so-called P300
family reflecting controlled and possibly post-lexical processing related to
(subjective) expectancy, task relevance, decision making, or context updating (e.g.,
see Donchin 8c Coles, 1988 for a detailed argument about the interpretation of P3b
as a index of context updating). Some researchers have regarded the SW as an index
of ihe processing load demands induced by the task. For example, in a priming study
Brown et al. (2000) suggested that irrespective of the task demands, participants
always try to construct an integrated representation of the word pair. Thus, finding a
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link between a prime and the related target is readily available. Consequently, the
processing load is low and yields a more positive SW. For unrelated and neutral
pairs, the link between the prime and target is harder to obtain, which is shown in a
more negative SW. One should note that the SW is present most noticeably when an
additional task (such as pressing the response button or counting specific targets
etc.) is required. If the participants are engaged in a more natural task such as
listening for understanding without additional task requirements, the slow wave is
practically non-existent (for example, compare Figs. 3 and 6 in Brown et al., 2000).
Finally, in paradigms in which morpho-syntactic aspects of the stimulus are
manipulated, some researchers have correlated the SW (or P600) with second-pass
parsing (that is, reanalysis and repair) of garden-path sentences (e.g., Hahne 8~
Friederici, 1999; see Coulson et al., 1998 for a different view). However, all
different interpretations explicitly or implicitly refer to controlled and~or post-lexical
processing as underlying the late positive wave.
To the best of our knowledge, the current study is the first one focusing directly on
lexical segmentation of spoken language using ERPs. A recent report by Bdcker et
al. (1999) investigated the ERP correlates of inetrical stress in Dutch. As already
mentioned earlier in the introduction, metrical stress has been shown to facilitate
lexical segmentation by providing a cue about the word boundary. In the experiment
by Bdcker et al., bisyllabic words presented in isolation with different metrical
structure (Weak-Strong (WS) or Strong-Weak (SW)) were used as stimuli. Thus, the
participants were not required to segment the input. However, differences between
conditions as a function of the metrical structure were observed. Speciftcally, WS
words evoked a more pronounced negadvity around 300 ms post s[imulus onset of
the stimulus as compared to SW words. They interpreted this negativity as an index
of extra processing required by a less typical prosodic pa[tern (WS) in Dutch. In
another study (Bdcker et al., submitted) the same ERP pattern was also observed
with pseudowords. In a condition in which the experimental real word stimuli were
low-pass filtered the negativity was delayed by approximately ]00 ms. Bdcker et al.
concluded that the main acoustic correlate of inetrical stress is vowel color and not
the other acoustic parameters such as intensity or fundamental frequency (see also
Fear, Cutler, 8r. Butterfield (1995) for a similar account of inetrical stress in
English).
The overall design of the current study is as follows. In Experiments lA and 1B
behavioral data will be obtained on how word stress and vowel harmony are used by
Finnish listeners. The task used was a modification of the word spotting task
(McQueen, 1996). Both real and pseudoword targets were employed. By using
pseudoword targets, we hoped to find out whether there were differences between
real word and pseudoword targets in the segmentation of the phonological strings. A
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difference would suggest an involvement of lexical factors in the segmentation
process. This might further help in setting up hypotheses about the temporal
dynamics of lexical segmentation which are tested using ERPs in Experiments 2A
and 2B.
EXPERIMENT 1 A
In this experiment, the first syllable of the pseudoword carrier was stressed (or the
most prominent syllable) (for example, ~PU.katu~ katu is 'street', or ~PU.vatu~ vatu is
a pseudoword; stressed syllables are indicated with capital letters in the following
examples; syllable boundary is indicated with a dot). Consequently, prominence
provides conflic[ing information about the word boundary, because lexical stress in
Finnish always lands on the first syllable of the word. The design of the experiment
is similar to Suomi et aL (1997; Experiments 1 and 4) and Vroomen et aL (1998;
Experiment 1), except that in the current experiment button press responses were
also required for pseudowords. One of the interests in the current s[udy was thus
whether we could also obtain a vowel harmony effect for the pseudoword targe[s. If,
however, an effect was only found for the real words that would suggest that lexical
factors are involved in the detection of a vowel harmony mismatch.
METHODS
Participnnts. Ten students of Psychology in the University of Turku received course
credit for participation. All were native speakers of Finnish, and reported no
neurological or hearing problems.
Stimuli. Eighty monomorphemic CVCV nouns and adjectives of varying frequency
(range 0.2 - 1590 ~ 1 million) were selected from a massive corpus (22.7 million
word tokens) of written contemporary Finnish (Laine 8z Virtanen, 1998), and used
as real word targets. Eighty pseudowords derived from these real word targets by
changing one or two phonemes mainly at the beginning of the real word were used
as pseudoword targets. In all experiments, the targets were presented in a context of
either a harmonious (~pu.katu~) or disharmonious (Ipy.katu~) prefix so that no other
real word was embedded in the nonsense string. The same harmonious and
disharmonious prefixes were used for pseudowords (e.g., Ipu.vatu~ or ~py.vatul).
(See Appendix 3 for a list of the stimuli used in all experiments.)
Stimuli were recorded by one of the authors (JT) in a sound treated booth on a DAT
tape. The stimuli were pronounced so that the word stress landed on the first syllable
of the nonsense string (i.e., PU.katu, PY.katu) with natural Finnish intonation. The
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stimuli were digitized at 22050 Hz (16 bit resolution) and saved to a hard disk in
separate files. The total duration of the CVCVCV pseudoword carrier and onset of
the first syllable of all targets were measured from the acoustic waveform. These
measures were later used to correct the RTs for statistical analyses. However, even
though the possible effects of durational differences between stimuli on RTs can be
mostly sorted out by varying the point at which RTs are measured, the same type of
analysis techniques may not prove reliable for electrophysiological data. In effect,
the traditional way to analyze ERPs is to time-lock them to the onset of the stimulus
(in the current study, to the onset of the CVCVCV carrier item). For this reason, and
to anticipate ERP analyses, we tested the durations of targets in different conditions
by using separate t-tests. The mean values of the total duration of the carrier items
and targets for all experimental stimuli are presented in Table l. The acoustic
analyses indicated that the total duration of the CVCVCV carrier items containing
real word targets with harmonious prefixes were 7 ms longer than carriers with
disharmonious pret7xes. This difference was significant (t(158) - 2.471, p-.015).
As is typical of acoustic data due to a highly correlated pattern, very small
differences between variables may turn out significant in statistical analyses.
However, given that the difference is only 7 ms, it has no practical consequence,
because the just noticeable difference ( JND) for duration differences is higher (about
25~Io of the duration of the stimulus) in highly controlled conditions ( see e.g., van
Heuven 8z, van den Broecke (1979) for JNDs of rise time temporal resolution
discrimination). Furthermore, a 7 ms difference will not have any significant effects
on ERP patterns between different conditions because the temporal resolution in the
EEG recording is around 5 ms due to the sampling rate employed in most studies
(i.e. 200-250 Hz). The corresponding values for the CVCVCV carrier items
containing harmonious and disharmonious pseudowords were 510 ( s.d. 23) ms and
509 (20) ms, respectively. This difference was not significant (t ~ 1).
The measurements of the durations of the targets indicated that real word targets
preceded by harmonious prefixes were 6 ms longer than targets preceded by
disharmonious prefixes. The pseudoword targets with harmonious prefixes were 4
ms longer than targets with disharmonious prefixes. Neither of the differences was
significant (t(158) - I.580, p-.1 162; t(158) - 1.122, p-.2636).
Design and procedure. Two lists were constructed so that one participant heard each
embedded (real word or pseudoword) target item only once. The type of prefix
(harmonious or disharmonious) was counterbalanced across the lists. The position of
each member of an experimental item pair was the same in the two lists. A short
practice session of 24 trials preceded the experiment. The participants were tested
individually in a quiet room. All items were presented over two loudspeakers
(separated by a distance of 1 meter) located approximately 1.5 meters in front of the
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participant. The inter-trial interval was 4.5 s. Participants were instructed that they
would hear a nonsense stimulus, which sometimes contained a terminally embedded
real word. They were asked to press the right-hand button (marked with the label
"YES") as soon as they heard a real word, and then to say the word aloud. The vocal
responses were checked by the experimenter to determine whether the intended
word was correctly detected. If they did not hear a real word at end, they were
instructed to press the left-hand button (marked with the label "N(~") as fast as
possible. No vocal response to pseudowords was required.
TABLE 1. Mean durations (ms) and standard deviations ( in parentheses) of the carrier
items and embedded targets for Experiments lA (top) and Experiment IB (bottom).
EXPERIMENT 1 A(Stress on the 1" syllable of the CVCVCV carrier item)
Target tl~pe
Real words Pseudowords
harrnonious disharmonious harmonious disharmonious
Total 505 (20) 497 (22) 510 (23) 509 (20)
Target 388 (23) 382 (25) 390 (2]) 386 (21)
EXPERIMENT I B(Stress on the 2'~ syllable of the CVCVCV carrier item)
Target type
Real words Pseudowords
harmonious disharmonious harmonious disharmonious
Total 500 (21) 505 (21) 505 (21) 502 (21)
Target 405 (24) 409 (25) 403 (27) 401 (25)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Unless otherwise stated, all analyses were conducted exactly in the same way in
Experiments lA and 1B. Even though it is not a standard practice in
psycholinguistic research, we decided to measure reaction times (RT) from the onset
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of the CVCVCV carrier item.' The major reason for this was to provide a basis for
comparison of RTs and electrophysiological measures ( see Experiments 2A and
2B). This decision reflects the typical procedure to analyze ERPs; single EEG
sweeps (or epochs) are usually time-locked to the onset of the ( spoken) stimulus (in
this case, to the onset of the CVCVCV carrier item).
The vocal responses tha[ did not correspond to the in[ended word (Oolo) and the
outlying responses (3.6 oIo) were treated as errors and discarded from the RT
analyses. The outlying responses were defined as RTs slower (or faster) than 2.5
standard deviation from individual means. Inspection of individual items and
participants showed that the participants made more than 50 oIo errors on eight items
(six real words, kuh~ 'expense', halu 'desire', havu 'fir twig', humu 'whirl', supi
'raccoon', valu 'casting' and two pseudowords, halo, and kopu). Those items were
discarded from further analyses. No participant made more than SOoIo errors so that
no participants were excluded from the study.
Analyses of Variance (ANOVAs) were performed with participants (F1) and items
(F2) as random factors. In the by-participant analysis, Target type (real or
pseudoword) and Prefix type (harmonious or disharmonious) were within-subjects
variables, and in the by-item analysis, Target type was a between-items factor, and
prefix type was a within-items factor.
The mean RTs and error rates are presented in Table 1(upper panel). Inspection of
the results reveals that disharmonious targets were detected 84 ms faster than
harmonious targets (F] (1,9) - 47.88, p c.0001; F2(1,150) - 14.00, p c.0001).
Furthermore, real word targets with a disharmonious prefix (e.g., "katu" in
IPY.katu~) were detected 92 ms faster than targets with a harmonious prefix ("katu"
in ~PU.katu~). The corresponding value for the pseudoword targets was 77 ms.
Planned comparisons indicated that a harmony effect was present both for the real
(tl(9) - 4.421, p-.002; t2(77) - 2.996, p-.004) and pseudoword targets (tl(9) -
4.750, p-.001; t2(77) - 2.996, p-.004). Prefix type did not interact with Target
type. A main effect of Target type was also present because the real word targets
were detected 220 ms faster than pseudoword targets (Fl (1,9) - 2536, p ~.001;
F2(1,150) - 79.42, p ~ .0001).
' RTs were also measured from the onset and offset of the target items. Both of these
procedures are widely used in psycholinguistic spoken word research. The rationale behind
this approach is that spoken stimuli vary in duration, and as a consequence, some RT effects
may be related to differences in the duration of the stimuli. For example, RTs are usually
shorter for longer stimuli, because participants have more time to prepare for the response. In
all significant aspects, statistical analyses yielded similar results to analyses performed on
RTs measured from onset of the CVCVCV carrier. The RTs and error rates obtained from
these measurements for both Experiment 1 A and 1 B are reported in Appendix 4.
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TABLE 2. Reaction times ( RTs) and error rates (in parentheses) in Experiment ]A and
Experiment I B to real word and pseudoword targets. RTs were measured from the
onset of the CVCVCV carrier item. In Experiment lA the first syllable of the
CVCVCV carrier was stressed ( e.g. I'PU.katu~ katu means ` street'), and in Experiment
1B the second syllable was stressed ( e.g., I'pu.KAtu~). In both experiments targets
items (real word and pseudoword) were preceded by either a harmonious or
disharmonious prefix (Ipu.katul vs. ~py.katul or Ipu.vatul vs. Ipy.vatul, i~atu is a
pseudoword in Finnish).




Harmonious 1273 (26010) 1486 (15010)
Disharmonious 1182 (21oIo) 1409 (9qo)




Harmonious 868 (13010) 940 (4ol0)
Disharmonious 863 (IOo~o) 938 (7~Io)
ANOVAs perfonned on the error rates showed a main effect of Prefix type (F1(1,9)
- 13.83, p-.005; F2(1,150) - 5.32, p-.022) indicating that the disharmonious
targets were easier to detect. Thus, there were no signs of speed-accuracy trade-off.
A main effect of Target type was present but it was significant only in the by-i[em
analysis (Fl(1,9) - 3.42, p-.098; F'2(1,150) - 14.20, p c.0001). No interaction
between Prefix type and Target type was observed.
The results are in most part clear and straightforward. A vowel harmony effect was
obtained both for the real and the pseudoword targets. The disharmonious targets
were responded to faster and more accurately than the harmonious targets. Response
speed and accuracy showed no interaction of target type with the prefix type.
Regarding the real words, the results are similar to Suomi et al. (1997, Experiment
1) and Vroomen et al. (1998, Experiment 1) although in the current experiment the
size of the effect (92 ms) is somewhat smaller. Suomi et al. obtained an effect of
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about 200 ms, and Vroomen et al. about 160 ms. Two differences might explain this
discrepancy. First, we used a modification of the original word spotting task
(McQueen, 1996). The original task is a Go-NoGo task but in our experiment the
participants responded to each stimulus. In essence, our task is a traditional lexical
decision task but with embedded targets. This may have reduced the size of the
effect because the participants were required to respond on every trial. Second, in
our experiment most of the [arge[s were items belonging to the back harmony class.
Only about 29qo of the stimuli were front harmony items. In Suomi et al. and
Vroomen et al. 50~70 of the targets were front harmony items. In both studies, a more
pronounced difference between disharmonious and harmonious targets was obtained
for front harmony items. The effec[ size for the back harmony real words in Suomi
et al. was 103 ms (measured from the offset of target) and in Vroomen et al. the
difference was 91 ms (measured from the offset of the target). In our experiment the
difference is 77 ms when the RTs were measured similarly, which is fairly close to
the difference obtained by Vroomen et al. and Suomi et al. (see Appendix 4 for
detailed results). The unbalanced proportion of the front harmonious and back
harmonious stimuli in the current study, however, reflects better the relative
frequencies of front and back vowels in Finnish (e.g., Karlsson, 1982), and in that
sense also the reality of how often words with front or back harmonious vowels will
be encountered by Finnish listeners.
A new observation of the current experiment is that a similar effect of vowel
harmony was also observed for the pseudoword targets. The size of the effect was
77 ms ( measured from the onset of the CVCVCV carrier item), which is somewhat
smaller than the one obtained for the real words. Because there was no interaction
between the target type, this suggests that for most part similar processes underlie
the vowel harmony effect for both the real and the pseudoword targets. Given the
slow overall RTs we suggest, as did Vroomen et aL (1998), that post-lexical
processing is involved that may account for the harmony effect.
EXPERIMENT 1 B
This experiment differs from the previous experiment in that the position of the
stressed syllable is changed. The first syllable of the target is now the most
prominent syllable of the nonsense carrier item (for example, Ipu.KAtu~ or
Ipy.KAtu~). The present experiment thus closely resembles the second experiment of
Vroomen et al. (1998) except that in the present experiment a speeded response is
also required to pseudowords (similar to Experiment 1B of the current study). The
main reason for this modification was the same: comparison between RTs to
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pseudoword and real word targets might provide information about the possible time
course of how word stress information and vowel harmony mismatch are exploited
by lis[eners in detecting word boundaries in connected speech. For example, if the
correct stress position would speed up responses in real words only but not in
pseudowords, that would indicate that stress is possibly coded lexically, or that other
processing requiring lexical inforrnation is responsible for the s[ress effect. In
contrast, a similar stress effect for the rea] and the pseudoword targets would suggest
a common functional locus of the computation of the prominence of the syllable.
METHODS
Participants. Ten students different from those attending the preceding experiment
participated. All were students of Psychology at the University of Turku and they
received course credit for participation. All were native speakers of Finnish, and
reported no neurological or hearing problems.
Stiniuli. The same stimuli as in Ihe preceding experiment were used. However, the
stimuli were re-recorded ( spoken by JT) in the same recording session as the stimuli of
the preceding experiment. Acoustic analyses indicated that the total duration of the
CVCVCV carrier items containing real word targets preceded by harmonious prefixes
was 5 ms longer than targets preceded by dishannonious prefixes ( see bottom part of
Table 1 for duration values). For the carrier items containing pseudoword targets a 3
ms difference was observed. Comparison of the durations showed no significant
differences ( t(158) - -1.553, p - .122; t(158) - .914, p - .362, respectively).
Additional measurements of the duration of the target items revealed that real word
targets preceded by harmonious prefixes were 4 ms shorter than targets preceded hy
disharmonious prefixes (t(158) - 1.032, p-.3035). Pseudoword targets with
harmonious prefixes were 2 ms longer than targets with disharmonious prefixes, and
this difference was not signiticant (t ~ I).
Since we are essentially interested in temporal factors, and between experiment
comparisons are of major importance, durational differences between the stimuli used
in the two experiments might account for (some of) the effects, especially in the
electrophysiological recordings. Accordingly, a 2x2x2 ANOVA with Target type as
between-item factor and Stress posítion and Prefix type as within-item factors was
performed separately for total and target duration values. As expected, the 2 ms
difference in total duration between the stimuli of Experiment lA and 1 B showed only
a trend (Main effect of S[ress (F(1.316) - 3.061, p-.082). Stress position was
involved in several interactions that were significant, but because in none of them the
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durational differences were larger than 13 ms, they will be ignored as functionally not
significant.
A similar ANOVA performed on the duration values of the target items indicated no
significant difference in the durations between the real and the pseudoword targets (F
~ 1). However, targets with stressed first syllable were 18 ms longer than unstressed
targets, which yielded a significant main effect of Stress position (F(1,158) - 172329,
p ~.0001). More importantly, the second-order interaction of Stress by Prefix type by
Wordtype was not significant (F(1,158) - 2.558, p-.112), indicating that durational
differences between stimuli used in these two experiments were small.
Design and procedure. The design and the procedure were exactly the same as in
Experiment I A.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The reaction times were measured in the same way as in Experiment lA, that is, from
the onset of the CVCVCV carrier item (see Appendix 2 for results for RTs measured
from the onset and offset of the target item). RTs faster or shorter than 2.5 s.d. from
individual means (43 ~Ie) were excluded from further analysis. An examination of the
individual results revealed that none of the participants made more than SO~Io errors,
and thus none were excluded. However, four items (all containing real word targets;
kulu 'expensé , salo 'backwoods', kulo 'forest fire', supi 'raccoon') were excluded
because over SO~Io of the participants made an error in these items.
The RTs and error rates are presented in the bottom panel of Table l. Inspection of the
results shows that disharmonious real word targets were detected only 5 ms faster than
harmonious targets. Similarly, disharmonious pseudoword targets were detected 2 ms
faster. Accordingly, neither a main effect of Prefix type nor an interaction with Target
type was observed (all F's ~ 1). Real word targets were responded 84 ms faster to than
pseudoword targets (F1(1,9) - 21.16, p ~.001; F2(1,156) - 35.71, p ~.0001).
ANOVAs on the error rates showed no main effect of Prefix type (both F's ~ 1). As
with the reaction times, a main effect of Target type (F1(1,9) - 10.60, p-.010;
F2(1,156) - 5.67, p-.019) was present. However, in this case, the participants made
more errors on real words. Thus, for some reason, a speed accuracy trade-off might be
present regarding the real and pseudoword targets. Furthermore, the participants
responded more accurately to the disharmonious real word targets (3~1e), but in the
pseudowords the pattern was reversed (3~Io more accurate on harmonious targets). The
interaction approached significance in the by-item analysis (F(1,9) - 2.94, p-.121;
F2(1,154) - 3.48, P - .064).
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These results show convincingly that no vowel harmony effect was obtained in this
experiment. The pattern of data is very similar to Vroomen et al. (1998; Experiment 2)
and Tuomainen et al. (submitted). The common denominator in all of these
experiments is that the first syllable of the target was the most prominent syllable of
the carrier item. As a consequence, prominence provided correct information about the
onset of the target, which again suggests that listeners prefer word stress to vowel
harmony as a cue to word boundary. What is notable in the results is that a similar
effect was obtained for the pseudowords, suggesting that the computation of stress is
(at least partly) a pre-lexical process. However, before these conclusions can be
contirmed in the current study, we decided to compare the results between Experiment
1 A and I B. This will provide us with a direct test on how word stress and vowel
harniony behave as a function of target type and location of the word stress.
COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS BETWEEN EXPERIMENT 1A AND 1 B
The reaction times were measured from the onset of the CVCVCV canier item'. A 3-
way ANOVA was perforn~ed separately with participants (Fl) and items (F2) as random
factors. In the by-participant analysis the Stress position (first vs. second syllable of the
CVCVCV carrier item) was a between-subject factor and Target type (real word vs.
pseudoword) and Prefix type (harmonious vs. disharmonious) were within-subject
factors. In the by-item analysis, Target type was a between-item, and Stress position and
Prefix type were within-item factors. To make the database comparable for statistical
analyses, the same ]0 items were excluded from each experiment because of excessive
errors. ( It should be noted that of the total of 12 items excluded in both experiments in
separate analyses, two items, kulu, 'expense', and supi 'raccoon', were discarded in both
experiments).
Inspection of Table 1 shows tha[ the overall RTs in Experiment 1 B were over 400 ms
faster as compared to Experiment 1 A, which resulted in the main effect of Stress position
(F1( I,18) - 44.57, p~ .0001; F2(1,148) - 56.32, p~ .0001). Moreover, main effects of
Target type (real word targets were recognized 146 ms faster than pseudoword targets;
Fl(1,18) - 40.44, p ~.0001; F2(1,148) - 13.41, p ~.0001), and Prefix type were
obtained (dishatmonious targets were detected, on the average, 43 ms faster than
harmonious targets (F1(1,18) - 45.51, p ~.0001; F2(1,148) - 14.31, p-.0001).
Two interactions were also observed. First, and most importantly, Stress position
interacted with Prefix type (Fl (1,18) - 38.26, p ~.0001; F2(1,48) - 11.94, p-.001).
' Between experiment comparisons were also performed on the RTs measured from the onset
and offset of the target item. In all signitïcant aspects. the results did not differ from those
reported in the main text.
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This confirms the earlier finding that vowel harmony effect was obtained only when
prominence provided incorrect information about the word boundary (that is, in
Experiment lA in which the first syllable of CVCVCV camer item was stressed). This
result is also exactly the same as obtained by Vroomen et al. (1998). However, vowe)
harmony effect did not interact with Target type. In contrast, Stress position had a more
pronounced effect on the detection of the pseudoword targets than to the real word
targets (F1(1,18) - 9.74, p-.006; F2(1,148) - 35.00, p ~.0001). The RTs to the
pseudowords were, in general, 508 ms faster in Experiment 1B as compared to lA. The
corresponding value for the real word targets was 362 ms. Thus, the pseudowords
profited more from correct stress than did the real words. No second-order interactions
were observed.
ANOVAs performed on the error rates showed the following main effects. First, more
errors were made in Experiment lA than in Experiment 1B (Fl(1,18) - 14.14, p~ .001;
F2(1,148) - 56.32, p ~.0001). Second, the targets with harmonious prefixes were on the
average more difFicult to detect than targe[s with disharmonious prefixes (Fl(1,18) -
5.44, p-.031; F2(1,148) - 5.00, p-.027). Third, more errors were made when the real
words were targets (Fl (1,18) - 6.81, p-.018; F2(1,148) - 13.41, p c.0001).
Similar to the RTs, ANOVA on error rates yielded an interaction between Stress position
and Prefix type (Fl (1, l 8) - 4.59, p-.046 ;F2(1,148) - 5.18, p- 0.24). In contrast to the
RTs, Stress position by Target type interaction was (marginally) significant only in the
by-item analysis (F1(1,18) -.83, p-.374; FL(1,148) - 3.88, p-.051). This trend relates
to the fact that when stress provided correct information about the word boundary,
accuracy increased more in the real words than in the pseudowords.
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE BEHAVIORAL RESULTS
Two reaction time experiments were performed in which the effect of word stress and
vowel harmony as cues to word boundary in Finnish was investigated. The results
showed that word stress seems to be the primary cue, and only when the stress cue is
not available, listeners resort to vowel harmony. These results are identical to the ones
obtained by Vroomen et al. (1998) and Tuomainen et al. (submitted). Thus we have
now evidence from three different sources (and using two different methodologies, see
Vroomen et al., 1998, Experiment 3, for using synthetic speech with prosodic and
phonotactic alterations) that all point to the same conclusion. Furthermore, in the
current experiments, we showed that with the pseudoword targets a similar pattern to
the real words was obtained in terms of how stress and vowel harmony are employed
by the listeners. In essence, reaction times were speeded up for both the real words and
pseudowords, and more so for the latter. Our conclusion is that the computation of
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prominence is fast and stress information is early available to the listener.
Furtherniore, because no significant differences were observed between the real word
and pseudoword targets when stress provided a correct cue about the word boundary,
all explanations related to the lexical status of the targets (and hence any usage of
inforniation related to the lexical entry) can be discarded. This tinding might be taken
as an indication that the prominence level of a syllable is detected pre-lexically.
The reliable vowel harmony effect seems to appear only when the participants respond
slowly. The average response time from the offset of the stimulus for the real word
targets is about 700 ms, and for the pseudoword targets about 950 ms (see Appendix
4). This is about the same time interval that is required for a response measured from
the onset of a(three-syllabic) spoken word in a lexical decision task.
With behavioral techniques we have shown that the detection of a word boundary in
connected speech is facilitated by word stress and vowel harmony mismatch. Based on
reaction times, we suggest that word stress is the primary cue simply because it can be
computed fas[er, and is thus earlier available to a listener. If, however, word stress
provides conflicting inforniation about a potential boundary, then listeners rely on
vowel harmony. The detection of the hannony misrnatch seems to be a time
consuming process, which sugges[s that controlled and strategic processes may be
involved.
We will now [urn to a different methodology, namely event-related potentials (ERPs)
which have one main advantage over reaction times. With ERPs, we have a window
(even though an indirect one) to cognitive processes with a millisecond precision.
Reaction times measures inform us about the end product of the cognitive process
including stages of perception, evaluation and issuing a response. In contrast, ERPs
provide us infonnation about the time course of brain processes as they take place in
real time. However, we consider these methodologies complementary. The main goals
of the following two experiments are to find converging evidence for the behavioral
results of the earlier experiments, and to explore in more detail the time course of how
multiple cues to word boundaries are utilized during the recognition of words in
continuous speech. The question is whether prominence and vowel harmony as cues to
word boundaries have different consequences, which show up in the ERPs. If the
perception of stress takes place early (and possibly) pre-lexically, and the detection of
vowel harmony mismatch is a long-lasting process, the ERPs should show stress
effects earlier than vowel harmony, and mostly before the acoustic offset of the spoken
~titimulus.
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EXPERIMENT 2A
In this experiment the same stimuli were used as in Experiment lA. The task of the
participants was again to try to recognize the end-embedded target stimuli. While
they were performing the task, voltage fluctuations of the brain related to word
recognition were recorded by using scalp electrodes. The original instruction to
respond as fast as possible was, however, changed to a delayed response task. The
idea was to exclude possible artifacts created by brain activity related to response
preparation and motor potentials caused by the button press. This change seems
especially warranted since the response times in Experiments lA and 1B as a
function of stress position were extremely different. Consequently, if we had
measured RTs at the same time with ERPs, it might have had a drastic effect on the
overall architecture of the ERPs because of anticipatory and motor potentials. This
would have made the comparison of waveforms between the experiments difficult
and possibly unwarranted.
METHODS
Participants. Eleven students (2 males) from the introductory course of Psychology
participa[ed for course credit in the experiment. All were na[ive speakers of Finnish
with no known neurological or hearing disorders. All except one were right-handed.
After preliminary data analysis, one participant was excluded because of excessive
background alpha activity during the recording, thus leaving us with a total of ]0
participants.
Stimuli. The same stimuli used in Experiment lA were employed in this experiment.
Procedure. The subjects were run in a dimly lit EEG cabin in a single session that
lasted about I.5 hours (the duration of the experimental session was about 1 h). Prior
to the experiment, the participants were given an instruction sheet describing the
course of the experiment. The experiment consisted of one practice block and one
experimental block. A total of three short pauses (one after a presentation of 40
trials) were held during the experimental block. One trial consisted of three events:
first a warning signal (a red circle) was displayed for 500 ms in the center of the
computer screen. After a variable SOA (ranging from 750 ms to 1250 ms) the
experimental stimulus (a spoken pseudoword) was presented through loudspeakers
positioned approximately 1.5 meters in front of the participants. Two seconds after
the offset of the auditory stimulus, a"GO"-signal (a green circle) was displayed for
2 seconds, during which the participants were to respond. A fixation point was
displayed throughout the experiment in the center of the computer screen.
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The participanis were told that they would hear nonsense "words" that occasionally
contained a real word embedded at the end of the nonsense item. The participants
were asked to wait until a"GO"-signal appeared on the computer screen in front of
them, and to press with [heir index finger a response button (labelled "YES") if they
had heard a real word at the end of the pseudoword. After the button press they were
required to say aloud the word that they had heard. The oral responses were noted
down by the examiner. If, however, they did not hear a rea] word, they were
instructed to press the left buiton (labeled "NO"). A 2 sec pause preceded the next
triaL There was a short practice block of 24 items.
The participants were also instructed to keep their eyes focused on the fixation point
during the time the red warning signa] was on. They were further asked to restrain
from moving their eyes, blinking, swallowing etc. during the time interval starting
from the warning signal and ending to the "GO" signal. Blinking between trials was
encouraged. The response hand was counterbalanced across subjects.
The ERP ,-ecording. The electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded from 15
AclAcCl scalp electrodes referenced to linked mastoids, which also served as
ground. Nine electrodes were placed on standard International ]0-20 System
locations - left and right parietal (P3, P4), left and right central (C3, C4), left and
right frontal (F3, F4), and midline (Fz, Cz, Pz). Six electrodes were placed on
nonstandard locations to cover traditional language areas. These sites include
Wernicke's region and the right hemisphere homologue (WL, WR), left and right
temporal (TL, TR) and anterior temporal left and right (ATL, ATR). Horizontal
eye-movements were recorded by attaching one electrode on right outer canthus,
and vertical eye-movements and blinks were recorded by an electrode attached
below the left eye. Both EOG electrodes were referenced to linked mastoids.
Electrode impedance was monitored before and after the recording, and was kept
below 5 KS2. The EEG was amplifíed by a Braintronics amplifier (band pass 0.5-
70 Hz). Continuous EEG was digitized at 200 Hz and stored on a hard disk for
later analysis.
Uata mialysis. Continuous EEG was epoched to 1200 ms trials containing a 100
ms baseline before stimulus onset. After the baseline correction, trials
contaminated by artifacts were automatically rejected (f~- 70 ItV). The trials on
which participants responded incorrectly were also excluded from the analyses.
This resulted in a total loss of approximately l0~l0 of all trials. ( In Experiment 2B
approximately 12~Je of the trials were excluded for similar reasons.) For each
participant, averaged ERPs were calculated separately for each of the four
conditions ( unstressed harmonious and disharmonious real word targets;
unstressed harmonious and disharmonious pseudoword targets). The índividual
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averages were band-pass filtered (0.5-25 Hz, 24 dB cutoff slope) and baseline
corrected after filtering. All statistical analyses were performed on the raw data.
For illustrative purposes only, the grand-average ERPs were smoothed off-line
using a 6 Hz low-pass filter.
The averaged waveforms were quantified by computing the mean amplitude of
four consecutive 100 ms time windows starting at 200 ms after the onset of the
spoken stimulus. The inspection of the waveforms indicated that the early effects
related to experimental manipulation coincided with this time frame. Also, based
on the acoustic measures, at 300 ms, participants had heard more or less
completely the first two syllables. Before this time point, possible effects observed
in the waveforms would probably reflect exogenous responses to the acoustic
features ( such as differences in (intrinsic) intensity, spectral quality, and ( intrinsic)
duration between phonemes). Thus, after 300 ms from the onset of the stimulus
enough information about the phonological structure of the stimuli could have
been gathered so that, for example, a detection of vowel harmony mismatch could
be possible. In addition to these four successive time windows, the late positivity
observed in the waveforms was quantified by computing the mean amplitude of
two time windows between 700 and 900 ms and 900 and 1100 ms. Each time
window was subjected to separate repeated measures Analyses of Variance
(ANOVAs). The midline electrodes were not analyzed, because inspection of the
waveforms indicated that brain responses at midline did not differ from the other
elcctrodes.
Brain responses as a function of electrode position (along the anterior-posterior axis)
or laterality (left vs. right) will usually show highly significant results. These main
effects are not directly related to the major focus of the current study, and we will not
discuss the effects of Electrode position and Laterality unless they are involved in an
interaction with Target type (Word vs. Pseudoword target) andlor Prefix type
(Harmonious vs. Disharmonious prefix). Interactions in ANOVA involving factors
Electrode position andlor Laterality are usually taken as an indication of different
underlying current sources. However, McCarthy and Wood (1985) showed that
because of the incompatibility between an additive (linear) ANOVA model and the
multiplicative (non-linear) effect of the changes in the electric source strength, this
assumption may result in an incorrect finding. Thus, Condition by Location interaction
may not reflect genuine source differences but only differences in the strength of the
same source. They suggested that one way to circumvent the problem is to scale the
data separately for each condition and perform the ANOVA with scaled data.
Accordingly, the current data were normalized by using a z-score standardization (see
also, Rásler, Putz, Friederici, 8i: Hahne, 1993). In effect, the differences in mean and
variance between conditions were removed separately for each measurement epoch.
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The nonnalized values reflect the standardized deviations of the amplitude from the
grand mean across electrodes. The unwanted consequence of normalization is that all
main effects and interactions involving Prefix type and Target type (and Stress
location in the between experiment comparison) are zero. Consequently, the ANOVAs
were first perfonned using the raw data. Additional analyses were then performed with
the scaled data to investigate the scalp potential distribution regarding vowel harmony
and stress effects. Greenhouse-Geisser correction of the degrees of freedom and
Bonfen-oni corrections were used when appropriate. For the Greenhouse-Geisser
con-ection, original degrees of freedom together with the epsilon correction factor and
the corrected probability level are reported.
RESULTS
Behavior
On the average, the participants responded correctly to 97~0 of all trials (range 87.5 -
I OO~Ic). As in the reaction time experiments, the participants were more accurate on the
pseudowords (98.4~Io) than on the real word targets (95.4~Io). Also, and somewhat
surprisingly, the responses to the hannonious targets (98.2~0) were more accurate than
to the disharmonious targets (95.7~10). However, the good overall perfonnance
indicates that participants attended to the stimuli during the recording session.
ERPs to real word targets
Figure 1 shows the averaged waveforms to the harmonious and disharmonious real
word targets. ( In all figures, the acoustic onset and offset of the targets have been
marked with vertical dotted lines so as to help relate different ERPs effects to these
temporal landmarks.) Inspection of the waveforms reveals that between the onset
and 200 ms both stimuli evoked similar fron[o-central Nl (peaking at about ]00 ms
post stimulus onset) and P2 (at about 200 ms) deflections that are typical of auditory
ERPs. A long lasting negativity follows. This negativity starts around 300 ms and
returns back to the baseline at around 850 ms after the stimulus onset at the frontal
and at around 750 ms after the stimulus onset at the posterior electrodes. It is most
pronounced at frontal and central electrodes, probably, at least partly, reflecting an
anticipatory (CNV type) response.
Repeated measures ANOVAs performed on the six time intervals showed two
separate time frames in which significant effects related to the Prefix type were
obtained. First, an early effect occurring between 400 and 500 ms (slightly before
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the acoustic offset of the spoken stimuli). During this interval responses to the
disharmonious targets were more negative at the left sided electrodes ( Prefix type
by Laterality interaction, F(],9) - 8.824, p-.016). However, separate t-tests
revealed that using a Bonferroni corrected alpha level (.007) the difference
between the conditions was significant only at the left Anterior Temporal (ATL)
electrode (t(9) - 3.693, p-.005). A late effect between 700 and 900 ms ( that is, a
few hundred milliseconds after the acoustic offset of the stimuli) resulted in a
significant main effect of Prefix type ( F(1,9) - 8.019, p-.020), and in an
interaction between Prefix type and Electrode position (F(6,54) - 5.546, p-.O1 l,
E-.359). This was due to a smaller effect at the lateral (WR~WL, T4IT3,
ATR~ATL) as compared to [he more medial electrode sites.
ERPs to pseudoword targets
The ERPs to the pseudoword targets are presented in Figure 2. The overall pattern
of the ERPs is similar to the ERPs obtained with the real word [argets. A similar
N1 and P2 deflection were observed both for the harmonious and disharmonious
targets followed by a long lasting, but especially at the posterior electrodes, a
smaller negativity. The onset of this negativity is at around 300 ms (similar to real
words) but it returns back to baseline at the fronto-central electrodes between 950
and 1000 ms, reflecting longer processing as compared to the real word targets.
Slightly more negative responses between 400 and 500 ms at the left anterior
electrodes to the disharmonious targets can be noted, but, in contrasi, responses to
the harmonious targets are more negative at the left posterior electrodes. This
pattern yielded a significant two-way interaction of Prefix type and Electrode
position (F(6,54) - 4.557, p-.019, e-.381), and a three-way interaction of
Prefix type, Electrode location and Laterality (F(6,54) - 3.020, p-.046, e-.508).
Real word vs. pseudoword targets
The results described above suggest that the harmony effect was more pronounced
for the real words. To see whether the same pattern was also found when the ERPs
to the real and pseudoword targets were directly compared, we conducted another
ANOVA using the mean amplitude values with Target type, Prefix type, Laterality
(left vs. right), and Electrode position (7 levels in the anterior-posterior axis) as
factors. Separate analyses were performed using normalized data when significant
interactions involving Prefix type, Electrode position and~or Laterality were
observed.
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unstressed real word targets with harmonious prefixes
late Vh effeCt - unstressed real word targets with disharmonious prefixes
FIGURE 1. ERPs to real word targets preceded by harmonious (broken line) and
disharmonious (solid line) prefixes in Experiment 2A (unstressed targets). The onset of
the nonsense carrier item is at zero milliseconds. More negative responses to
disharmonious targets between 400 and 500 ms after the onset of the stimulus are present
at the left-sided electrode locations. The arrow a[ the left anterior temporal (ATL)
electrode points at the position where the early effect is largesL A later effect between 700
and 900 ms (indicated by an an-ow at the left parietal electrode) shows more negative
responses to harmonious targets mainly at posterior electrodes, also indicated by an arrow.
Vertical dotted lines mark the acoustic onset and offset of the [argets. Negative polarity is
plotted upwards in this and all subsequent figures.
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F4-100 s~ 1200 ms
.5 ~V ' '
ATL - ATR
TL TR
C3 - ~ C4
WL - P4
P3 ~ WR
unstressed pseudoword targets with harmonious prefixes
unstressed pseudoword targets with disharmonious prefixes
FIGURE 2. ERPs to pseudoword targets preceded by harmonious (broken line) or
disharmonious (solid line) prefixes in Experiment 2A (unstressed targets). The onset of
the nonsense carrier item is at zero millisecond. Responses to disharmonious targets are
more negative at left frontal (F3 and ATL) electrodes between 400 and SOOms. ]n
contrast, in the same time window, at the posterior electrodes, an opposite effect can be
noted; responses are more negative to harmonious targets. No late difference between
waveforms can be observed. Vertical dotted lines mark the acoustic onset and offset of the
targets.
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Harmonv effect in the earlv time frame. No main effect of Prefix type was
observed in the early time windows. However, between 400 and 500 ms the
disharmonious targets were more negative at the anterior electrodes (Prefix type
by Electrode position (F(6, 54) - 4.996, p-.024, E-.293). Furthermore, a
complcx interaction involving Prefix type, Target type and Electrode position and
Laterality was observed. This pattern is depicted in Figure 3. The graph shows
amplitude values from selected left sided electrode locations between 400 and 500
ms. The results showed, first, for real word targets that the disharmonious targets
yielded more negative amplitudes at all electrodes. However, for the pseudoword
[argets, the anterior electrode shows a more negative response to targets preceded
by the disharmonious prefixes but at the central and posterior electrode the
harmonious targets yielded more negative responses. This pattern of data resulted
first of all in a three-way interaction of Target type by Prefix type by Laterality
(F(1,9) - 5.442, p-.045), and also in a(trend for) four-way interaction of Target
type by Prefix type by Electrode location by Laterality (F(6,54) - 3.006, p-.053,
E - .491).













FIGURE 3. A bar graph illustrating ERP differences between real and pseudoword
targets preceded by harmonious or disharmonious prefixes. Grey bars denote real word
and white bars pseudoword targets. In all selected electrodes, more negative responses
to real word than pseudoword [argets are observed. For pseudoword targe[s, a cross-
over interaction is noted: responses are slightly more negative to disharmonious targets
at ATL, but at WL ( a posterior electrode at around Wernicke's area on the left)
responses are more negative to harmonious tazgets.
Harmon~~ effect in the late time frame. A main effect of Prefix type was present in
the late time window between 700 and 900 ms (F(1,9) - 6.873, p-.028). In the
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same time window there was a trend toward more positive responses to the
disharmonious targets as compared to the harmonious targets at the posterior
electrodes (Prefix type ~` Electrode position, F(6,54) - 3.022, p-.060, e-.41 1).
Also, Target type by Prefix type interaction was present which was due to a slightly
larger difference between the harmonious and disharmonious real word targets
(F(1.9) - 5.058, p-.051). Furthermore, inspection of the waveforms suggests that
the harmony effect in this time frame is weak for the pseudoword targets but fairly
robust for the real word targets especially at the posterior electrodes. However, an
interaction involving Electrode position was not significant in the ANOVA.
Main effects ai~d interaction of Target type with electrode position. A significan[
main effect of Target type was obtained between 300 and 500 ms (more negative
responses to real word targets), and 700 and 1100 ms (more negative responses to
pseudoword targets) (all p's ~.OS). Target type interacted with Electrode position
between 900 and 1100 ms which was due to more negative responses to the
pseudowords at posterior, and especially at the parietal electrodes (F(6,54) - 10.66,
p~.0001,E-.381).
DISCUSSION
The ERPs showed differences in the processing of the harmonious and
disharmonious targets in two time frames. The first one, between 400 and 500 ms
coincides with an interval slightly before the acoustic offset of the stimuli. The ERP
responses to the targets with disharmonious prefixes were more negative than to the
targets with harmonious prefixes. The second interval, between 700 and 900 ms,
displayed a more negative response to the targets with harmonious prefixes than to
the targets preceded by disharmonious targets thus suggesting that the detection of
the target item in the harmonious context is more difficul[.
Significant differences in the processing of the real and pseudoword targets were
also observed. First, processing of the harmony mismatch in the early time frame
recruited larger left-sided areas for the real words. For the pseudowords, only weak
evidence for the vowel harmony effect was observed. Second, later effects were
present only for the real words most notably at the posterior electrodes. These
observations suggest that the processing of the harmony mismatch begins soon after
the mismatching vowel has been heard. Furthermore, the difference in the vowel
harmony effect between the real words and the pseudowords could be accounted by
assuming that, for the real words, the detection of the vowel hannony mismatch may
involve the activation of the phonological code stored in the form based lexical
representation.
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Finally, before moving on to the final experiment, one should keep in mind that the
reaction times obtained in Experiment lA were extremely slow both for the real
words (about I 100 ms) and for the pseudowords (about 1400 ms) (see Table 1). This
finding does not clearly show up in this experiment. What we see here is that
especially the real word targets preceded by disharmonious prefixes yield more
negative responses fairly early, as soon as enough information about the vowel
qualities are available. This negativity probably signifies additional processing that
might be related to the detection of the harmony mismatch. A reverse pattern is
observed in the late time frame; more negative responses to the harmonious targets
are observed, this time suggesting that more processing is required for segmenting
targets with hannonious prefixes. Thus, the disharmonious targets have a processing
advantage over the harmonious ones at this time interval. One cannot, however,
conclude that the dishannonious targets have already been recognized at this point.
It is possible that the processing of both the harmonious and disharmonious
unstressed targets is still going on. We lack the correct control condition, which
could verify this assumption. As we will see later on, a comparison to the stressed
real word targets indicates that the processing load of the unstressed targets preceded
by disharmonious prefixes is higher in the late window. Thus, before discussing
further the results of Experiment 2A we turn to Experiment 2B in which ERPs to
stressed target stimuli (i.e., the stress is located on the second syllable of the carrier
item) were recorded.
EXPERIMENT 26
The purpose of the final experiment is to investigate the temporal pattern of the
brain responses evoked by target stimuli in which the first syllable of the target was
stressed. The reaction time data obtained in Experiment I B indicated over 400 ms
faster responses to these types of stimuli, and no harmony effect was present for
either real or pseudoword targets. Thus, based on the results of the preceding
experiments, we would not expect to find early differences between harmonious and
disharmonious targets, but only an effect of target type that would reflect the fact
that the real word targets were detected faster than the pseudoword targets.
METHODS
Participants. Another 10 students (2 males) from the introductory course of
Psychology participated for course credit in the experiment. All were right-handed
and native speakers of Finnish with no known neurologica] or hearing disorders.
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Stimuli. The same stimuli used in Experiment 1B were employed in this
experiment.
Procedure. The procedure was exactly the same as in Experiment 2A.
ERP recording and Data analysis. Exactly the same recording technique and data
analysis procedure as in Experiment 2A were used.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Behavior
Also in this experiment the participants correctly responded to 97qo of all stimuli
(range 85 - 100~10). Again as in Experiment 2A and in the reaction time
experiments, participants were more accurate on pseudowords (99.7~Io) than on
real word targets (94oIo), and similar to the preceding experiment, the responses [o
the harmonious targets ( 98~70) were more accurate than to the disharmonious
targets (95.8oIo). He overall error rates are identical between the experiments
showing that in both experiments the participants attended to the stimuli during
the recording session.
ERPs to real word targets
Figure 4 shows the averaged waveforms to the harmonious and disharmonious real
word targets. Inspection of the waveforms reveals the same overall pattern as in
Experiment 2A; between the onset and 200 ms both stimuli evoked similar fronto-
central N 1(peaking at about 100 ms post stimulus onset) and P2 (at about 200 ms)
deflections that are typical of auditory ERPs. These deflections were followed by
a long lasting negative wave, which begins to deviate from the baseline at around
300 ms at al] electrode sites. It returns to baseline at frontal electrodes at around
800 ms and at posterior electrodes at 800 ms. A late positivity can be seen most
clearly at the posterior electrodes. The duration of this positivity is approximately
500 ms. The late positivity peaks at the parietal electrodes at around 820 ms.
Figure 4 reveals that between 300 and 500 ms the disharmonious targets show a
more negative response as compared to the harmonious targets especially at some
of the lateral and posterior electrodes mostly over the left hemisphere (T3, WL,
P3, and P4). However, repeated measures ANOVA with Prefix type, Electrode
position (7 levels) and Laterality revealed no significant main effects or
interactions involving Prefix type (all F's ~ 1, except between 300-400 ms, Prefix
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by Electrode position interaction, F(6,54) - 2.696, p-.093; Prefix by laterality by
Electrode interaction, F(6,54) - 2.260, p-.103; and between 400-500 ms, Prefix
by Electrode by Laterality interaction, F(6,54) - 1.982, p-.152). This indicates
that there were no differences in the processing of the real word targets with
harmonious and disharmonious prefixes.
ERPs to pseudoword targets
ERPs to the pseudoword [argets are presented in Figure 5. Once again, similar Nl
and P2 deflections were observed for both targets preceded by harmonious and
disharmonious prefixes. A negativity starting at 300 and returning back to baseline
at around 800ms at the fronto-central electrodes, and at around 750 ms at the
posterior electrodes. The peak amplitude is highest at the posterior electrodes
around 900 ms with a less well defined peak for the disharmonious targets.
The responses to the harmonious targets are slightly (but not significantly) more
negative between 300 and SOOms (all F's ~ 1). A reverse pattern is observed
between 600 and 700 ms, and this difference is more pronounced at the left sided
electrodes (Prefix type by Laterality interaction, F(1,9) - 5.967, p-.037). No
other significant differences were noted.
Real word vs. pseudoword targets
As in Experiment 2A, we compared the responses to real word and pseudoword
targets by running a repeated measures ANOVA. The main interest was to tïnd out
whether there were any differences as a function of Target type. Normalized
amplitude values were employed to test the differences in the scalp distribution.
Main effects and interactions involving Target type. Significant differences
between Target type were noted in the late time windows between 600 and 900 ms
(all p ~.OS). This was due to more negative responses to the pseudoword targets.
In the last time window (900 to 1100 ms) the difference approached significance
(F(1,9) - 4.964, p-.054). Target type interacted with Electrode position in two
separate time frames, first, between 500 and 600 ms more negative responses to
the pseudowords were recorded at frontal electrodes, which approached
significance (F(5, 64) - 3.769, p-.054, E- 372), and second, between 700 and
I100, responses to the pseudoword targets were more negative at posterior
electrodes (all p's ~.OS). Finally, between 900 and 1100 ms the difference
between the ERPs to the pseudoword and real word targets was larger at the right
hemisphere electrodes (F(1,9) - 5.944, p - .037).
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---- stressed real word targets with harmonious prefixes
stressed real word targets with disharmonious prefixes
FIGURE 4. ERPs to real word targets preceded by harmonious (broken line) and
disharmonious (solid line) prefixes in Experiment 2B (stressed targe[s). The onset of
the nonsense carrier item is at zero milliseconds. Vertical dotted lines mark the acoustic
onset and offset of the targets.
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stressed pseudoword targets with harmonious prefixes
stressed pseudoword targets with disharmonious prefixes
FIGURE 5. ERPs to pseudoword targets preceded by harmonious (broken line) and
disharmonious (solid line) prefixes in Experiment 26 (stressed targets). The onset of
the nonsense camer item is at zero milliseconds. Vertical dotted lines mark the acoustic
onset and offset of the targets.
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In the late time window between 700 and 900 ms Prefix type showed a significant
main effect due to more negative ERPs to the disharmonious targets (F(1,9) - 6.213, p
-.034), and also interacted with electrode position (F(6,54) - 7.180, p-.003, e-
389). The interaction seemed to be caused by more negative response to the
disharmonious targets at the centroparietal electrodes. However, no interaction
involving Target type and Prefix type was noted.
To summarize, a completely different pattern of brain responses was obtained in
Experiment 2B as compared to Experiment 2A. This is due to the change in the stress
position. The major differences were related to vowel harmony. In separate analyses in
Experiment 2B, no evidence of a vowel harmony effect in the real words was
obtained, and in the pseudowords a difference between the targets preceded by
harmonious and disharmonious prefixes was noted at around 600 and 700 ms. This is
clearly later than the early effects observed in Experiment 2A. In addition, the ERPs
recorded to pseudoword targets were more negative than the ERPs to the real word
targets especially at the frontal electrodes suggesting that the processing of the stress
pattern had a more pronounced effect on the detection of pseudowords. However, we
conducted final analyses to find out exactly where the waveforms differed as a
function of stress position and vowel harmony. The mean amplitude values in the two
ERP experiments measured from the same time windows were subjected to repeated
measures of ANOVA similar to the ones in separate experiments, bu[ [his time Stress
position (first vs. second syllable) was introduced as a between participant factor.
COMPARISON OF ERP TO UNSTRESSED (EXPERIMENT 2A) AND STRESSED
(EXPERIMENT 26) TARGETS
In order to make the visual comparison of the effects of stress and vowel harmony
easier, difference waveforms were obtained. The difference waveform showing the
stress effect was computed by subtracting (on a sample-by-sample basis) the ERPs to
the unstressed targets preceded by the harmonious prefixes (e.g., ~PU.katul) from the
ERPs to the stressed items preceded by the harmonious prefixes (e.g., ~pu.KAtun. In
this way the processing of the vowel harmony mismatch does not affect [he ERPs but
instead only the effect of changing the position of the stressed syllable is present.
Difference waveforms were created separately for the real and pseudoword targets.
(Thus, the more negative the responses to the stressed targets are relative to the
unstressed ones, the more negative the resulting difference waveform.) The difference
waveforms for selected electrode locations are displayed in Figure 6. For the vowel
harmony effect, difference waveforms were created by subtracting the ERPs to the
targets preceded by the harmonious prefixes from the ERPs to [he targets preceded by
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the disharmonious prefixes separately for each experiment and for the real and
pseudowords targets. The difference waveforms are displayed in Figure 7. It should be
noted tha[ the difference wavefornis were low-pass filtered at 6 Hz to remove
additional noise due to, for example, alpha activity. Filtering was done for illustrative
purposes only and all statistical analyses were performed on the raw data. Finally, as in
the previous analyses, nonnalized amplitude values were used to test differences
between conditions in the scalp potential distribution.
Sh-ess position effects. The inspection of Figure 6 shows that the most pronounced
effects occur in two time frames, the first one corresponding roughly to the acoustic
offset of the target at around 500 ms, and second, occurring in real word targets
be[ween 700 and 1000 ms, and in pseudoword targets between 750 and 1200 ms. The
ANOVAs performed on the mean amplitudes separately for the different time frames
also confirmed these observations. A main effect of Stress position was observed
between 700 and 900 ms which was due to more negative responses to the unstressed
targets (F(1,18) - 7.288, p-.015). This suggests that in this tirne window the
processing load of targets with unstressed initial syllables was higher than that of the
targets with stressed first syllables, suggesting that the detection of the unstressed
targets in Experiment 1 was still going on. The stressed targets were already
recognized because this is more or less the time window in which the participants
administered button presses to stressed targets in the reaction time experiment 1B (see
Table 1 for details).
In the early time window between 400 and 600 ms Stress position interacted with
Electrode location and Laterality (both p's c.OS). This relates [o the complex scalp
potential differences in which the processing of the stressed targets involves more
activation at the right-sided frontal electrodes as compared to the unstressed targets.
The reverse is true at the parietal electrodes; the lef[ hemisphere is more active than the
right in the stressed targets.
Overall, stress position had a more prominent effect on the pseudoword targets in the
early time yielding a significant interaction of Stress position by Target type between
500 and 700 ms (both p's ~.OS), and also between 900 and 1100 ms (F( l, I 8) -
21.168, p ~.0001). In the late window, the difference in the stress effect between the
pseudoword and real word targets was most pronounced at the frontal and parietal
electrodes as compared to temporal electrodes (Stress position by Target type by
Electrode position (F(6,108) - 5363, p-.006, E-.386).
Harmorrv effects as a function of stress. Comparison of the difference waveforms in
Figure 7 indicates that two time frames show effects of vowel harmony. Prefix type
interacted with Stress position in the late time window between 700 and 900 ms
(F(1,18) - 13.064, p-.002). This was due to more negative ERPs to the
harmonious unstressed targets as compared to the disharmonious unstressed targets.
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C3 ~ ;'~` '~ C4
WL WR
- harmonious stressed RW - harmonious unstressed RW
- harmonious stressed PW - harmonious unstressed PW
~
FIGURE 6. Across-experiments comparison; stress effect: Difference waveforms
obtained by subtracting separately ERPs to uns[ressed real word (broken line) or
pseudoword (solid line) targets preceded by hannonious prefixes from ERPs to stressed
targets preceded by harmonious targets. The onset of the nonsense carrier item is at zero
milliseconds. Most notable differences are observed in the early time windows between
400 and 600 ms, and in the late time windows be[ween 700 and 1100 ms. The right
hemisphere is more active at the frontal electrodes and this effect is more prominent in
real word targets. Vertical dotted lines mark the acoustic onset and offse[ of the targets.
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- unstressed disharmonious PW targets - unstressed harmonious PW targets
--- stressed disharmonious PW targets - stressed harmonious PW targets
FIGURE 7. Across-experiments comparison; vowe! harmony effect: Difference
waveforms obtained by subtracting ERPs to targets preceded by harmonious prefixes
from ERPs to targets preceded by disharmonious targets. This was done separately for
Experiment 1(solid line) and Experiment 2(broken line), and for real (top panel) and
pseudoword (bottom panel) targets. The onset of the nonsense carrier item is at zero
milliseconds. Most notable differences are observed only in Experiment 1(with
unstressed targets). The effect is more prominent in real word targets as compared to
pseudoword targets in the early [ime windows between 400 and 600 ms, and in the late
time windows between 700 and 1100 ms. Vertical dotted lines mark the acoustic onset
and offset of the targets.
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Furthermore, this effect was most pronounced at the posterior electrodes resulting
in a three-way interaction of Stress position by Prefix type by Electrode position
(F(6,108) - 3.646, p-.024, g-.434). A similar interaction at an earlier time
window ( between 400 and 500 ms) was also present but this time it was due to
more negative responses to the unstressed disharmonious targets as compared to
the unstressed harmonious targets at the frontal electrodes (F(6,108) - 8.197, p-
.001, E-.386). A reverse pattern was observed in the stressed targets.
DISCUSSION OF THE ERP RESULTS
The results from the two ERP experiments indicated two separate time windows that
showed the most pronounced effects regarding vowel hazmony mismatch and stress
position. In Experiment 2A, an early time window between 400 and 500 ms
presented with more negative responses to the unstressed targets with disharmonious
prefixes as compared to the unstressed targets with harmonious prefixes. The later
time window, between 700 and 900 ms, showed a reverse pattern. The harmonious
unstressed targets yielded now more negative responses than the disharmonious
ones. In Experiment 2B, in which the first syllable of the target item was stressed, no
reliable differences between conditions were found as a function of prefix type.
When the ERPs between experiments were compared, the ERPs to the unstressed
targets were more negative than to the stressed targets in the late time window
between 700 and 900 ms suggesting that the processing load of the unstressed
targets was higher than that of the stressed targets. A simple explanation to account
for the results is that both the detection of the vowel harmony mismatch in the
unstressed targets and the processing of the stress pattern of the targets with the
stressed initial syllable began early, i.e., before the acoustic offset of the targets.
However, the prominence level of the stressed syllable could be determined fast, and
lexical access (or in the case of pseudowords, an attempt at lexical access) was
initiated and the nature of the target was determined rapidly. The larger involvement
of the right hemisphere as suggested by a more negative ERP response to the
stressed targets at the right hemisphere electrodes is in accordance with results
indicating right hemisphere pazticipation in the processing of prosody both in
normal participants (e.g., Blumstein 8i: Cooper, 1974; Zatorre, 1988) and in right-
hemisphere damaged patients (e.g., Pell 8z Baum, 1997). In the case of the
unstressed targets, the detection of the vowel harmony mismatch seems to be a time
consuming process, which was still going on in the late time window. In these time
windows both the disharmonious real and pseudoword targets yielded more negative
responses than the corresponding stressed targets.
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The early and more widely distributed left sided negativity to the unstressed real
word targets with disharmonious prefixes as compared to the corresponding
pseudoword targets may reflect [he fact that infonnation about the phonological
code of the real word was made available during the process of vowel disharmony
detection. It is possible thai the form-based representation is activated and the
availability of the phonological code further facilitates detection of vowel harmony
mismatch. For pseudoword targets, the early harmony effects were in general weak.
GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Behavioral and electrophysiological results both revealed significant word stress and
vowel harmony effects. Convergence of results was found in that correct stress
position on the first syllable of the target stimulus facilitated response speed and
yielded earlier ERP effects both in the real and pseudoword targets. Second, vowel
harmony mismatch speeded up RTs and showed significant differences in the ERPs,
which were more pronounced for the real word targets. Finally, and most
importan[ly, a vowel harmony effec[ was noted both in the RTs and ERPs only when
word stress provided incorrect information about the word boundary. An analysis of
the temporal pattern provided by the ERPs further suggested that the processing of
vowel harmony mismatch started early, but lasted for several hundreds of
milliseconds after the acoustic offset of the stimuli. The most pronounced ERP
effects of vowel harmony were related to the late positivity, which is interpreted as a
correlate of controlled and strategic processing reflecting subjective evalua[ion and
updating of the context in which the stimuli are perceived (Donchin 8z. Coles, 1988).
The facilitatory effects of word stress can easily be accounted by assuming that the
prominence level of a syllable is detected pre-lexically, and as such it provides a cue
where to start lexical access. This view is also supported by the current behavioral
and electrophysiological data. According to Shortlist (Norris, McQueen, 8z Cutler,
1995), in English, segmentation at strong syllables will result either in facilitation or
slowing down of RTs depending on whether the candidate is aligned with the
intended word boundary or embedded in another word. For example, the original
demonstration by Cutler and Norris (1988) showed that "mint" is more difficult to
recognize when it is embedded in [mmteifJ as opposed to [mmtaf]. The explanation
is that in [mmtetfJ a word boundary is assumed between the two strong syllables so
that both [mtnt] and [tetf] are segmented. It takes extra time to reconstruct [mmt]
over the segmentation point. In a similar vein, one can assume that in lexical
segmentation of Finnish a stressed syllable will boost up the activation level of each
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lexical candidate that is aligned with that syllable, and decrease activation of
candidates that are misaligned.
In contrast, however, current results question the assumption that the detection of the
vowel harmony mismatch mainly operates on a pre-lexical level (Suomi et al.,
1997). The main body of evidence comes from the ERP experiments, which suggest
that the processing of the vowel harmony mismatch spans a time interval of several
hundreds of milliseconds. Furthermore, the difference between the unstressed and
stressed targets was most pronounced several hundreds of milliseconds post stimulus
offset, coinciding approximately with the time window in which participants issued
a behavioral response to targets in which the first syllable was stressed. This was
indexed in the ERPs by the slow positivity, which for the targets with an unstressed
first syllable was more negative. In general, this type of positive response is usually
correlated with post-lexical or controlled processes as distinct from automatic lexical
activiation. The surplus negativity to the unstressed targets in this time window
indexes higher processing load (Brown et al., 2000), which can be interpreted that
the detection of vowel harmony mismatch (or the recognition of the unstressed
targets) is still going on.
Based on the ERP data obtained in the current experiments, one cannot
unequivocally pinpoint the exact processing level regarding stress and vowel
harmony mismatch as cues to word boundaries. This is due to the fact that ERPs
recorded from the scalp are a summation of several and sometimes independent
sources of electrica] activity. Accordingly, the interpretation of the ERP is
complicated by the elicitation of overlapping components in the same latency range
(e.g., Kutas óz van Petten, 1994). Consequently, at a given time point we cannot be
sure how many sources contribute to the observed pattern of voltage fluctuation
without additional experimental manipulations. Thus, it is possible that the
difference in the ERPs noted between the stressed and unstressed items in the late
time window between 700 and 900 ms is not (completely) due to controlled or post-
lexical processing, but may in part reflect also simultaneous lexical processing most
readily indexed in the earlier time window by a negative-going waveform. When the
ongoing (negative) activity summates with the positive-going waveform presumably
evoked by post-lexical processing it will result in a less positive ]ate wave showing
the observed difference. This is a theoretical possibility that cannot be completely
discarded on the basis of the current results.
Two further ERP findings were also observed. First, when stress was ]ocated on the
first syllable of the target items, the potential distribution of the ERPs indicated a
right sided dominance as compared to the condition when the firsts syllable of the
target was unstressed. This finding fits well with the literature suggesting that the
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right hemisphere in important in thc; processing of both linguistic and affective
prosody ( e.g., Blumstein 8z Cooper, 1974; Ivry 8z Robertson, 1998; Pell 8c Baum,
1997; Zatorre, 1988). For example, Ivry and Robertson have proposed a cue-
dependent representation of prosodic information in the brain. The theory postulates
that low frequencies are mainly processed by the right hemisphere, whereas high
frequencies are processed by the left hemisphere. Of the acoustic correlates of
prosody, the fundamental frequency (FO) is contained in the low freyuency band of
the acoustic signal. Accordingly, processing of FO is lateralized to the right
hemisphere. FO has been shown to be one of the most important acoustic correlates
of both word level (lexical) stress and of affective prosody. Another line of evidence
regarding the importance of the right hemisphere in the processing of prosody comes
from lesion studies. It has been repeatedly shown that right-hemisphere damaged
patients are impaired both in the production and perception of both linguistic and
affective prosody, although also left-hemisphere-damaged patients are impaired,
sometimes even to a greater degree than right-hemisphere patients (Baum, 1998;
Schirmer et al., 2001).
The second issue relates to the early effects related to the detec[ion of the vowel
harmony mismatch. In the real word targets the ERP response was more pronounced
and the scalp potential distribution more wide spread than in the pseudoword targets
suggesting that different types of processing were involved. One way to account for
this is that for real words the larger recruitment of the (possibly) left hemisphere
brain areas may be related to the activation of the phonological code stored in the
form based lexical representation. The availability of this representation may assist
the de[ection of the vowel harmony mismatch. In contrast, the ERPs showed only
weak and not consis[ent vowel harmony effects in the pseudoword targets. However,
in the RTs a significant vowel harmony effect was also obtained for the pseudoword
targets. It is difficult to find a simple explanation why a vowel harmony effect was
observed in the RTs but not in the ERPs. This is an area where more research is
needed. One should note that this discrepancy between a positive behavioral effect
and a negative ERP effect is the only one in the current study. Overall, the
behavioral and electrophysiological measures showed a good (positive) correlation.
In summary, the results both from the behavioral data and the brain evoked
potentials point to a similar interpretation. In Finnish, listeners prefer word stress
over vowel harmony as a cue to word boundary. A simple explanation is that word
stress is processed pre-lexically and directly modifies lexical activation. In contrast,
the processing of vowel harmony mismatch is a time consuming process, and may
involve strategic effects. These results confirm and extend the earlier findings by
Vroomen et al. (1998) by providing a more detailed account of the temporal
dynamics of the utilization of language specific segmentation cues. These findings
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add to the growing body of evidence that the phonological structures of individual
languages determine the cues that will be employed in spoken word recognition. Our
study is the first to attempt to employ ERPs to investigate the electrophysiological
correlates of lexical segmentation of spoken words in continuous speech. Currently,
we are far from the full understanding of how spoken word recognition is realized in
the brain. However, the present results suggest that the employment of ERPs as a
research tool shows a promise in revealing finer details of the temporal
characteristics of these processes.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In a series of experiments, the roles of vowel harmony and word stress as cues to
word boundaries in spoken Finnish were investigated. The main purpose of the
thesis was to find out how multiple cues to word boundaries were employed by
listeners, and to reveal in more detail the time course of word recognition in
continuous speech. Additional experiments, complementing the main experiments,
were run with participants of different language backgrounds in order to explore
language specificity of these cues. Another distinctive feature of the current
approach is that different methodologies, including reaction time measurement, off-
line listening tasks, acoustic analyses and electrophysiological measures were
employed. Converging evidence obtained by using different methods will further
strengthen the arguments here presented.
The main results of the research reported in this thesis can be summarized as
follows:
I. Primary word stress located on the first syllable of the word facili[ates word
recognition in continuous speech in Finnish (Chapters 2, 4, and 5). This prosodic cue
seems to be a language specific feature as listeners with a different language
background (such as Dutch and French) did not benefit from word initial stress to
the same extent as Finns (Chapter 2).
2. Finnish listeners are sensitive to language specific phonotactic restrictions in
detecting words in continuous speech, be it Finnish or an artificial language. In
essence, a vowel harmony mismatch occurring at the word boundary facilitates word
recognition (Chapters 2, 5). Vowel harmony is a language specific cue as speakers
of languages that do not possess vowel harmony restrictions seem to be unable to
benefit from this type of a cue (Chapter 2).
3. If multiple cues are present, listeners seem to utilize them so that they prefer one
cue over the other. Thus, if word stress provides correct information about the word
boundary, listeners will focus on stress and not on vowel harmony. One reason for
this seems to be that it takes different amounts of time to process different types of
cues. Thus, the earlier a cue is available during the recognition process the more
likely it will be utilized. However, if stress information provides conflicting
information, or stress is not realized acoustically, listeners will operate with other
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available information, such as vowel harmony mismatch. This proposal receives
support from electrophysiological data (ERPs), which show that the computation of
word stress takes place early on before the acoustic offset of the stimulus word. In
contrast, the pattern of data suggests that lexical and post-lexical processes are
involved in the detection of vowel harmony mismatch in real words (Chapter 2, and
5).
4. Fundamental frequency (FO) seems to be an important acoustic correlate of primary
word stress in Finnish. This result is based on acoustic measurements of the stimulus
materials used in the various experiments. The results might also reflect language
specificity in the realization of stress, as for example duration of a phoneme or
syllable, which is highly characteristic of the stress pattern in Dutch and English, may
not be as important in Finnish. However, this is not to say that differences in duration
between stressed and unstressed syllables could not indicate prominence. The acoustic
measurements of the stimuli employed by Vroomen et al. showed that duration also
co-varied with stress; the stressed syllables were longer than the unstressed ones. As
already mentioned, more research is needed to clarify the role of different acoustic
parameters as correlates of stress in Finnish (Chapter 3).
5. Listeners seem to be sensitive to fairly subtle changes in the F0. Consequently,
the acoustic realization of stress in Finnish is not related to sentence level stress,
which is usually realized with more distinct acoustic changes. Small pitch movement
characteristic to Finnish words in non-accented positions provides enough
information to indicate prominence. This may be the basis of a rhythm that helps
organize the speech input, which in turn facilitates word recognition (Chapter 4).
HOW DO THE EFFECTS OF WORD STRESS AND VOWEL HARMONY FIT IN
A MODEL OF SPOKEN WORD RECOGNITION?
What kind of consequences might these results have on current models of word
recognition? Only preliminary and general hypotheses are presented. These could be
tested by future research using, for example, simulation studies.
Two alternative accounts of the results are offered. The first one, favored by the
current author and one which also gains support from the results of the current
thesis, is that, given the temporal differences in the utilization of word stress and
vowel harmony, their effects will take place at different stages of the word
recognition process. Word stress is probably computed pre-lexically, and thus it
direc[ly modifies the activation of lexical candidates. Words that start wi[h a stressed
syllable will receive additional activation, which in turn increases their chances to
survive in the competition process. The detection of the vowel harmony mismatch,
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on the other hand, is a time consuming process, which may be in part under strategic
control. This suggestion is based on the slow RTs and also on the ERP pattern in
which vowel harmony effects were mainly observed in the late time windows (about
700 to 900 ms postonset of the stimulus).
According [o the second alternative, both cues modify lexical processing. However,
the degree of modification is related to the relative strength of their role in lexical
segmentation. Thus, there is a quantitative, not a qualitative difference between the
cues. Word stress is a better cue to word boundary than vowel harmony because it is
more widely available. For example, only a vowel harmony mismatch provides
information about a word boundary, but word stress infonns, in principle, about
every word boundary. As already mentioned earlier, results from the ERP study
regarding the late time window of the vowel harmony effect is more consistent with
the account assuming a post-lexical locus for the vowel harmony effect. The late
positivity is in most ERP studies correlated with post-lexical and strategic
processing (Donchin 8c Coles, 1988). Even though indicative, this interpretation is
not without doubt. This is due to the fact that ERPs recorded from the scalp are a
summation of several and sometimes independent sources of electrical activity.
Accordingly, the interpretation of the ERP is complicated by the elicitation of
overlapping components in the same latency range (e.g., Kutas 8z van Petien, 1994).
Consequently, at a given time point we cannot be sure how many sources contribute
to the observed pattern of voltage fluctuation without additional experimental
manipulations. Thus, it is possible that the difference in the ERPs noted between the
stressed and unstressed items in the late time window between 700 and 900 ms is
not (completely) due to post-lexical processing, but rnay in part also reflect lexical
processing more clearly indexed in the earlier time window by a negative-going
waveform. When the ongoing negative activity summates with the positive-going
waveform presumably evoked by post-lexical processing it will result in a less
positive late wave showing the observed difference. This is a theoretical possibility
that cannot be completely discarded on the basis of current results.
Since the word stress effect seems to be pre-lexical, it is reasonable to maintain the
idea that word stress directly modifies the lexical actívation process. The facilitatory
effects of word stress in Finnish could be implemented in a similar manner as the
effects of inetrical stress in English (McQueen, Norris, 8z Cutler, 1994) or in Dutch
(Vroomen Br de Gelder, 1995). A simplistic view could be that the prominence level
of a syllable is computed pre-lexically, and any time a stressed syllable is
encountered, it is can be taken as the first syllable of a word. This is the point where
to start lexical access. Thus, the activation level of those lexical candidates that
begin with that syllable is boosted up. The extra activation increases the survival rate
of the candidates in lexical competition (Norris, McQueen, Cutler, 8z Butterfield,
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1997). The case for vowel harmony is more complicated. Suomi et al. (1997)
suggested that the effects of vowel harmony could be modeled in a similar way as
the effects of inetrical stress; information about the harmony mismatch could
increase the activation level of those candidates that are aligned so that the harmony
mismatch spans a syllable boundary. Thus, candidates with a higher activation level
have a greater chance to survive in the competition process. This is a viable
possibility. If so, then vowel harmony effects could be modeled similar to metrical
stress in English and word stress in Finnish. However, the main concern with this
account is that since the reaction times in general were extremely long in the
experiments in which a vowel harmony effect was obtained, it is difficult to assume
that such a long time would be spent totally with lexical competition. Furthermore,
based on the ERP findings by Tuomainen et al. (Chapter 5) it seems that the
detection of a vowel harmony mismatch is a long lasting process starting early
during the word recognition process and lasting several hundred milliseconds past
the acoustic offset of the target item. The late ERP effects were clearly more
pronounced than early effects. This suggests that the detection of a vowel harmony
mismatch may not only modulate the competition process, but it will also have an
effect on the decision stage. This type of process is not possible to model in Shortlist
(Norris, 1994), because it lacks the decision stage, and is only meant to model
lexical processing.
If one accepts the view that the long duration of the detection of vowel harmony
mismatch relates at least partly to post-lexical processing, then one way to model the
facilitatory effects of vowel harmony is to assume a dual route model, in which both
the lexical and the phonetic route provide information about the mismatch. The non-
lexical route is needed to account for the data obtained with pseudowords. A
significant effect was observed in the RTs. In contrast, the ERP results for the
pseudoword targets were weak (Chapter 5). It is suggested that for real words lexical
representations are also involved in the computation of vowel harmony mismatch.
Both of these routes output to the decision system, which will issue a response; in
the case of mismatch, a decision about the response can be made earlier. A model
that could implement this scenario is Merge (Norris et al., 2000). It contains
Shortlist's lexical architecture, which takes care of lexical competition. Furthermore,
a decision stage is added to account, for example, for facilitatory effects observed in
late occurring targets in pseudowords (Connine, Titone, Deelman, 8z Blasko, 1997).
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Three different lines of future research are suggested all relating to lexical
segmentation in one way or the other. The first one concerns the acoustic correlates of
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lexical stress. This has to do with the overall applicability of stress in lexical
segmentation. In this thesis I have suggested that fundamental frequency is an
important acoustic correlate of word stress in Finnish. However, other acoustic
parameters are also present but we do not know how they interact as a function of the
type of the discourse setting, or whether listeners are sensitive to them.
The second line of research relates to other possible cues to lexical segmentation. A
likely candidate based on typological data could be the syllable. Similar to French,
Finnish has clear syllable boundaries, and in typological classification is usually
considered a syllable-timed language (Karlsson, 1982).
Finally, utilization of the word spotting task as a potential clinical tool needs serious
consideration. I[ might provide a sensitive measure of some of the processes in spoken
word recognition. However, construction of a clinical tool is a time consuming task.
Before one can employ an experimental method in clinical prac[ice in order [o make
decisions about individual patients' performance, a representative sample of healthy
participants needs to be studied. Another requirement for a task is that it yields a large
experimental effect, which is present in a nonnative sample in (almost) all healthy
participants. Based on current findings, this is exactly how word stress and, to a lesser
degree, vowel harmony effects behave.
I will elaborate shortly on these three different lines of future research.
Acoustic realization of titi~ord stress. As mentioned earlier, research on acoustic
realization of word stress in Finnish is minimal. I[ has been taken for granted, for
example, in many textbooks that lexically stressed syllables are also marked
acoustically. However, it is clear that not all initial syllables are more prominent than
neighboring syllables. So far, acoustic analyses have been performed on different
types of read-aloud texts such as TV and radio newscasts. The read-aloud text belongs
to a special kind of spoken language, and specific patterns especially regarding the
prosody could be inherent in these types of sentences ( see for example Mehta 8r
Cutler, 1988). Thus, if one wants to pursue this line of research, corpora consisting of
natural spoken language recorded in different settings should be analyzed. The
acoustic parameters that should be considered are F0, duration, amplitude, and spectral
tilt. Finally, the perceptual relevance of the acoustic results should be confirmed with
listening tests.
The role of the syllable in Finnish. Syllable boundaries in Finnish are clearly marked.
The most frequent syllables have the simple CV or CVC pattern. These features
suggest that Finnish could qualify as a language similar to French in which syllable
could be the unit for segmentation. For some reason, no serious effort has been made
to directly test this hypothesis (see, however, Berg 8c Niemi (2000), and Niemi (in
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press), for studies investigating the (internal) structure of the syllable in Finnish). A
major difference between Finnish and French is that Finnish has a very rich
morphology which yields usually long words with several morphemes attached to the
end of the word stem. Consequently, it could be that a syllable based segmentation
strategy is not as effective as in French. Because words are long, it could yield an
unacceptably high false alarm rate. However, testing of the syllable based lexical
segmentation strategy should be easy because an experiment similar to Cutler et al.
(1986) is fairly simple to administer.
Clinical applications. Informal observations obtained during testing of a large set of
participants suggest that the word spotting task seems to be extremely sensitive to
language problems. Preliminary experiences with very mildly aphasic persons and
persons with minor reading disorders (suggestive of phonological problems) indicate
that they find the word spotting task very difficult to perform. The task by itself could
provide a valuable tool in detecting residual language disorders in the processing
spoken words. Furthermore, it might be useful in further pinpointing the functional
locus of word recognition deficits by using different experimental materials.
Normative data on stress and vowel harmony effects are lacking, but inspection of the
results of the individual (young) participants suggests that the facilitatory effects of
correct stress position as compared to incorrect position are typically so drastic that it
should be observable in all healthy subjects. Vowel harmony effects are not obtained
in all subjects or the effect is so small that its clinical value may be smaller. Given the
shortage of online clinical tools especially in the investigation of the perception and
comprehension disorders of spoken language, it seems worthwhile to consider word
spotting. Experimental techniques typical of cognitive psychology and
psycholinguistics are slowly moving also to clinical settings, but still too often they
rely on off-line tasks (e.g. PALPA; Kay, Lesser, Coltheart, 1992; but see Tyler, 1993
for use of on-line task in aphasia research).
To summarize, we have shown convincingly the facilitatory effects of word stress and
vowel harmony on lexical segmentation of Finnish. Word stress is preferred for vowel
harmony as a cue to word boundary. We have put forth an argument that word stress is
computed pre-lexically but vowel harmony effects mainly stem from post-lexical level
of processing. This result readily explains the temporal dynamics of these two cues. A
modest suggestion on how to model these effects was also presented. The current
studies are the first to address the issue of lexical segmentation with diverse
methodology using reaction time, off-line listening tasks and electrophysiological
measures of brain activity. This approach shows promise, and will be used in the
future research on the same topic.
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APPF.NDIX 1
Experimental items and prefixes used in Chapter 2(Experiments I and 2)
Harmony Harmonious prefix Disharmonious prefix Gloss
class
Pretïx Word Prefix Word
Back ku palo ky palo fire
ka kuja k~ kuja alley
po lato p~ lato barn
tu haka ty haka hook
to luku tb luku number
pu juna py juna train
po sopu pd sopu agreement
ku romu ky romu trash
po kuva pd kuva picture
po muna pd muna egg
to latu tó latu track
ta raju t~ raju rash
pu tupa py tupa cottage
ku koru ky koru jewellery
tu napa ty napa navel
Front ty kynii tu kyn~ pen
py ndkrj pu n~kd sight
k~ p[;ly ka poly dust
ky sdvy ku siivy shade
ty hdt~ tu híit~ emergency
ky pyry ku pyry snowfall
ty kyky tu kyky ability
pd k~ry po k~ry odour
ti) híik~ to hiik~ carbon monoxide
py hymy pu hymy smile
po ldj~ po liij~ heap
tb kdpy to k~py pine cone
ky rys~ ku rysá trap
pó syv~ po syv~ deep
tii tyly ta tyly harsh
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APPENDIX 2







tdlto v~ki ` people'
kfilka v~ri `color'





pal P ~ katu ` street'
pulpy koko `size'
toltd kulu 'expense'
polpb kuva ` p icture'
taltá koti `home'
pulpy kone ` machine'
toltó kur~ `discipline'









kalki; halu ` desire'
toltd haka `hook'
palpíi salo ` backwoods'
tulty sana `word'
pulpy sa[o `crop'
tult y satu ` fairytale'
kalk~ sopu `harmony'
kulky suku `family'
pa!p d sade `rain'
P olrd valo `light'
kalk~ vapa `pole'
tult y jako `dwision'
kalk5 ~una `train'
pol ci lama `recession'
po~pó lapa ` shoulder'
kulky lava `platform'
kulky lasi `glass
taltíi luku ` number'
talt~ lupa `permit'
kolkb raha `money'
kálko p í;re ` splint'
pylpu k~ki ' cuckoo'
p~l p o kdli `keel'
po!p o kíipy `cone'





toltó kulo 'forest fire'
polpd kumu `din'
toltd kupu `craw'




kalkii poni ` pony'
kalk~ poru `bawling'
po!pd puna `red(ness)'




toltó tuma `(cell) nucleus'







pulpy sose ` purée'
kulky suma `Jam'
polpd supi ' raccoon dog'
tult y suti `brush'
kalkíi vako ` furrow'
pa~p ii valu `casting'
palpíi vana `wake'
tulty ana 'segment of a line'
polpd ~a[o `barn'
pu!py loru ` rhyme'
kolkó rapa `slud~e'
kalk~ ropo `mite
taltd rahi ` stool'
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APPENDIX 3
Experimental materials used in Chapter 5(Experiments 1 A, 1 B, 2A and 2B)
Rea! word target stimuli aud the prefixes used in the Experiments. In Experiments
1 A and 2A, the first syllable of the carrier received word stress; in Experiments 1 B
and 2B, the second syllable of the carrier received word stress. The prefix is either
harmonious or disharmonious with the target word. The same prefixes were used
with the pseudoword targets (see below).
p~lpa n~kd 'sight'
tblto k~ry 'smoky mell'
k~lka poly 'dus[' kalk~
polpo syv~ 'deep' polpó
kylku swy 'tint' toltb
pylpu hymy 'smile' palp~
kylku pyry 'blizzard' tulty
tdlto v~ki 'folk' pulpy
tyltu m~ki 'hill' kulky
p~lpa kyky 'ability' palp~
t~lta pyh~ 'holy' toltd
tyltu kyníi 'pen' tulty
pylpu kyl~ 'village' kalk~
p~lpa j~te 'garbage' polpó
kdlko jyr~ 'roller' kulky
tyltu jyv~ 'grain' talt~
polpo h~t~ 'distress' talt~
t~lta h~k~ 'carbon monoxide' toltd
k~ka r~me 'pine swamp' tol[d
t~lta s~le 'lath' kolk~
pylpu k~ki 'cuckoo' kalk~
polpo káli 'keel' kalk~
p~lpa k~py 'cone' kolká
toltd kuja 'alley' kolkci
polpó muna 'egg' kulky
kulky koru 'jewel' polpd
talt~ raju 'violent' kolk~
pulpy katu 'street' tulty
pulpy koko 'size' tulty
toltb kulu 'expense' toltd
polpd kuva 'picture' kalk~
talt~ koti 'homé kulky
kulky palo 'fire' pulpy
talt~ pora 'drill' kulky
kolkd puhe 'speech' tulty
kulky talo 'house' kalk~
pulpy tapa 'habit' palp~
polpá tuki 'support' palp~
kolkó tuli 'fire' tulty












































Pseudoword target stim~tli and the prefixes used in the Experiments. In Experiments 1 A
and 2A, the first syllable of the carrier received word stress; in Experiments 1B and 2B,
the second syllable of the carrier received word stress
p~lpa r~kb
td~to n~ry kalkl3 polu
k~llca syly po~p~ muku
p[7lpo k~v~ to~td voka
kylku pyvy pa~p~ ralo
pylpu v~my tu~ty suna
ky~lcu m~ry pulpy muto
td~to sáki ku~ky koku
ty~tu hyki palp~ sude
p~lpa h~ky toltó halo
t~lta jáh~ tulty kuko
tyltu jyná ka~k~ pona
pylpu kdl~ polpd kupa
pltlpa kyte ku~ky tava
k~Iko pdr~ ta~tá poku
ty~tu kyvá talt~ hapa
p[)Ipo s~t~ tolt[; pulo
tfilta pyk~ toltá kopu
k~lka jyme ko~kd puje
t~lta k~le ka~k~ vani
pylpu háki kalk~ haru
polpo k~li ko~k[) tuna
p~pa kypy kolkd turu
toltd huja ku~ky navu
polpd sona polp~ lamu
ku~lcy saru kolká kuma
talt~ muju tulty suro
pulpy vatu tulty jato
pulpy soko tolt~ laha
to~td palu kalk~ kuvu
polp~ [uva kulky tamu
talt~ hati pu~py kase
ku~lcy julo ku~ky sapi
ta~t~ kora tulty luti
ko~lc~ rohe ka~k~ loko
kulky nulo palp~ salu
pulpy topa pa~p~ sona
polpb vaki tu~ty luto
kolká vuli pulpy saru




Reaction times and error rates of additional analyses reported in Chapter 5
Reaction times (RTs) and error rates (in parenthesis) from Experiment I A and 1 B to
real word and pseudoword targets. Upper panel displays RTs measured from the
onset of the target item (e.g. from ~kl in Ipu.katul), and the lower panel displays RTs
measured from the offset of the target item. In Experiment 1 A, the stress location
was on the first syllable of the target item (e.g. I'PU.katu~. "katu" means `street'),
and in Experiment lB, the stress location was on the first syllable of the target item
(e.g. ~'pu.KAtul). In both experirnents, targets items (real word and pseudoword)
were preceded by either a harmonious or disharmonious prefix (Ipu.katu~ vs.
~py.katu~ or ~pu.vatul vs. Ipy.vatu~, "vatu" is a pseudoword in Finnish).




Harmonious 1157 (260~0) 1365 (15~10)
Disharmonious ]070 (21 ~Io) 1286 (9~Io)




Harmonious 774 ( I SCIo) 838 (4~Io)
Disharmonious 769 (IOrlo) 836 (7~Io)




Harmonious 767 (26~1o) 974 (15~10)
Disharmonious 683 (21010) 900 (9~10)




Harmonious 370 (12oIe) 434 (Sqo)
Disharmonious 357 (lO~Io) 435 (7ol0)
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Samenvatting
Taalspecifieke cues voor de segmentatie van gesproken
woorden in het Fins: Gedrags- en event-related brain potential-
onderzoek
In een reeks experimenten is onderzoek gedaan naar de rol van klinkerharmonie en
woordaccentuering als cues voor woordgrenzen in gesproken Fins. Het hoofddoel van
dit proefschrift was uit te zoeken hoe luisteraars meervoudige cues bij woordgrenzen
gebruiken, en daarnaast een meer gedetailleerd beeld te geven van het tijdsverloop van
woordherkenning in lopende spraak. Ook zijn, bij wijze van complementair
onderzoek, aanvullende experimenten uitgevoerd bij deelnemers met een verschillende
taalachtergrond om de taalspecificiteit van deze cues te onderzoeken. Een ander
bijzonder kenmerk van de huidige aanpak is he[ toepassen van verschillende
methodes, inclusief de meting van de reactietijd, off-line luisteropdrachten,
akoestische analyses en elektrofysiologische metingen. Het samenbrengen van met
verschillende methodes verkregen materiaal zal de aangedragen argumenten verder
onderbouwen.
De belangrijkste resultaten van het in dit proefschrift beschreven onderzoek kunnen als
volgt worden samengevat:
1. Primaire klemtoon op de eerste lettergreep van het woord vergemakkelijkt
woordherkenning in lopende spraak in het Fins (Hoofdstukken 2, 4 en 5). Deze
prosodische cue lijkt een taalspecifiek gegeven te zijn, gezien het feit dat ]uisteraars
met een andere taalachtergrond (zoals Nederlands en Frans) minder voordeel hadden
van accentuering van het woordbegin dan de Finnen (Hoofdstuk 2).
2. Finse luisteraars zijn, zowel in het Fins als bij een kunstmatige taal, gevoelig voor
taalspecifieke fonotactische restricties bij woorddetectie in lopende spraak. In wezen
vergemakkelijkt een bij de woordgrens voorkomende mismatch in de klinkerharmonie
de woordherkenning (Hoofdstukken 2 en 5). Klinkerharmonie is een taalspecifieke
cue, aangezien sprekers van talen die niet beschikken over restricties in de
klinkerharmonie niet in staat lijken te zijn van dit type cue te profiteren (Hoofdstuk 2).
3. Op plaatsen waar meervoudige cues voorkomen, lijken luisteraars van de cues
gebruik te maken, waarbij ze de ene cue de voorkeur geven boven de andere. Als de
accentuering van een woord juiste informatie geeft over de woordgrens, zal de
luisteraar zich derhalve concentreren op de klemtoon en niet op de klinkerharmonie.
Een reden daarvoor lijkt te worden gevormd door de omstandigheid dat de verwerking
van verschillende typen cues verschillende hceveelheden tijd in beslag neemt.
Naarmate een cue tijdens het herkenningsproces eerder ter beschikking staat, wordt het
waarschijnlijker dat deze wordt gebruikt. Als de klemtooninformatie echter
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tegenstrijdige informatie verschaft, of de accentuering niet akoestisch wordt
gerealiseerd, zal de luisteraar de overige beschikbare informatie gebruiken, zoals een
mismatch in de klinkerharmonie. Deze veronderstelling wordt onderbouwd door
elektrofysiologische gegevens (ERP's), die aantonen dat de verwerking van
woordaccentuering eerder plaatsvindt dan de akoestische offset van het
stimuluswoord. In contrast hiermee duidt het gegevenspatroon erop dat lexicale en
postlexicale processen betrokken zijn bij de detectie van mismatches in de
klinkerharmonie bij echte woorden (Hoofdstukken 2 en 5).
4. Fundamentele frequentie (FO) lijkt een belangrijke akoestische correlaat te zijn van
de primaire klemtoon in het Fins. Deze conclusie is gebaseerd op akoestische
metingen van de stimulusmaterialen die in meerdere experimenten werden gebruikt.
Deze resultaten kunnen ook een weerspiegeling zijn van de taalspecificiteit bij de
realisatie van accentuering. De duur van een foneem of lettergreep, een belangrijk
kenmerk van het accentueringspatroon in het Nederlands en Engels, kan bijvoorbeeld
in het Fins minder belangrijk zijn. Dit wil echter niet zeggen dat verschillen in
tijdsduur tussen beklemtoonde en onbeklemtoonde lettergrepen niet kunnen duiden op
prominentie. De akcestische metingen van de door Vroomen et al. gebruikte stimuli
hebben aangetoond dat ook de tijdsduur covarieerde met accentuering; beklemtoonde
lettergrepen duurden langer dan onbeklemtoonde lettergrepen. Zoals al eerder is
genoemd, is verder onderzoek nodig om de rol van verschillende akoestische
parameters als correlaten van de Finse accentuering te verklaren (Hoofdstuk 3).
5. Luisteraars lijken gevoelig te zijn voor vrij subtiele veranderingen in de F0. Als
gevolg daarvan is de akcestische realisatie van de accentuering in het Fins niet
gerelateerd aan de accentuering op zinsniveau, die normaalgesproken wordt
gerealiseerd met meer specifieke akoestische veranderingen. Kleine
toonhoogteverschillen, kenmerkend voor Finse woorden op niet-geaccentueerde
posities, geven genoeg informatie om prominentie aan te geven. Dit zou de basis
kunnen zijn van een ritme dat helpt bij de organisatie van spraakinput, die op haar
beurt de woordherkenning ondersteunt (Hoofdstuk 4).
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